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Naa het afronden van dit proefschrift heb ik het gevoel op de hoogste berg te staan die ik tot nu
toee beklommen heb. Tijdens de beklimming van deze berg was het wederom typisch dat de
topp soms al in zicht was, maar dat enkele tussenliggende dalen nog verborgen lagen. Dat komt
tenn dele doordat de beklimming veelal 's nachts plaatsvond. Zoals alle beklimmingen heb ik
ookk deze met plezier gedaan. Vele mensen hebben daaraan een bijdrage geleverd, waarvoor ik
henn dankbaar ben. Enkele daarvan wil ik graag in het bijzonder noemen.
Antonn Imeson dank ik voor alle brede beschouwingen en al zijn suggesties. Ook ben
ikk dankbaar voor de volledige vrijheid die mij werd toevertrouwd om deze beklimming te
voltooien.. Therefore, Anton, thank you.
Harryy Seijmonsbergen zorgde aan het begin van elke route voor de basisuitrusting,
hetzijj vak- en veldkennis, kaartmateriaal, vervoersmiddelen, financiën of een kritische blik
tenn aanzien van modellen. Ik heb bewondering voor jouw vermogen om landschappen te
interpreterenn en dit uit te leggen aan anderen. Voor deze uitleg en de goede samenwerking
benn ik je dankbaar.
Gerr Bergkamp kwam ik meestal op tussengelegen toppen tegen. Hij stuurde me dan
vaakk een dal in, maar door zijn schat aan brede kennis en zijn suggesties gaf hij ook de juiste
richtingg aan om dat dal weer snel uit te klimmen. Ook benadrukte hij om met een open blik in
hett landschap te blijven kijken. Daarom Ger, vriend en leermeester, veel dank.
Tijdenss mijn tochten omhoog liep Bernhard Maier vaak al filosoferend aan mijn zijde.
Bernhard,Bernhard, danke für alle Diskussionen, deine Musik und Freundschaft. Frédéric Berger dank
ikk voor zijn aanmoedigingen en voor het optimaliseren van de Franse samenvatting. Frédéric,
jee te veux remercier pour m'avoir enthousiasme pour la chute de bloes et Ie röle de protection
dess forêts de montagne.
Markk LloydDavies, Klaasjan Raat en Joris de Vente dank ik voor de stimulerende
gesprekkenn en hun suggesties voor de verbetering van dit proefschrift. Verder bedank ik het
ABW-team:: Sanneke van Asselen, Monique Blankers, Christopher Dich en in het bijzonder
Uiff Putters - die mijn rockfall model erg verbeterd heeft - voor de begripsvorming in het veld
enn hun bijdrage aan dit proefschrift. Ook dank ik alle mensen van IBED-FG, met name Leo
dee Graaff en Koos Verstraten voor hun ondersteuning, Ulrich Leopold voor het verbeteren
vann de Duitse samenvatting, Gerard Heuvelink voor het beantwoorden van alle vragen en Eric
Cammeraatt voor de ruimte die ik kreeg binnen het ECO-SLOPES project. Een speciaal woord
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richtt ik aan Ernst Berkhout die een voorbeeldfunctie vervult voor helpdesk-medewerkers. Zijn
hulpvaardigheidd en zijn adequate manier van werken heeft mij veel computerleed bespaard.
Jeroenn Aerts dank ik voor het initiëren en coördineren van het CARTESIAN project
datt de basis vormde voor mijn onderzoek. Furthermore, I thank all the people working on
CARTESIANN and ECO-SLOPES for the great times. Because of your participation both
projectss have been pleasant and valuable experiences for me. The funding provided by the
Europeann Union for both projects and the financial support by RFASE is also kindly
acknowledged.. Margot Bitschnau, Familie Maier und alle Mitarbeiter von Stand Montafon
dankee Ich herzlich für die (Gast-)Freundschaft.
Charless Versfelt dank ik voor het verbeteren van de Franse samenvatting. Ook dank ik
hem,, evenals mijn ouders, Caroline van den Bemt, Ben Kaptein en Isabel Versfelt, voor alle
steunn en de vele gedachtewisselingen.
Tenslotte,, Josephine. Samen met jou ging ik dansend door het leven, door jou met
beidee benen dichtbij de grond. Merci pour tout.
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CHAPTERR 1

GENERALL INTRODUCTION

1.11 Introduction
Manyy livelihoods in the European Alps rely heavily on mountain forests for protection against
rockfalll and snow avalanches. This is recalled in the first paragraph of the Mountain Forest
Protocoll of the Alpine Convention: 'mountain forests provide the most effective, the least
expensivee and the most aesthetic protection against natural hazards.' In Austria and
Switzerlandd alone, approximately 50 million Euros are spent yearly to maintain or improve
thee protection provided by mountain forests (European Observatory of Mountain Forests,
2000;; Swiss Federal Statistical Office, 2002). Increasingly, protection needs to be combined
withh other functions and uses of mountain forests. 'Nowadays foresters do not only deal with
rockfalll and snow avalanche control, they also have to deal with timber production, ungulate
browsing,, nature conservation and recreation. However, preventing rocks falling through
peopless houses and snow avalanches blocking the main roads has become the number one
servicee our mountain forests are recognised for,' says Bernhard Maier, local forester in
Schruns,, Austria. The problem is that we do not know exactly how a forest that provides
optimall protection forest looks like. Critical for improving mountain forest management is
deepeningg insight into the interaction between natural hazards and mountain forests, in
particularr into the role of rockfall in forest dynamics, Maier says.
Thee knowledge on this subject is still very limited due to the slow reaction of natural
forestss to the rapid environmental and socio-economic changes, which occurred in the
Europeann Alps during the last 100 years. The changes mountain areas are facing have been a
strongg incentive for the United Nations to focus worldwide attention on mountains and their
peoplee by designating the year 2002 as The International Year of Mountains (IYM2002). The
drivers,, causes and impacts of environmental changes in mountains are increasingly known
(Buttt and Price, 2000). Both human induced and natural causes are often referred to,
including:: increase of population densities, land use change, change in river discharge
regimes,, glacier retreat and shifts of precipitation patterns as well as quantities. These can all
leadd to an augmentation of natural disasters (Houghton et al., 2001). As a consequence, to
preservee livelihood security, mountain inhabitants need to adapt wisely to these changes by
11 1
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managingg their surrounding ecosystems in such a way that valuable environmental services
andd resources are maintained at a sustainable level (Price et al., 2000). This is the underlying
conceptt of ecosystem management, which is increasingly applied throughout the world
(Grumbine,, 1994, 1997; Yaffee, 1998; Maltby et al., 1999; Pirot et al., 2000).
Inn the European Alps, mountain forests and the protection they provide have a long
andd distinguished history but during recent decades forest management has shifted focus from
timberr management to multiple use and forest ecosystem management (Attiwill, 1994; Farrell
ett al., 2000; Fiihrer, 2000; Harvey et al.. 2002). Within this transition there has been an
increasingg awareness and attention drawn towards the need for management of the multiple
functionss that mountain forests provide. These functions include production of timber and
non-timberr forest products, protection against natural hazards, recreation as well as nature
conservationn and watershed conservation by hydrological regulation (UN-ECE/FAO, 2000;
Pricee et al., 2000).
Thee transition in forest management has occurred due to the increasing use of
mountainn areas and the diversification of mountain economies, which have evolved from
agriculturall based economies to tourism based ones. As population densities and the
economicc value of the main alpine valleys have increased, the protection against natural
hazardss provided by forests has become more important (Schonenberger, 2000). Forests
traditionallyy designated as protection forests (for definition see chapter 2). have now gained
widerr recognition owed to an increasing importance as well as the direct economic and social
benefitss which are derived from them.
Mountainn forests provide a certain level of protection in the long term only if they are
managedd actively and adequately (Krauchi et al., 2000; Motta and Haudemand, 2000; Brang,
2001;; Schonenberger, 2001a). Active management requires information about the state, the
dynamicsdynamics and the future development of the forest ecosystem. Mountain forests are sensitive
too disturbances, which are not only caused by natural hazards such as rockfall and snow
avalanches,, but also by windstorms, ungulate browsing, fire, plagues and of course human
impacts.. The dynamics caused by these disturbances might impair the protective function of
forestss by initiating a destabilising feedback system (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, one of the primary
taskss of mountain forest managers is to prevent such a situation.
Too manage protection forests, firstly the locations where these forests are essential have
too be identified. Since forest management plans and strategies should not be developed at a
slopee scale, this information is required at a catchment scale, or at a scale of larger
managementmanagement areas (Hamilton and Bruijnzeel, 1997; Andersson et al., 2000; Schreier, 2000;
12 2
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Heroldd and Ulmer, 2001). Then, it is necessary to identify those forests with an impaired
protectivee function. On the basis of these assessments, priorities for the restoration or
maintenancee of specific protection forest stands could be established (Berger and Renaud,
1994).. Before forest management actions, also known as silvicultural interventions, are
carriedd out, the state of the forests and the level of protection they provide have to be known
(Brang,, 2001). The first could be provided by traditional forest inventories. In addition, up to
datee information on the area covered by forests is required, although commonly such forest
inventoriess provide only detailed forest stand data, with little or no data concerning the spatial
coveragee of forests. Forest cover could be derived from satellite images, but accurate methods
forr obtaining such data in mountainous areas are still under development (Hyyppa et al.,
2000;; Waser et al., 2000).
Disturbancee caused
byy a natural hazard
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Figuree 1.1. Simplified causal diagram showing the potential degradation of a protection forest caused by a
naturall hazard (the minus sign indicates a decrease).

Ann important issue is whether a satellite image is able to provide information with sufficient
detaill about the spatial coverage and the state of mountain forests at a regional scale. In
contrastt to forest cover data, there is often sufficient information on the locations where
protectionn forests are necessary, since this is known from historical or present experience
(Schonenberger,, 2000). However, identification of forests with an impaired protective
function,, especially with respect to rockfall, is difficult. What is much needed at this stage is a
methodd for assessing the protective function of forests against rockfall at a regional scale. If
thiss information is obtained, then the priorities for the restoration or maintenance of local
protectionn forest stands can be defined. Subsequently, the causes of the reduced protective
functionn have to be investigated in order to gain an understanding into the interaction between
thee forest ecosystem and its disturbances (Brang, 2001; Schonenberger, 2001a).

13 3
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AA major drawback, however, is that forest dynamics are hard to study as forest ecosystems
respondd relatively slowly to disturbances. For example, an impaired protective function could
bee caused by another disturbance than the main one observed at present. To overcome this
dilemma,, simulation models could be used to study forest ecosystem dynamics (Johnsen et
al.,, 2001) and compare these to field experiments and results of (long term) field monitoring.
Simulationn models might also be used as a tool for assessing and predicting the level of
protectionn provided by mountain forests at the present, as well as in the future (Peng, 2000).
Thee problem of the existing forest simulation models is that these do not take into
accountt the effects of disturbances caused by natural hazards such as rockfall (see Liu and
Ashtonn 1995; Luan et al., 1996; Mladenhoff and Baker, 1999; Mailly et al., 2000; Courbaud
ett al., 2001). To enhance existing forest simulation models, a model is needed which
simulatess rockfall - forest interactions in a dynamic way (Berger and Rey, 2001;
Schonenberger,, 2001a). Such a model may subsequently be used to assess changes in the
forestt structure (the distribution of trees in a forest determined by species, vertical or
horizontall spatial patterns, size of trees, age, or a combination of these) and its effect on the
protectivee function. This type of models needs to be combined with models that simulate
forestt dynamics, such as breakdown, regeneration and growth. The application of such
improvedd models may lead to an increased knowledge and contributes to improved
managementt strategies for protection forests.
Summarizing,, there is currently a lack of detailed regional forest cover data, a lack of
suitablee models which simulate the dynamics of protection forests and there is an absence of
informationn concerning the level of protection against rockfall provided by mountain forests
att a regional scale.
1.22 Aim of the study and research questions
Thee main objective of this study is to develop an efficient and scientific method for assessing
thee level of protection that mountain forests provide against rockfall at a regional scale, in
orderr to improve the management of those forests. To achieve these objectives, it is
appropriatee to ask the following research questions:
1.. What is known about the management of forest ecosystems, which protect against
rockfall? ?
2.. Could satellite imagery be used to obtain information about the spatial coverage and
thee state of mountain forests at a regional scale?
14 4
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3.. Which models are currently available for simulating rockfall dynamics and the role of
protectionn forests at a regional scale?
4.. Are these models satisfactory regarding their accuracy and predictive qualities and if
not,, how could they be improved?
5.. Could rockfall models be combined with or implemented into dynamic forest growth
models? ?

1.33 Choice of the study area
Chapterss two to seven of this thesis are based on papers that have been published or will be
publishedd in the near future. Most of the chapters refer to the Montafon region, which was the
studyy area for this thesis. The Montafon region is situated in the central part of the Alps, in
westernn Austria (see Fig. 1.2).

Figuree 1.2. Map of the European Alps showing the study area, which is the Montafon region in Austria, outlined
byy a thick black line. This map was created with a 1 km x 1 km digital elevation model provided by GTOPO30
(GTOPO30,, 2002) and with country borders provided by ESRI (ESRI, 2002).

Theree have been four reasons for studying the Montafon region. Firstly, a large amount of
geomorphologicall knowledge of this region was already available at the University of
Amsterdam.. Therefore, this region served as a study area in the EU-funded CARTESIAN
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project,, which formed the basis for this research. This was also the second reason for
choosingg the Montafon region. Thirdly, this region is considered to be representative for the
largerr inhabited valleys in the central European Alps, regarding its geomorphology,
hydrologyy and vegetation, as well as its climate and to a large extent also its geology. This
wouldd imply that the methodology developed in this study could probably be applied in other
areass in the central European Alps as well. Finally, the local forest authority constantly deals
withh management of forest ecosystems so as to sustain protection against natural hazards and
indicatedd the need for the method developed in this study.
Thee name Montafon probably originates from the Romanic description munt tovun,
whichh means mountain full of holes, relating to the silver and copper mines which lasted until
thee end of the nineteenth century (Stand Montafon, 1980). Details regarding the geography of
thiss region are described in chapter three and chapter six.
1.44 Research methodology and thesis outline
AA theoretical background is given in the following chapter, which reviews the current
knowledgee of protection forest management with respect to rockfall (first research question).
Thiss theoretical background also endorses some of the knowledge gaps presented in section
1.1.. Each following chapter deals with one of these knowledge gaps. Thereby, they all face a
differentt research method, of which the details are described in the relevant sections. In doing
so,, this thesis demonstrates how to develop a scientific method, which contributes to a
possiblee solution for a specific forest management problem.
Thee first research method is described in chapter three, which focuses on the use of
remotee sensing to derive information on forest cover at a regional scale from satellite images.
Furthermore,, this chapter reveals whether such information might contribute to improved
forestt management (second research question). In addition to information on forest cover,
knowledgee of rockfall dynamics is required for modelling rockfall impacts upon protection
forests.. Therefore, chapter four extensively reviews the available knowledge of rockfall
mechanicss and the most important rockfall modelling approaches (third research question).
Too obtain insight into the relationship between protection forests and rockfall impacts,
aa detailed study at a slope scale, which combines field research and modelling techniques,
wass carried out. This study is described in chapter five and provides a basis for developing a
rockfalll simulation model in which protection forest structure is incorporated. The developed
simulationn model was subsequently adapted and used to predict patterns of rockfall runout
16 6
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zoness at a catchment scale, which is described in chapter six. In addition, the developed
modell was tested and compared with two existing regional scale rockfall models. The
accuracyy assessment presented in chapter seven indicates whether rockfall simulation at a
regionall scale is feasible and realistic, both regarding the level of detail and the accuracy of
thee results. Overall, chapters five to seven deal with the fourth research question. Chapter
eightt presents a final synthesis on modelling rockfall and protection forest structure and
outliness the opportunities for the developed model to be implemented in dynamic forest
growthh models. This chapter also discusses whether the developed model truly helps
improvingg management of protection forests (fifth research question).

17 7
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CHAPTERR 2

DYNAMICSS OF PROTECTION FORESTS*

Abstract t
Ecosystemm management of protection forests aims at maintaining forests near a state during which effective
protectionn is secured. As the evolution of a dynamic forest ecosystem cannot be stopped, silvicultural measures
aree required which aim at maintaining both the ecosystem integrity and the protective function of mountain
forests.. Ecosystem integrity is defined as the system's capacity to maintain structure and ecosystem functions
usingg processes and elements characteristic for its ecoregion. Here, ecosystem functions also reflect the
capabilityy of the ecosystem to provide functions of value to humans. Ecosystem integrity of a protection forest
impliesimplies that the stability of the forest is high, because that is required to provide a high level of protection in the
longg term. The main conditions promoting natural evolutionary processes and ecological stability in protection
forestss are 1) a diverse composition of species, 2) sufficient natural regeneration and 3) an optimal forest
structure.. The first example in this chapter explains how these conditions might be achieved by silvicultural
interventionss in a forest that mainly protects against rockfall in the Austrian Alps. The second example deals
withh socio-economic aspects of ecosystem integrity of a forest that also protects against rockfall, but then in the
Frenchh Alps. Both examples show that forest authorities are aware of techniques to improve the stand stability of
protectionprotection forests, but the problem is that current forest management is often a kind of trial and error, because the
exactt consequences of interventions for forest ecosystem dynamics are not known. Therefore, it is proposed that
forestt ecosystem research should shift focus from protection forest dynamics to the geoecosystem functioning of
protectionprotection forests, including the effects of natural and human disturbances. For this, the concept of panarchy may
bee a promising way forward.

** Based on: Dorren, L.K.A., Berger, F., Imeson, A.C., Maier, B. and Rey, F. Integrity, stability and management
off protection forests in the European Alps. To be submitted to Forest Ecology and Management
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2.11 Introduction

Thee ultimate goal of ecosystem(-based) management could be summarised as 'the
preservationn of ecosystem integrity while satisfying human needs' (Grumbine, 1997; Yaffee,
1998;; Pirot et al., 2000). Integrity in relation to ecosystems was first mentioned by Aldo
Leopoldd who stated 'a thing is right when it tends to preserve integrity, stability and beauty of
thee biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise' (Leopold, 1949).
Currentt ecosystem management of forests is mainly based on ecological stability in
relationn to disturbances. Here, stability is often, for simplicity, characterised by the two
componentss resistance and resilience, or synonyms of these terms (Holling, 1973; Grimm et
al.,, 1992; Larsen, 1995; Fiihrer, 2000; Krauchi et al, 2000; Motta and Haudemand, 2000;
Brang,, 2001). Increased knowledge of ecological stability in relation to disturbances and
increasingg labour costs resulted in a paradigm shift from forest management for timber
productionn towards forest ecosystem management (Attiwill, 1994; Fiihrer, 2000; Harvey et
al.,, 2002), especially in case of management of forests that protect against natural hazards
(Larsen,, 1995; Brang et al., 2000; Krauchi et al., 2000; Motta and Haudemand, 2000; Bebi et
al.,, 2001; Brang, 2001). Parallel, it has been discussed whether forest management is
necessaryy at all for ensuring the protective function of a mountain forest on the long term.
Thiss argument originates from the view that mountain forests are self-organising stable
ecosystemss (see Weiss, 2000). Yet, an increasing group of authors report that mountain
forestss could only fulfil their protective function on the long term if they are managed
actively,, since instability problems caused by overmaturity arise if silvicultural interventions
aree absent (Ott, 1978; Ott and Schönbachler, 1986; Fiihrer, 2000; Krauchi et al, 2000; Motta
andd Haudemand, 2000; Brang, 2001).
Moree 'close-to-nature' silvicultural techniques, in comparison to those applied for
traditionall management of timber production forests, are increasingly applied. Current
exampless of such methods include minimal tending and the use of stand structural types
(Wasserr and Frehner, 1996; Motta and Haudemand, 2000; Brang, 2001). The aim of such
'close-to-nature'' silvicultural interventions in protection forests is to maintain forest stands in
aa stage during which effective protection is provided (Motta and Haudemand, 2000). This
instantlyy indicates the main problem of managing protection forests, as it is impossible to stop
thee evolution of a forest. Therefore silvicultural measures are required, which are associated
withh the trend of development of the forest ecosystem and which aim at maintaining the
integrityy of the protection forest ecosystem. To achieve this, knowledge of ecosystem
20 0
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integrityy of protection forests is needed. Consequently, the objective of this article is to
explainn the concept of ecosystem integrity with respect to protection forests and to describe
howw this concept could be integrated in management of protection forests. Two examples
dealingg with silvicultural and socio-economic aspects of ecosystem integrity of protection
forestss in the European Alps will be presented. Subsequently, some research needs will be
discussedd in order to improve ecosystem management of protection forests.

2.22 Protection forest: function and dynamics
Firstt of all, a short description of protection forests as defined in most alpine countries in
Europee will be given, since the term is often used for forests with different functions (Ottitsch
andd Weiss, 2000). A protection forest has mainly an object-protection or direct protective
functionn (Schonenberger, 2000). At the same time such a forest provides a site-protection
function,, which is actually a prerequisite for the direct protective function (van Noord, 1996).
Inn addition, like all mountain forests, protection forests provide multiple functions, such as
recreation,, sequestration of carbon dioxide and conservation of biodiversity (Buttoud, 2000;
Cattoii et al., 2000; Fiihrer, 2000).
Thee direct-protective function of a forest implies that the forest directly protects
people,, buildings and infrastructure against the impact of natural hazards such as snow
avalanchess and rockfall (Brang, 2001). The site-protection function is important as a forest
standd needs to protect its site against processes such as excessive soil erosion and the
occurrencee of debris flows (Rey and Chauvin, 2001). If the site-protection function is
impaired,, the forest site erodes, which results in a loss of the forest ecosystem as a whole.
Mountainn forests are self-organising stable ecosystems if regarded at a landscape
scale,, which normally do not need any silvicultural intervention for their continued existence.
Butt people want to utilize timber as a sustainable resource and therefore need to manage
forests.. Furthermore, some forests have become degraded as a result of over-harvesting,
heavyy ungulate browsing or livestock grazing and need to be managed in order to fulfil the
protectivee function. This means that some forests can be left untouched, others can be
managedd and some need to be managed.
Mountainn forest stands constantly evolve from a regeneration phase to an optimal
phasee and back again, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. During the transition phases in between the
forestt structure develops or breaks down. As a consequence the protective function is minimal
duringg those phases (Motta and Haudemand, 2000), which is also indicated in Figure 2.1.
21 1
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Figuree 2.1. Developmental phases in mountain forests in relation to the level of protection they provide.

Thee rate of transition into a next phase is not only determined by growth or ageing of
individuall trees, but also by the effect of disturbances on the forest ecosystem (Attiwill, 1994;
Petersonn et al., 2000). A disturbance is a natural or human-induced discrete event in time or
spacee that changes physical (biotic and / or a-biotic) conditions of an ecosystem (after White
andd Picket, 1985). The effect of a disturbance is determined by its magnitude and by the
ecologicall stability of the forest stand. Stability might differ a lot within a stand due to
variationn in stand factors such as micro-site conditions like availability of nutrients, soil
moisturee and light (Schonenberger, 2000). Therefore, several development phases presented
inn Figure 2.1 may occur simultaneously within a stand. A disturbance might be 'normal' for
ann ecosystem. Natural disturbances in mountain forests such as snow avalanches or rockfall
aree important processes since they drive development and change. By doing so, these
processess partly determine the integrity of a mountain forest ecosystem.

2.33 Forest ecosystem integrity

Theoretically,, a mountain forest that goes through developmental phases without human
disturbancess may be considered as a natural forest ecosystem. The integrity of such an
ecosystemm is not necessarily high, because that is determined by the definition of ecosystem
integrity.. Many scientists discussed ecosystem integrity, especially the last decade (see Karr,
1990;; Noss, 1990; Kay, 1991; Woodley et al., 1993; Westra, 1996; De Leo and Levin, 1997;
Goldstein,, 1998; Muller et al., 2000). Nevertheless, there is still no agreement on a uniform
definition.. Here, ecosystem integrity is defined as the system's capacity to maintain structure
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andd ecosystem functions using processes and elements characteristic for its ecoregion. Here,
ecosystemm functions do not only refer to relations and processes that are inherently part of a
dynamic,, open and complex ecosystem (Pimm, 1984; O'Neill et al., 1986). Ecosystem
functionss also reflect the capability of the ecosystem to support services or functions of value
too humans (De Leo and Levin, 1997), such as regulation functions, habitat functions,
productionn functions and information functions (after de Groot, 1992). A protection forest is a
goodd example of an ecosystem performing a regulation function.
Sincee the definition given above links ecosystem integrity to functions of value to
humans,, a protection forest ecosystem with a high integrity implies that the stability of the
forestt is also high, because that is required to provide a high level of protection in the long
term.. This does not account for a forest without a protective function, since the ecosystem
integrityy of a forest in a breakdown phase might be high, but the stability is low. A protection
forestt needs both ecological integrity and stability, since both determine its ecosystem
integrity.. Ecological integrity is needed to maintain variability in structure and functions;
stabilityy is needed to maintain the variability within a critical range. This is essential to avoid
perturbationn to a state in which the protective function is minimal. Here, perturbation is the
changee of motion, course, arrangement or structure of a whole ecosystem, caused by
disturbancess (after White and Picket, 1985).

2.44 Ecosystem management of protection forests
Withinn an ecosystem, functions exist which are essential for maintaining its organization in
thee face of disturbances. An ecosystem is only capable of providing functions of value to
humanss if these essential functions are fulfilled. Therefore, the primary objective of
managementt strategies is to protect, maintain and/or restore the essential ecosystem functions
off forest ecosystems using processes and elements characteristic for its ecoregion (Andersson
ett al., 2000). Subsequently, ecological integrity and stability with respect to a function of
valuee to humans could be promoted to obtain a high ecosystem integrity.
Thee main problem with protection forest management is to predict the trend of
developmentt of a forest in the face of disturbances, which could be both human and natural,
butt especially the natural disturbance the forest should protect against. This relatively
unknownn factor in combination with the given fact that an ecosystem is an open, dynamic
system,, endorses the general rule stated by Holling and Meffe (1996) that ecosystem
managementt should not aim at preserving something that must change. Consequently, forest
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ecosystemm dynamics must be integrated into management strategies (Attiwill, 1994). Current

managementmanagement of protection forests mainly tends to preserve stand stability, but the aim should
bee to create or maintain conditions that promote evolutionary processes while maintaining
forestt ecosystem integrity in relation to its assigned function. Figure 2.2 shows that, before
silviculturall measures are planned and executed, two important questions need to be
answered.. The first question is whether the ecological integrity of the protection forest is high.
Iff this is the case, the second question is whether the ecological stability is high. If one of
thesee conditions is not fulfilled, measures could be taken, if considered appropriate, as shown
inn Figure 2.2.

PrimaryPrimary objective:

maintainn protective
functionn of forest
Iff necessary, backup protection
byy technical constructons
++
Silviculturall measures
too increase integrity

Iff necessary, backup protection
byy technical constructions
++
Silviculturall measures
too increase stability

[YES [YES
Monitoring g
forestt ecosystem
development t

'ff'NO NO
Protectionn by
technicall constructions

Figuree 2.2. Flow chart presenting essential steps in determining a management plan for protection forests. Solid
arrowss indicate direct actions to be taken or questions to be answered and dotted arrows indicate an intermediate
timee period of several years to decades.

2.55 Towards implementation

Conditionss promoting natural evolutionary processes and ecological stability in protection
forestss could be categorized in three practical and general criteria (modified from Motta and
Haudemand,, 2000):
1.. Diverse composition of species
2.. Sufficient natural regeneration
3.. Optimal forest structure
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Butt before these criteria are evaluated to estimate the ecosystem integrity of a protection
forest,, its history must be assessed. The origin of the forest, past silvicultural treatments and
evidencess of natural disturbances must be known (Motta and Haudemand, 2000). The further
managementt starts from the state defined by the criteria mentioned above, the stronger the
managementt intervention must be (Fiihrer, 2000), but preferably silvicultural intervention
mimicss small-scale natural disturbances (Bengtsson et al., 2000). If ecosystem dynamics tend
too deviate from the course directed to fulfilment of the criteria, the suitability of the forest
standd for performing a protective function might be questioned. Other protective measures,
likee technical constructions, might be required in such a case, since management cannot push
aa forest ecosystem in a direction opposite to the natural one.
Thee composition of species should be characteristic for the ecoregion and if possible
diversee (both for the trees and the understory vegetation). Diversity determines the amount of
variabilityy in the potential drivers of an ecosystem (Holling and Meffe, 1996), which are the
keyy species and key processes in an ecosystem. It is still unclear whether a diverse
compositionn of species increases ecosystem stability (Holling, 1973; May, 1973; Tilman and
Downing,, 1994; De Leo and Levin, 1997; Tilman et al., 1997; Bengtsson et al., 2000).
However,, there is much evidence that mixed forests are more resistant to perturbations and
moree resilient after disturbances than monocultures. They also perform ecosystem functions
moree reliable over time (Larsen, 1995; Bengtsson et al., 2000).
Naturall regeneration is equally important as the species composition, because it is the
primaryy source for natural stand renewal. Therefore, the maintenance of a good seedling bank
iss required, but sufficient light, prevention of competing ground vegetation suppressing
seedlings,, prevention of heavy browsing by ungulates as well as suitable seedbeds are also
importantt (Ammer, 1996; Motta, 1996; Ott et al., 1997; Fuller and Gill, 2001). Tree stems
lyingg on the slope surface provide both good protection against rockfall and snow avalanches
andd they provide good seedbeds. Therefore, timber should be left in the stand unless it is too
riskyrisky with respect to bark beetle infestation (Krauchi et al., 2000).
Thee optimal structure of a protection forest depends on the type of natural hazards the
forestt should protect against. For example, a forest protecting against rockfall should have a
largee number of trees, preferably with thick tree stems near the rockfall source area (Wasser
andd Frehner, 1996). At the same time a multilayered stand is needed to ensure this protective
functionn on the long term. In the accumulation zone of a rockfall slope, a forest consisting of
densee bushes and shrubs is needed (Mani and Klay, 1992; Gsteiger, 1993).
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Generally,, uneven multilayered stands with a mosaic of all sizes and age classes are the best
suitedd for protection (Ott et al., 1997; Krauchi et al., 2000; Motta and Haudemand, 2000).
Thiss general structure should be aimed for since protection forests mostly protect against
severall types of natural hazards. The cluster structure characteristic for high-elevation stands
mayy serve as a model for the arrangement of seedlings in plantations and for silvicultural
interventionss in homogeneous stands aiming at the optimal structure for protection
(Schonenberger,, 2001b).
Ideally,, a forest ecosystem that fulfils the three general criteria mentioned above enters
aa 'steady-state' in which small patches with alternating developmental phases provide a
collectivee stability for the stand or forest (see Fig. 2.3). Fiihrer (2000) assumes that in this
statee efficient mechanisms of self-regulating processes control all destabilising forces, thus
keepingg the destructive phases temporally and spatially within ecologically tolerable limits,
whichh is sub-optimal for protection on the short term, but as optimal as possible on the long
term. .
patchh dynamics
optimum m

ionn regeneration

minimal minim
optimal optimal protectiveprotective function
ofof the forest stand
Fig.. 2.3. A sub-optimal protective function could be maintained by small patches in phase-shifted developmental
states,, which build up a collective stability for the forest stand. This approach requires that similar phases of
patchh dynamics are not occurring synchronically, e.g. all the patches being in a breakdown phase.

2.66 Example 1: a silvicultural/forest ecological case
Thee 'AuBerbacher' forest covers about 50 hectares on a south-southwest facing slope in the
Montafonn region in Austria (between 47°8'and 46°50' latitude and 9°41 'and 10°9' longitude).
Thee forest stretches from the valley floor, which is situated at 930 m above sea level (a.s.1.),
upp to 1500 m a.s.1. and grows on a uniformly shaped talus slope with an average inclination of
39°.. Because of its proximity to the AuBerbach hamlet this forest has always been an
importantt resource for local inhabitants in terms of wood production and grazing livestock.
Abovee all, the forest protects the AuBerbach hamlet against rockfall, which originates from a
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clifff face, with a height up to 100 m, in the upper part of the forest hillslope. In addition, the
forestt prevents the release of snow avalanches on the steep parts of the hillslope.
Inn 1988 the protective function of the forest reached a critical level because firstly
mostt of the trees had been damaged by rockfall while substantial regeneration was lacking
andd secondly, the forest was prone to windthrow. The latter had already caused gaps in the
lowerr parts of the forest. These had been widened by a subsequent bark-beetle invasion (see
Fig.. 2.4, situation 1988) as its initial vulnerability due to the high proportion of spruce and the
sun-exposedd location, was increased. It seemed that the ecological processes could not sustain
thee protective function of the forest at that time. As a result, ecosystem integrity could not be
maintainedd anymore. Therefore, the local forest authority initiated a rehabilitation project,
whichh started with assessing the history of human and natural disturbances in thee forest.
Untill 1960, up to 300 sheep grazed in the AuBerbacher forest during the months May,
Junee and October. As sheep have a selective feeding behaviour, natural regeneration of
deciduouss trees and shrubs in particular, was suppressed. This had a long-term effect on the
speciess composition of the forest. Indicative is that the present coverage of Beech (Fagus
sylvatica),sylvatica), is not more than 10%, although the potential natural forest community up to an
altitudee of 1050 m corresponds to a Beech-dominated Luzulo Fagetum. After 1960, two
feedingg stations for deer and roe deer were installed on the footslope of the AuBerbacher
forest,, which then served as a winter habitat for ungulates for over two decades. The increased
ungulatee population resulted in an enormous browsing pressure, which was identified as the
mainn cause for the lack of natural regeneration. In addition to the direct and indirect human
interferencee there has been a permanent impact of natural disturbances such as rockfall, snow
avalanchess and wind, of which rockfall has always been the most dominant disturbing agent
inn the AuBerbacher forest.
Thee ideal structure of a protection forest, mainly composed of the tree density, the
diameterr distribution as well as the gap size and the vertical layering, depends on the type of
naturall hazard the forest should protect against. According to Wasser and Frehner (1996) the
numberr of trees per hectare in a rockfall protection forest should be higher than 400 with stem
diameterss at breast height (DBH) larger than 40 cm. Gaps in the forest should not exceed a
lengthh of 20 m in thee direction of the slope.
Accordingg to the forest inventory of 1988, during which all the developmental phases
off the forest were mapped using Leibundgut (1959), about 84% of all the trees in the
AuBerbacherr forest were damaged by rockfall (Stand Montafon, 1990). About 45% of the
totall forest area was in a so-called ageing phase (Fig. 2.4), which was amongst others
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indicatedd by a low tree density of 290 trees per hectare. At first sight these stands appeared
stablee against windthrow because of the varying horizontal and vertical structure and a welldistributedd network of vital long-crowned skeleton trees (in German: Geriistbaume, being
treess with a stabilising function). But the high percentage of trees with heart rot reduced this
apparentt resistance. Crucial for the prospective stand development was the lack of
regeneration,, which would have led to stand disintegration and consequently even lower tree
densities.. This would have considerably reduced the resilience of the forest in the long term.

Figuree 2.4. Distribution of developmental phases, disturbances and silvicultural measures

Twenty-twoo percent of the forest was identified as being in an optimal phase in terms of stand
developmentt and had an average number of 560 trees per hectare, which is in line with the
guideliness of Wasser and Frehner (1996). These forest stands were spruce-dominated and
mainlyy structured in homogeneous single-layers, which were most likely a result of the human
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impact.. It was to be expected that this homogeneous structure would not change in the future.
Inn combination with high coefficients of slenderness (length/width ratio), short crown lengths
andd the high degree of rockfall-damaged trees, the threat of windthrow would increase in
thesee stands. Only 19% of the area could be classified as a so-called selection forest with a
multilayeredd structure and a mosaic of ageing, breakdown and regeneration phases. This type
off forest grows mainly on steep rocky and blocky sites, which are hardly accessible for
silviculturall interventions. Because of snow gliding, intensive rockfall and the browsing
pressuree some of the primary rockfall channels and gullies were denuded of trees (unstocked
forestt land). These areas accounted for 14% of the total forest land. It would be impossible to
achievee regeneration without a reduction of the browsing pressure of ungulates and the
constructionn of avalanche barriers in these areas.
Onn the basis of all the previously described information, the local forest authority
regardedd a) the reduction of ungulate population, b) the improvement of the accessibility via
forestt roads and c) the construction of avalanche barriers and rockfall nets in the major gully
ass urgent. These measures were a prerequisite for the implementation of the following
silviculturall measures:
small-scale felling with on-site deposition of trees diagonal to the slope,
narrow irregular stripe felling by means of cable cranes all arranged diagonal to
thee slope direction,
reafforestation of unstocked forest land and coppicing hazel to stimulate its
growth. .
Thesee measures aimed at achieving the optimal stand conditions with respect to protection
againstt rockfall, being a high tree density and thick tree stems, as described by Wasser and
Frehnerr (1996). This, however, is related to different developmental stages of a forest.
Moreover,, it is impossible to keep a forest in a certain 'desired' condition over a long period
off time because a forest is a dynamic system (Brang, 2001). Therefore, the local forest
authorityy aimed for a mosaic of stand patches at different developmental stages. In order to
achievee such a mosaic, the homogeneous optimal and optimal/ageing stands in particular had
too be split up into smaller patches. By means of irregular stripe felling these patches were
createdd and regeneration phases were initiated (Fig. 2.4). Once regeneration in an initially
felledd stripe has reached a secure stage, the mosaic-creation process will be continued by
additionall stripe felling using cable crane lines. This process has to be carried out during a
wholee developmental cycle of a stand, which takes about 200 years, in order to obtain phaseshiftedd mosaic structures (see Otto, 1994). In sparsely stocked ageing stands, cable crane
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loggingg is inappropriate as excessively large gaps could come into existence. Therefore, in
suchh stands only relatively few trees were felled in carefully selected positions in order to
initiatee regeneration. The cut stems were left on site and deposited diagonal to the slope
directionn in order to decelerate and to redirect rockfall. Stems that are deposited perpendicular
too the slope direction result in large rock accumulations behind them and possibly in rock
avalanchess once the stems have decayed.
Thee local forest authority observed that in the course of felling activities the
vulnerabilityy to bark beetle infestation increased. During warm and dry summers this indeed
resultedd in two subsequent bark beetle invasions (see Fig. 2.4), but fortunately it was observed
thatt bark beetle impact contributed to the mosaic creation process. When comparing the
situationn of 1988 and 2002 it can be seen that 15% of the optimal phase changed into a
regenerationn phase. Furthermore, 32% of the unstocked forest land and areas covered with
shrubss also showed regeneration (Table 2.1).

Tablee 2.1. The partition of the different phases in the AuBerbacher forest in 1988 and 2002
Phase e
19888 [m2]
Optimall and optimal/ageing phase
85506 6
101787 7
Latee ageing phase (- multilayered)
Multii layered selection forest
92630 0
Regeneration n
2853 3
Shrubb vegetation, unstocked forest land 49284 4
Total l
332060 0

19888 [%]
26 6
31 1
28 8
11
15 5
100 0

20022 [m2]
69865 5
92336 6
92630 0
40626 6
36603 3
332060 0

20022 [%]
21 1
28 8
28 8
12 2
11 1
100 0

2.77 A silvicultural/socio-economic example
Thee forest of Sainte-Foy Tarentaise (France), which covers 1130 hectares, is located in the
upperupper valley of the Isère river on steep glacially eroded valley slopes, half of the forest covers
slopess with gradients higher than 30°. The forest occupies an intermediary position between a
glacierr (Mont Pourri, 3780 m a.s.1.) and a valley with intense traffic. The valley road leads to
thee ski resorts of Tignes and Val dTsère and traffic was estimated at 13.000 cars daily in
Februaryy 1993. Especially the forest in the "Raie" area, which covers 100 hectares with
mainlymainly quasi-pure spruce stands, provides protection of roads against rockfall. This forest is
locatedd on the steepest side of a southwest oriented slope.
Inn April 1986, rockfall caused the death of four people, confirming the magnitude of
thee problem and the need for treatment. The proximity of the Olympic Games in Albertville
stimulatedd local authorities to initiate a rehabilitation project. The effects of the Viviane
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windstormm in 1990, which destroyed several hectares of unstable stands, stressed the need for
suchh a project. The first step in the rehabilitation project was a rockfall assessment using a
rockfalll trajectory simulation program (Cattiau et al., 1995). Forestry data were derived from
aa study carried out by Cemagref (Renaud et al., 1994). On the basis of these data, five forest
structuree types were derived, which were representative for the amount of rockfall energy that
couldd be absorbed by the different forest stands (Cattiau et al., 1995). The model results
showedd that 60% to 95% of all rocks starting from the top would get to the road if the forest
standss of that time were absent. The presence of trees, even scarce, reduced the rockfall
hazard,, either by stopping the rocks before the road or by limiting the height of the rebound,
thuss increasing the level of protection and reducing the cost of other measures, such as civil
engineering.. With the forest cover present at the time of investigation, 10% to 15% of all the
simulatedd falling rocks would reach the road. Subsequently, several forest cover scenarios
weree tested and showed that a high level of protection was provided by dense forest stands
withh a high basal area (>25 m2 per hectare), especially if these stands were located near the
topp of the slope. Less dense stands, but well located in mosaics, were also providing sufficient
protection,, even though the average stopping distance of falling rocks was longer. In case of
ann absence of forest cover at the top in combination with dense forest stands at the bottom of
thee hillslope, most of the rocks reached the road. On the basis of these observations two
silviculturall options were discussed:
establishing relatively homogeneous and dense stands with thick tree stems (DBH of
300 to 40 cm), or
creating a structural mosaic, constituted of a regular alternation between ageing
structuress with initial regeneration and more dense ones with optimal growth.
Thee first option is very efficient, but unstable and needs intensive care to be maintained. The
latterr option, although less efficient in terms of road protection, appears nonetheless better
adaptedd and less risky in the scope of extensive management, as the structural stability is
betterr and the continuity of functions better guaranteed. Taking into account the local context
andd exploitation problems, the second option was chosen. The objective was to create
structurall patches of limited sizes (maximal 4 to 5 ares). The wood was removed by helicopter
inn order to avoid closing the road and dragging wood on the ground, which might destabilise
rocks.. The total costs were 21000 Euro, the wood was sold for 16400 Euro and therefore the
operatingg loss was 4600 Euro. The Department of Savoie, fully aware of the importance of
thiss operation for safety, granted the owner of the forest (i.e. the local town) 15000 Euro.
Therefore,, net profit for the owner amounted to 10400 Euro. At present, the forest provides
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sufficientt protection against rockfall, but active management is required to maintain this level
off protection. Without the subsidy given by the Department of Savoie, the described operation
wouldd have been cancelled. This indicates that a constant dialog between the people working
inn and managing the mountain forests and forest researchers is important. In addition, efforts
too convince local governments of the importance of adequate management of protection
forestss are also needed.

2.88 Synthesis: interaction between human and natural systems
Forestt ecosystem integrity is rooted both in ecological as well as in social and economical
aspects,, as forest ecosystems are to provide functions of values to humans, which requires
ecologicall stability. A forest is a dynamic system, continually changing in response to natural
andd human disturbances. Some disturbances help to maintain forest ecosystem integrity, while
otherss threaten it. As shown by the example in the Austrian Alps, forest management
interventionss were required to restore the integrity of protection forests. The loss of integrity
wass due to the long history of direct and indirect human impact on the forest ecosystem in
combinationn with the natural disturbances as well as the natural biotic processes. This resulted
inn a situation where silvicultural measures were required. This is an excellent example of a
panarchy.. A panarchy is a structure in which systems, including those of nature and of
humans,, as well as combined human-natural systems, are interlinked in continual adaptive
cycless of growth, accumulation, restructuring, and renewal (Holling, 2000; Gunderson and
Holling,, 2002). Panarchy has evolved from hierarchy theory, firstly applied in geoecosystem
researchh by Allen and Starr (1982) and O'Neill et al. (1986). They initiated an increase of
theoreticall understanding by viewing the landscape as a multi-scale dynamic system in which
bioticc and abiotic processes interact. However, both the adaptive nature of such systems,
organizedd by periodic and transient phases of growth, conservation, collapse and
reorganizationn and the interaction with human systems has tended to be lost. Therefore,
panarchy,, a term devised to describe evolving hierarchical systems with multiple interrelated
elements,, offers an important new framework for understanding and resolving this dilemma.
Thee steering variables in the panarchy of forest that protects against rockfall are the frequency
andd magnitude of rockfall, growth of individual trees, regeneration and breakdown of the
forestt as well as silvicultural interventions. These variables are all interacting. At the same
time,, some of them are the result of an adaptive cycle within themselves. For example,
whetherr or not silvicultural interventions will be carried out in protection forests depends on
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factorss acting in social, economical and to a lesser extent forest ecological systems as shown
byy the example in the French Alps.
Theree is a need for the theoretical framework panarchy provides. The examples show
thatt forest authorities are aware of techniques to improve the stability of protection forest
ecosystems,, but the problem is that current forest management is often still a kind of trial and
error,, because the exact consequences of interventions for forest ecosystem dynamics are not
known.. This accounts both for the impact of the natural hazard the forest should protect
againstt as well as the future dynamics of the forests ecosystem. Despite this knowledge gap,
whichh is due to the lack of research and the fact that previous disturbances affect the
developmentt of a forest for a long time, foresters are increasingly aware of the self-organising
capacityy of forests, which is indicated by the fact that they do take into account natural forest
ecosystemm processes as far as possible in the silvicultural measures taken. It is known that it is
particularlyy important not to work against the stand development but to exploit forest
dynamicss for silvicultural objectives. Especially this should be investigated more, as
recognizedd by many authors (Attiwill, 1994; Andersson et al., 2000; Bengtsson et al., 2000;
Fiihrer.. 2000; Krauchi et al., 2000; Bebi et al., 2001; Brang, 2001; Schonenberger, 2001a).
Regardingg the interaction between forests and natural hazards, research should shift focus to
mountainn geoecosystem functioning. In replication of Troll (1971), Rowe and Barnes (1994)
andd Huggett (1995) the term geoecosystem is used to place the emphasis not only on the
biosphere,, but also on the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and pedosphere, which are
dynamicc and important parts of mountain forest landscapes. Understanding geoecosystem
functioningg differs from assessing how geoecosystem functions are performed; it is about
understandingg how our surrounding dynamic ecosystems, which are affected by our social
andd economical systems, operate. Therefore, panarchy is a promising way forward to improve
ecosystemm management of protection forests in mountains and to sustain ecosystem integrity
inn general. Because if the panarchy of a protection forest would be understood better, different
silviculturall interventions could be simulated to test its effect on the integrity of the forest
ecosystem.. Consequently optimal silvicultural procedures could be pinpointed.
Thiss chapter presented two real world examples regarding the management of forests
thatt protect against rockfall. In addition, the theoretical nature of the state-of-the-art concepts
off ecosystem management has been described. Overall, this chapter indicates a gap between
thee theory and practice of protection forest management. To help decrease this gap, the
followingg chapters of this thesis focus at the development of a method for obtaining more
knowledgee about the interaction between abiotic (rockfall) and biotic (protection forest
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structure)) factors in a mountain geoecosystem. This method and the obtained knowledge will
bee another step towards understanding the panarchy of protection forests in mountain
geoecosystems. .
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LANDSAT-BASEDD FOREST MAPPING IN MOUNTAINS*

Abstract t
Thee accuracy of forest stand type maps derived from a Landsat Thematic Mapper (Landsat TM) image of a
heterogeneouss forest covering rugged terrain is generally low. Therefore, the first objective of this study was to
assesss whether topographic correction of TM bands and adding the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) as additional
bandd improves the accuracy of Landsat TM-based forest stand type mapping in steep mountainous terrain. The
secondd objective of this study was to compare object-based classification with per-pixel classification on the
basiss of the accuracy and the applicability of the derived forest stand type maps. To fulfil these objectives
differentt classification schemes were applied to both topographically corrected and uncorrected Landsat TM
images,, both with and without the DEM as additional band. All the classification results were compared on the
basiss of confusion matrices and kappa statistics. It is found that both topographic correction and classification
withh the DEM as additional band increase the accuracy of Landsat TM-based forest stand type maps in steep
mountainouss terrain. Further it was found that the accuracies of per-pixel classifications were slightly higher, but
object-basedd classification seemed to provide better overall results according to local foresters. It is concluded
thatt Landsat TM images could provide basic information at regional scale for compiling forest stand type maps
especiallyy if they are classified with an object-based technique.

** Based on: Dorren, L.K.A., Maier, B. and Seijmonsbergen, A.C. Improved Landsat-based forest mapping in
steepp mountainous terrain using object-based classification. Accepted in Forest Ecology and Management
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3.11 Introduction

Intensificationn of land use demands regional planning to ensure sustainable use of natural
resources.. In mountainous terrain this implies integrated watershed planning, of which forest
managementt is an important part. Forest mapping and forest ecological research form an
importantt contribution to management strategies and plans. Since the seventies, many authors
havee been investigating how remote sensing could contribute to forest mapping (Peterson et
al.,, 1987; Ardö, 1992; Congalton et al., 1993; Gemmell, 1995; Martin et al., 1998;
Kilpelainenn and Tokola, 1999; Pax-Lenney et al., 2001; Tokola et al., 2001) and to forest
ecologicall research (Ekstrand, 1994; He et al., 1998; Lucas and Curran, 1999; Coops and
Culvenor,, 2000). The usefulness of Landsat TM imagery as an aid in forest management is
generallyy agreed if TM imagery is combined with field data and high-resolution imagery
(Gemmel,, 1995; Trotter et al., 1997; Salvador and Pons, 1998; Kilpelainen and Tokola, 1999;
Hyyppaa et al., 2000; Bebi et al., 2001). However, the resolution of Landsat TM imagery is in
manyy cases too low to derive forest parameters required by foresters such as timber volume,
basall area and tree height. Consequently, TM imagery is generally used in forestry to provide
currentt forest stand type maps (Anderson level II; see Anderson et al., 1976) and forest cover
mapss for larger regions. These maps could be used for assessing large-area regeneration, (re-)
growthh and causes of large changes in forests (Fiorella and Riple, 1993).
Thee problem with Landsat TM-based forest stand type maps of mountainous terrain,
derivedd with traditional per-pixel classification methods, is that the accuracy is fairly low,
evenn if a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is added as extra band (Frank, 1988; Itten and
Meyer,, 1993). Accuracies of forest stand type maps of less-rugged or flat terrain are generally
higherr (see Mickelson et al., 1998). One of the reasons for this is that both land cover and
topographyy determine the spectral values in remote sensing imagery, especially in case of
steepp or high relief energy areas. Strong variability in the reflectance from canopies of similar
forestss and direct shadows as well as cast shadows are indissoluble results of the topography
inn such areas, which complicate the classification. According to many authors topographic
correctionn solves this problem (Leprieur et al., 1988; Civco, 1989; Ekstrand, 1996; Tokola,
2001),, although others do not agree on this (Carpenter et al., 1999). Despite topographic
correction,, traditional per-pixel methods still encounter problems with deriving forest stand
typee maps from Landsat TM images of mountainous terrain, because of the large variability in
reflectancee within forest stands and spectral confusion of species (Meyer et al., 1993).
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Severall authors have already referred to classifying segmented or merged pixels of Landsat
TMM images as an alternative to per-pixel methods (Ton et al., 1991; Woodcock and Harward,
1992;; Stuckens et al., 2000). Image segmentation has the potential to merge pixels into
objectss that correspond to forest stands (Woodcock and Harward, 1992). Accordingly, this
methodd is called object-based classification. An advantage is that more features than only
spectrall values could be used for classification, like texture, shape and the standard variation
off spectral values within an object. This could improve Landsat TM-based forest mapping in
steepp mountainous terrain. Therefore, the first objective of this study was to assess whether
topographicc correction of Landsat TM bands and adding a DEM as additional band results in
improvedd forest stand type mapping in steep mountainous terrain. The second objective was
too evaluate which classification method performed best: traditional per-pixel classification or
object-basedd classification. These objectives, in addition to the relatively low resolution of a
Landsatt TM image, which is 30 m x 30 m, in comparison to the scale of forest management in
steepp terrain, raise the following research questions:
1.. What is the effect of topographic correction on the accuracy of Landsat TM-based
forestt stand type maps?
2.. Does the classification of a Landsat TM image improve when a DEM is used as
additionall band during the analysis?
3.. Does object-based classification improve the accuracy and the applicability of Landsat
TM-basedd forest stand type maps compared to per-pixel classification?

3.22 Materials
3.2.13.2.1 Study area
Thee Montafon region served as a test site for this study. It is located in the southern part of
Vorarlberg,, the westernmost province of Austria (between 47°80'and 46°50' latitude and
9°41'andd 10°90' longitude, see Fig. 3.1). As an alpine region its altitude ranges from 600 m
a.s.1.. at the valley bottom up to over 3000 m above sea level. The average relief energy is
approximatelyy 250 m/km2. The geology is determined by sedimentary rocks in the northern
partt and by metamorphic and crystalline rocks in the southern part (GBA, 1998). The
Montafonn valleys are open to the northern windward side of the Alps and therefore under
strongg oceanic influence (mean annual temperature approximately 8° Celsius, mean annual
precipitationn at the bottom of the main valley approximately 1300 mm). The forests reach up
too about 1800 m a.s.1. and cover a total area of approximately 12500 hectares. Thirty-three
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percentt of the forested area is steeper than 45°. The forests provide essential protection for
villagess and infrastructures against snow avalanches and rockfall. Therefore the forests are
managedd in a multifunctional sustainable way.

Figuree 3.1. Study area: the Montafon region (Near-IR band of the September 1998 Landsat TM image).

Inn the valleys and up to 1000 m a.s.1., mainly broadleaved forests (Fagus silvatica, Acer

pseudoplatanus,pseudoplatanus, Tilia cordata, Fraxinus excelsior) and mixed forests (Picea abies, F
silvatica,silvatica, Abies alba) are found. Spruce (Picea abies) forests predominate above 1000 m
a.s.1.,, though the mixed forests reach up to 1500 m above sea level. Larix decidua and Pinus
cembracembra are only found in fragmental stands close to the timberline (Maier, 1993). The
distributionn of forest stand types at regional scale is mainly determined by altitude, but at
slopee scale other factors such as parent material, relief, microclimate, humus forms, light and
disturbancess caused by natural hazards also become important (van Noord, 1996). Generally,
thee canopy density decreases with increasing altitude due to the changing climatic conditions,
e.g.. heavier snow loads. Because uneven-aged forests predominate, tree distribution, stem
density,, tree height and basal area vary strongly between forest stands. As typical for
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mountainn forests, these varied forest stands are distributed in a patchy mosaic-like structure
(Maier,, 1993).
3.2.23.2.2 Satellite imagery and digital elevation data
AA summer and a winter Landsat TM-5 scene (respectively recorded 9 September 1998 and 28
Januaryy 1998, both at 9:40 CMT) and an IRS-1C (Indian Remote Sensing Satellite)
panchromaticc scene (recorded at 25 September 1997, 10:35 CMT) were used in this study.
Thee resolution of a Landsat TM scene is 30 m x 30 m; the resolution of a panchromatic IRS1CC scene is 6 m x 6 m. A digital elevation model (DEM) produced by the National Austrian
Mappingg Agency was available for this study. This DEM is arranged as a regular grid of
surfacee height points at 25 m spacing. According to the product information (BEV, 2002) this
DEMM was created by interpolation of photogrammetric height measurements at a ground
distancee of 50 m, enhanced and supplemented with prominent terrain structures. The
modelledd elevation accuracy is given as 1 m to 3 m in open and flat land and 5 m to

0

mm in forests and high-alpine terrain.

3.2.33.2.3 Validation and training data
Locall foresters digitised ground truth polygons on the basis of digital colour-infrared (CIR)
orthophotos,, which covered different areas with: open coniferous forest, dense coniferous
forest,, broadleaved forest and mixed forest. Mixed forests are stands where neither
broadleavedd nor coniferous trees account for more than 75% of the tree crown area, in
accordancee with the definition of UN-ECE/FAO (2000). The CIR orthophotos were taken in
thee period July-September of 1996 and have a resolution of 0.25 m x 0.25 m. Ground truth
polygonss were created in areas where tree species, tree distribution and stem density were
comparablee in 1996 and 1998. The ground truth polygons were converted into a raster map
withh a cell size of 25 m x 25 m. Then, this map was randomly divided in training areas and
validationn areas. The validation areas were used for the accuracy assessment. The accuracies
off all the classifications were assessed on the basis of confusion or error matrices (Congalton,
1991;; Richards and Jia, 1999) and kappa statistics (KHAT) (Cohen, 1960; Hudson and
Ramm,, 1987; Congalton, 1991; Congalton and Plourde, 2000).
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3.33 Data preparation methods

3.3.13.3.1 Radiometric and geometric pre-processing
Radiometricc correction was applied to all the bands of the two Landsat TM scenes by
multiplyingg by the gain and by adding the offset, which are both provided in the image header
files.files. The images used for this study were extracted from the corrected scenes and covered
approximatelyy 35 km x 35 km. Fortunately, no detector errors or clouds were present in the
usedd images.
Thee topography of mountainous terrain is responsible for geometric distortions (Itten
andd Meyer, 1993; Richter, 1997; Sandmeier and Itten, 1997), but in the case of steep
mountainouss terrain these distortions increase, therefore approximately fifty ground control
pointss were used for orthorectifying both Landsat TM images and the IRS image. The RMS
errorr of the rectification was 0.57 pixels (17.1 ms) for the January 1998 image and 0.43 pixels
(12.99 m) for the September 1998 image. Both images were resampled to 25 m x 25 m
resolutionn using a nearest neighbour algorithm. The ERS-1C Panchromatic image was
orthorectifiedd with a RMS error of 0.26 pixels (1.56 m) and resampled to 5 m x 5 m resolution
usingg a cubic convolution algorithm, since this image has only been used for visual
interpretationn and not for classification.

3.3.23.3.2 Extracting a forest mask
Forestt masks were derived using Maximum Likelihood and Parallelepiped classification of
thee bands 1-5 of the January 1998 Landsat TM image and the bands 2, 4 and 5 of the
Septemberr Landsat TM 1998 image. The January image was tested because firstly shadows
aree not a problem in this image, since scatter light enlightens shadowed forested areas due to
thee snow cover, even on steep north facing slopes, which show limited reflection in summer
images.. Secondly, there is no confusion between shrubs and broadleaved forests, because
smalll shrubs are covered under a thick snow pack. For each of the classification results
confusionn matrices and KHAT values were calculated on the basis of forest/non-forest
polygons.. These polygons were digitised on screen on the basis of a merged IRS-TM image,
whichh was created with an Intensity-Hue-Saturation transformation (Carper et al., 1990) using
thee September 1998 Landsat TM image and the IRS-1C Panchromatic image. Maximum
Likelihoodd classification of the bands 1-5 of the January 1998 Landsat TM image provided
thee most accurate forest mask (overall accuracy: 0.94, KHAT value: 0.73).
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3.3.33.3.3 Topographic correction
Too account for large variations in surface illumination that existed between areas that receive
directt sunlight and areas in complete shade, the September 1998 image was corrected for
topographicc effects. Currently a wide range of algorithms for topographic correction exists
(Smithh et al., 1980; Teillet et al., 1982; Colby, 1991; Conese et al., 1993; Meyer et al., 1993;
Franklinn and Giles, 1995; Sandmeier and Itten, 1997; Degui et al., 1999). The most applied
algorithmss are the Cosine Correction, the C-correction and the (extended) Minnaert
Correction,, which is based on the Minnaert constant (Minnaert, 1941) to account for nonlambertiann behaviour of vegetated surfaces (Jansa, 1998). Gu and Gillespie (1998) developed
thee Sun-Canopy-Sensor-correction (SCS-correction) specifically for removing topographic
effectss in Landsat TM images of forested areas. The SCS-correction, the Cosine Correction,
thee C-correction and the Minnaert Correction were evaluated by plotting reflectance values of
thee masked (using the forest mask) topographically corrected September 1998 TM band 4
versuss the incidence angles (Meyer et al., 1993; Richter, 1998). These scatterplots indicated
thatt the SCS-correction performed best in reducing the correlation between incidence angle
andd reflectance value. Therefore the SCS-correction was used in this study, of which a subset
off the resulting image is shown in Figure 3.2. The SCS-correction is based on the following
algorithm, ,

DNcm=DNin

. £ 2 ! < Ë ) ^ >>

(3.1)

cos(i) )

where, ,
DNcorTT = corrected DN value
DNinn = uncorrected DN value
66 = slope angle [°]
szz = solar zenith angle [°]
ii = incident angle [°], which is the angle between the direction normal to the surface and the
solarr beam and could be calculated following (Holben and Justice, 1980),
cos(i)) = cos(sz) * cos(B) + sin(sz) * sin(B) * cos(az-aspect)

(3.2)

where, ,
azz = solar azimuth angle [°]
aspectt = aspect of the slope [°]
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Figuree 3.2. Left image: subset of the raw September 1998 TM band 4. Right image: subset of the topographic
correctedd September 1998 TM band 4 using the SCS-correction showing the same area (black pixels are slopes
withh incidence angles larger than 90 degrees).

3.44 Per-pixel classification methodology
Afterr pre-processing, extracting the forest mask and applying topographic correction to the
Septemberr 1998 Landsat TM image, per-pixel classifications were carried out with different
datasets.. All the datasets consisted of TM band 5, TM band 4 and a synthetic band (TM band
44 minus TM band 2). The synthetic band was used for separating broadleaved and mixed
forestt (Itten et al., 1992). Spectral histograms and bi-spectral plot analyses of the signatures
forr the training areas indicated that the use of this combination of bands would optimise the
classificationn since the separability of the classes was optimal within these bands.
Eitherr topographically corrected or uncorrected TM bands were classified during each
classificationn test. Additionally, each set of bands was classified with and without the DEM as
additionall band, to evaluate its effect on the classification result. This technique has been
calledd the 'logical channel approach' (Strahler et al., 1978; Hutchinson, 1982). Here, the
DEMM was stretched to obtain values ranging from 0 to 255. All the different datasets were
maskedd during classification by using the forest mask. Each classification produced four
forestt classes (open coniferous forest, dense coniferous forest, broadleaved forest and mixed
forest)) as well as a set of unclassified pixels. It was decided to use Maximum likelihood for
thee per-pixel classifications. The justification for this decision was based on KHAT values of
preliminaryy results of classification tests with various unsupervised and supervised
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classificationn techniques (Richards and Jia, 1999) and additional tests with classifying
principall components.
3.55 Per-pixel classifications: results and discussion
3.5.13.5.1 The effect of topographic correction
Tablee 3.1 presents the overall accuracy and the KHAT values of the different per-pixel
classifications.. These were calculated from the error matrices in which the classification
resultss were compared with the validation data. This table shows that the accuracies of perpixell classifications using topographic corrected bands are higher than those during which
uncorrectedd bands were used. In the first case, the overall accuracy increased with 0.10 and
thee KHAT value increased with 0.11 when comparing classification number 1 and 2 (Table
3.1).. In case of classification number 3 and 4, the overall accuracy increased with 0.19 and the
KHATT value increased with 0.22 (Table 3.1).
Tablee 3.1. Summary of the per-pixel classification results.
Classificationn nr. Usedd dataset
11
DEM,, TM4, TM5, TM4-TM2
22
DEM,, TM4*, TM5*, TM4-TM2*
33
TM4,, TM5, TM4-TM2
44
TM4*,, TM5*, TM4-TM2*
** Bands not corrected for topography

Overalll accuracy (n=7411)
0.73 3
0.63 3
0.64 4
0.45 5

KHAT(n=7411) )
0.63 3
0.52 2
0.51 1
0.29 9

Anotherr distinct effect of topographic correction is shown by the distribution of errors over
thee incidence angles (Fig. 3.3). This figure shows that the classification errors in the case
topographicc corrected images were used are more or less regularly distributed over all
incidencee angles. In contrast, the classification errors in the case uncorrected images were
usedd are more concentrated in faint illuminated pixels. These results show that topographic
correctionn improves the accuracy of Landsat TM-based forest stand type maps in steep
mountainouss terrain. These findings agree with Meyer et al. (1993), Richter (1998) and
Tokolaetal.. (2001).
3.5.23.5.2 Optimal dataset for per-pixel classification
Ass shown in Table 3.1, per-pixel classification of the topographic corrected TM bands 4, 5
andd the synthetic band in combination with the DEM produced the highest overall accuracy
(0.73)) and KHAT value (0.63). Per-pixel classifications of the other datasets produced lower
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accuracies.. The importance of the DEM for forest mapping in steep mountainous terrain could
bee explained by the fact that the distribution of forest stand types on regional scale is mainly
determinedd by altitude. Visual evaluations of the classification results showed that
classificationss of TM bands without the DEM as additional band resulted in unrealistic
distributionss of forest stand types, such as broadleaved forests near the tree line (1800 m
a.s.1.) )
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Figuree 3.3. The effect of topographic correction (SCS-correction) on the distribution of classification errors over
differentt incidence angles. Percentages are normalized for the total number of pixels within each incidence angle
class. .

Thesee results show that it is necessary to use a DEM as additional band when classifying a
LandsatLandsat TM image into forest stand types in steep mountainous terrain. For per-pixel
classificationn of forest stand types in the study area, the combination of topographic corrected
bandss and the DEM provided the most optimal dataset tested. This dataset was also used for
thee object-based classification tests.

3.66 Object-based classification methodology
Duringg the first step of the object-based classification method image objects are created by
meansmeans of segmentation. The segmentation process in the used software eCognition
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(Definiens-Imaging,, 2001) is a bottom up region merging technique starting with randomly
selectedd one-pixel objects, where a binary counter guarantees a regular spatial distribution and
simultaneouss growth of treated objects (Baatz and Schape, 2000). Throughout the
segmentationn process, an underlying optimisation procedure minimizes the weighted
heterogeneityy (n * h) of the created image objects, where n is the size of the object, defined by
aa scale parameter and h is a homogeneity criterion, defined by three sub-criteria: spectral
heterogeneity,, compactness and smoothness, which could be weighted as shown in Figure 3.4.
Thee algorithms of the segmentation process have been described in detail by Baatz and
Schapee (2000).

<

Spectrall heterogeneity

Shapee — < T
(1-n)(1-n)

Compactness s

^~~\
Smoothness s
(J-m) (J-m)

Figuree 3.4. Overview of the weighted sub-criteria of the homogeneity criterion.

Firstly,, the previously used forest mask was segmented into large objects. After segmentation
thesee objects were classified as forest and non-forest objects. The result of this classification
hass been used for a so-called classification-based segmentation, in which neighbouring
objectss belonging to the same class were merged. The resulting objects had an average size of
2700 pixels and were embedded in level 2. Subsequently, fine-scale objects were segmented on
thee basis of the topographic corrected September 1998 TM band 4 and TM band 5. These
objectss were embedded in level 1. Both levels and the unsegmented image (pixel level) are
shownn in Figure 3.5.

Figuree 3.5. Three hierarchical levels in segmentation procedure. Left image: pixel level (unsegmented TM band
4);; center image: segmented level 1 (small segmented objects, e.g. individual forest stands); right image:
segmentedd level 2 (large forest/non-forest objects).
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Finally,, all the objects in level 1 were classified using the same dataset that provided the best
per-pixell classification result, which included TM band 4, TM band 5, the synthetic band
TM4-TM2,, all corrected for topography and the DEM. The classification was based on a
decisionn tree, which is presented in Figure 3.6. This tree was built up from different
membershipp functions for the four forest classes: mixed forest, dense coniferous forest, open
coniferouss forest and broadleaved forest. The membership functions for these forest classes
weree defined on the basis of segmented training areas.

Forest mask = 1

Levell 2

Forest mask = 0

Nott forest

Forest t

largee objects

55

mm

TM5<55

not=coniferous
mm

Nott coniferous
Levell 1

00

DEM>500 m

smalll objects

B0<TM4-TM2<200

TM4-TM2>60

mm
00

not=dense conif
00 m

TM5<36

not=mixed

StdDev TM5<5

StdDev TM4-TM2<24

XX
Densee conif.

00

J^ ^

Openn conif.

Mixedd

Broadleaved

Figuree 3.6. Membership functions for all the classes. BR* = Brightness = (mean TM5 + mean TM4 + mean
(TM4-TM2))/3. .

Forr each tested object-based classification, level 1 was segmented again into slightly larger
objectss compared to the preceding scheme, starting with an average object size of 2.0 pixels.
Eventuallyy thirty classifications were applied with average object sizes ranging from 2.0
pixelss to 78.2 pixels in level 1. An overview of the object-based classification methodology is
presentedd in Table 3.2.
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Tablee 3.2. Outline of the object-based classification methodology.
Stepp

Method

Averagee object size
[pixels] ]
Segmentationn of level 2 1.4

Usedd dataset

Segmentationn weights

Forestt mask

Spectrall heterog. = 0.6
Shapee = 0.4
Compactnesss = 0.5
Smoothnesss = 0.5

Classificationn of level 2

1.4

Forestt mask

Classification-basedd
segmentationn of level 2

270

Forestt mask

Segmentationn of level 1

2.0 for the first classification
upp to
78.22 for the last classification

TM5 and TM4

Classificationn of level 1

2,0 for the first classification
upp to
78.22 for the last classification

DEM, TM4, TM5
and TM4-TM2

Spectrall heterog. = 0.6
Shapee = 0.4
Compactnesss = 0.5
Smoothnesss = 0.5

3.77 Final results: object-based versus per-pixel classification
3.7.13.7.1 Object size and object-based classification accuracy
Figuree 3.7 shows the average object size versus the KHAT values and the overall accuracy of
thee object-based classifications. The overall accuracies and the KHAT values of the objectbasedd classifications are dependent of the average object size. The best object-based was
basedd on segmented objects with an average size of 21.6 pixels. The overall accuracy and the
KHATT value of this classification were respectively 0.70 and 0.58 (Table 3.3). Smaller and
largerr objects produced lower classification accuracies. The overall accuracy and KHAT
valuee when using smaller objects decreased to respectively 0.63 and 0.49 (average object size:
2.00 pixels). When using larger objects, the overall accuracy and KHAT value decreased to
respectivelyy 0.59 and 0.46 (average object size: 78.2 pixels).
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Figuree 3.7. Average object size versus the overall accuracy and the KHAT values of the object-based
classifications. .

3.7.23.7.2 Object-based versus per-pixel classification accuracy
Tablee 3.3 summarizes the classification results of the best object-based and per-pixel
classification.. This table shows that the overall accuracy and the KHAT value of the per-pixel
classificationn are respectively 0.03 and 0.05 higher than the object-based classification.

Tablee 3.3. Summary of the best per-pixel and object-based classification r:sults. .
Classification n
method d
Per-pixel l
Object-based d

Averagee object size Used dataset
[nr.. of pixels]
DEM.. TM4-TM2, TM5, TM4
21.66
Idem.

Overalll accuracy
(n=7411) )
0.73 3
0.70 0

KHAT T
(n=7411) )
0.63 3
0.58 8

Thee difference in accuracy between the two methods is shown in more detail by the confusion
matricess of the best per-pixel and object-based classification (Table 3.4). These confusion
matricess tabulate the proportion of pixels matching ground truth pixels, normalized for the
amountt of pixels within a ground truth class. A binomial test on the class accuracies (applying
normall approximation with test statistic Z) showed that no significant (oc=0.01) differences
existt between the two classification methods for the classes 'dense coniferous forest' and
'mixedd forest'. The classes 'broadleaved' and 'open coniferous' were significantly better
classifiedd by the per-pixel method.
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Bothh methods are able to classify at least 67% of the validation pixels of the classes 'dense
coniferous',, 'mixed' and 'broadleaved' forest correctly, but many pixels within the class
'openn coniferous' could not be classified as such. This especially accounts for the objectbasedd classification, where 40% of pixels of the class 'open coniferous' remained
unclassified.. Another striking difference between the two methods as shown in Table 3.4 is
thee confusion between broadleaved and mixed forest stands as classified by the object-based
method,, since almost 20% of the class 'broadleaved' forest has been classified as mixed forest
stands. .
Tablee 3.4. Confusion matrix of the best per-pixel and object-based classification, normalized for the amount of
pixelss within a ground truth class.
Per-pixel l
Classes s
Densee coniferous
Mixed d
Broadleaved d
Openn coniferous
Unclassified d

Validation/groundd truth
Densee coniferous
Mixed d
(nn = 2632)
(nn = 2460)
0.133 3
0.8144 NS
0.101 1
0.7200 NS
0.125 5
00
00
0.079 9
0.022 2
0.006 6

Broadleaved d
(n== 1258)
0.002 2
0.106 6
0.7377 p p
00
0.155 5

Validation/groundd truth
Broadleaved d
Mixed d
Densee coniferous
(nn = 1258)
(nn = 2460)
(nn = 2632)
0.006 6
0.103 3
Densee coniferous 0.7877 NS
0.196 6
0.7322 NS
0.126 6
Mixed d
0.6688 p p
0.143 3
0
0
Broadleaved d
00
00
Openn coniferous
0.050 0
0.130 0
0.022 2
Unclassified d
0.037 7
PPP per-pixel method significant better at the 0.01 confidence level
NSS no significant difference between both methods at the 0.01 confidence level
Object-based d
Classes s

Openn coniferous
(n== 1061)
0.132 2
00
00
0.5155 p p
0.353 3

Openn coniferous
(n== 1061)
0.155 5
0.030 0
00
0.4155 pp
0.400 0

3.7.33.7.3 Differences in forest stand type maps
Duringg field visits a strong variation between open coniferous, dense coniferous, broadleaved
andd mixed forest stands was observed on the lower parts of the oversteepened valley slopes in
thee study area. Therefore, during the visual evaluation of the classification results the
variationn of forest stand types in this altitudinal zone was firstly evaluated. As shown in
Figuree 3.8, the map produced by the object-based classification showed an alternation of
mainlyy broadleaved and mixed forest stands within this zone, but also some dense and open
coniferouss forest stands. The per-pixel classification resulted in rather large homogeneous
areas. .
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Figuree 3.8. Upper image: subset of the forest stand type map produced by the per-pixel classification. Lower
image:: subset of the forest stand type map produced by the object-based classification. The central part of the
figuree shows that the per-pixel classification resulted in homogeneous vegetation zones related to altitude,
whereass the object based classification produced more heterogeneity, especially within the lowest forested
altitudinall zone.

3.88 Final discussion

3.8.13.8.1 Accuracy and applicability of derived maps
Resultss in this study show that object-based classification compared to per-pixel classification
doess not improve the accuracy of Landsat TM derived forest stand type maps according to the
overalll accuracies and the KHAT values. At least, this accounts when using TM bands 4, 5,
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andd a synthetic band (TM band 4 - TM band 2), all corrected for topography, in combination
withh a DEM. For forest stand type mapping in the study area using per-pixel classification,
thiss dataset provided the most accurate results. This was not the case for object-based
classification,, since a large amount of open coniferous forest stands could not be classified as
suchh (Table 3.4). Furthermore, the object-based classification encountered problems while
separatingg broadleaved forest stands from mixed forest stands. This problem could probably
bee solved with a more specific training dataset, which is known to be required for an objectbasedd classification as used in this study (Lobo and Chic, 1996). A specific training dataset
forr object-based classification might provide a better combination of TM bands and additional
data.. On the basis of such a dataset, the separation of the classes 'broadleaved' and 'mixed'
forestt could most likely be improved.
Despitee lower accuracies, object-based

classification

compared to per-pixel

classificationn does improve the applicability of Landsat TM-based forest stand type maps.
Moree specifically, the forest stand type map produced by the object-based classification
showedd more agreement with the field situation than the map produced by the per-pixel
classification.. Local foresters working in the study area confirmed this. The object-based map
producedd a strong variation in forest stand types as observed on the lower parts of the
oversteepenedd valley slopes in the study area. These slopes are transportation zones of snow
avalanches,, rockfalls, debris flows and landslides. Therefore, large variations in mixture, age
andd tree distribution exist (Maier, 1993; van Noord, 1996). On these slopes the per-pixel
classificationn produced large homogeneous forested areas, which were mainly determined by
altitude.. The variation in forest stand types observed on the oversteepened slope in the study
areaa was not produced.
Why,, then, does object-based classification produce lower accuracies? One reason is
thee difficulty of classifying open coniferous forest stands on the basis of the used dataset.
Anotherr reason is found in the location of ground truth polygons in the study area. These
polygonss were obtained by digitising large forest stands that are representative for each
classifiedd forest stand type. But large broadleaved forest stands are rare in the study area.
Smallerr broadleaved stands prevail, especially in areas where the stand type variability is high
ass a result of site, growth and disturbance factors. Therefore, a large set of validation data for
thee class 'broadleaved' was lacking. Using the DEM as additional band in the per-pixel
classificationn resulted in a map showing strongly banded vegetation zones determined by
altitudee (Fig. 3.8). Therefore, the per-pixel classification performed very well according to the
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confusionn matrix, since the validation pixels that were available were generally determined by
altitude. .
Inn the case of object-based classification many different forest stand types, in
particularr within the lower altitudinal zones, were produced. As a result, the probability of
classifiedd forest stand objects mismatching ground truth pixels increased. It was observed that
mainlyy the edges of delineated forest stands mismatched ground truth pixels (Fig. 3.9).
Obviously,, this led to an increase of the amount of classification errors and an according
decreasee of the classification accuracy.

Figuree 3.9. Left image: hypothetical segmented image objects (black outlined) and a rasterized ground truth
polygonn (dark grey); Center image: hypothetical object-based classification result showing two classes (medium
greyy and light grey); Right image: Mismatched pixels (indicated with diagonal pattern) if medium grey class is
identicall to the ground truth class.

Classificationn errors were expressed as the amount of mismatching pixels. Instead, expressing
classificationn errors as the amount of objects in which the majority of pixels mismatched
groundd truth pixels would be a more suitable method for assessing accuracy of object-based
classifications.. Regarding the pixel-based accuracy assessment used in this study, a random
sampledd ground truth set based on field inventories would probably have been better.
However,, in steep mountainous terrain it is very time and labour consuming to obtain such a
set. .

3.8.23.8.2 Knowledge-based classification of objects
Thee relation between the average object size and the accuracy of forest stand type maps
derivedd with object-based classification, indicated that a per-pixel method is not a good basis
forr stand type classification. One reason is that per-pixel classification ignores the fact that
theree is a high probability that neighbouring pixels belong to the same class (Stuckens et al.,
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2000).. As stated by Woodcock and Harward (1992) the ideal situation is reached when the
imagee objects correspond with objects in the ground scene. This statement was confirmed by
thee results of the object-based classification of this study. These results showed that the
classificationn accuracy decreased when using too small or too large objects. An explanation
forr this is that the standard deviation of objects, which was for example used for identifying
openn coniferous stands, was not suitable for classifying small objects. If objects were too
large,, the standard deviation within an object was too large to identify pure coniferous stands.
Withinn this study, an average object size of 21.6 pixels resulted in the highest accuracy. This
sizee is comparable to the average stand size in the study area, which confirms the statement of
Woodcockk and Harward (1992).
Iff segmentation provides image objects that correspond with objects in the ground
scene,, then an intelligent classifier should be able to classify the image objects perfectly. At
present,, segmentation and object-based classification works very well for images with
spatiallyy discontinuous elements with abrupt borders such as large agricultural fields or
metropolitann areas surrounded by forests (Stuckens et al. 2000). In case of segmenting
Landsatt TM images of steep forested mountainous terrain into forest stands, both a
sophisticatedd segmentation procedure and an intelligent classifier are needed, since forest
standss are elements with gradual and fuzzy transitions. A sophisticated segmentation
proceduree should be able to segment complex, gradual changing elements in images into
realisticc objects. Within current segmentation and pattern recognition research such
proceduress have already been developed and tested (Ojala and Pietikainen, 1999). Intelligent
classifierss could be based on membership functions in combination with an extensive
hierarchicall or multiple-scale knowledge base (Sowmya and Trinder, 2000) or on neural
networkss (Pax-Lenney et al., 2001). Combinations of sophisticated segmentation procedures
andd intelligent classifiers as mentioned are increasingly being applied in several fields such as
missilee navigation (Waldemark et al., 2000) or bone tumour tissue identification (Frangi et al,
2001).. Possible application of similar systems for analysis of remotely sensed data within
forestryy mainly depends on the user-friendliness of such systems. For obtaining user-friendly
systems,, a high standard of knowledge of object-based classification of forested images is
required.. Therefore, researchers from the fields of forestry, remote sensing, computer vision
andd artificial intelligence should more integrate their knowledge and skills.
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3.99 Conclusions

Forr Landsat TM-based forest stand types mapping in the steep mountainous study area, a
combinationn of a DEM and the TM bands 4, 5 and a synthetic band (TM band 4 - TM band
2),, which were all corrected for topography, provided the most optimal dataset when using
traditionall per-pixel classification. Therefore, this dataset was used to compare traditional perpixell classification with an object-based classification method. The results from this
comparisonn suggest that an object-based approach fails to improve the accuracy of forest
standd type maps in comparison with traditional per-pixel classification, according to the
overalll accuracies and KHAT values. Object-based classification, however, does improve the
applicabilityy of Landsat TM derived forest stand type maps. The forest stand type map
derivedd with object-based classification agreed more with reality than the forest stand type
mapp derived with per-pixel classification. The use of a more specific accuracy assessment
methodd for the object-based classification could probably quantify this. Alternatively, the use
off a random sampled ground truth set based on field inventories for accuracy assessment
couldd have resulted in higher object-based classification accuracies as well. Unfortunately a
randomm sampled ground truth set was not available, because in steep mountainous terrain it is
veryy time and labour consuming to obtain such a set.
Thee relation between the average object size and the accuracy of forest stand type
mapss indicated that object-based classification has substantial potential for forest stand type
mappingg on the basis of Landsat TM. Though, techniques for segmentation and classification
off spatially continuous elements with gradual transitions in images have to be improved.
Combiningg a sophisticated segmentation procedure with an intelligent classifier might do this.
Butt user-friendly applications of such combined systems for mountain forest management
stilll have to be developed and tested. It is therefore important that knowledge of forestry,
remotee sensing, computer vision and artificial intelligence should more be integrated.
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AA REVIEW OF ROCKFALL MECHANICS AND MODELLING APPROACHES*

Abstract t
Modelss could be useful tools to assess the risk posed by rockfall throughout relatively large mountainous areas
(-5000 km2), in order to improve protection of endangered residential areas and infrastructure. Therefore the
purposee of this chapter was to summarize existing rockfall models and to propose modifications to make them
suitablee for predicting rockfall at a regional scale. Firstly, the basic mechanics of rockfall have been summarized,
includingg knowledge of the main modes of motion: falling, bouncing and rolling. Secondly, existing models are
dividedd in three groups: (1) empirical models, (2) process-based models and (3) GIS-based models. For each
modell type the basic principles and its ability to predict rockfall runout zones are summarised. The final part
discussess how a model for predicting rockfall runout zones at a regional scale should be developed. A GIS-based
distributedd model is suggested, which combines a detailed process-based model and a Geographical Information
Systemm (GIS). Potential rockfall source areas and falltracks are calculated by the GIS component of the model
andd the rockfall runout zones are calculated by the process-based component. In addition to this model, methods
forr the estimation of model parameters values at a regional scale have to be developed.

##

Based on: Dorren, L.K.A. (in press). A review of rockfall mechanics and modelling approaches, Progress in
Physicall Geography.
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4.11 Introduction

Inn mountainous areas rockfall is a daily occurrence. The unpredictability of the frequency and
magnitudee of rockfall potentially endangers human lives and infrastructure as shown by the
numerouss examples of infrastructure destroyed or people killed by rockfall (e.g. Porter and
Orombelli,, 1980; Bunce et al., 1991; Badger and Lowell, 1992). To protect endangered
residentiall areas and infrastructure, it is necessary to assess the risk posed by rockfall.
Rockfalll is a relatively small landslide confined to the removal of individual and
superficiall rocks from a cliff face (Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Selby, 1982). These rocks range
fromm cobble to boulder size, including very large blocks with a dominant rock size of 1 -2 m in
diameter.. Rockfall could generate large-scale mass movements of rock material, but these
processess are defined as rockslides or rock avalanches (see also Abele, 1994; and Cruden and
Varnes,, 1996). Very occasionally, rockfall initiates catastrophic debris streams, which are
evenn more dangerous (Hsü, 1975). Distinct evidences of rockfall are talus slope deposits at
thee foot of steep cliff faces, but rockfall also occurs on slopes covered with vegetation where
evidencess are less distinct.
Protectivee measures against rockfall could be taken by, for example, constructing
catchh or barrier fences and restraining nets (Hearn et ah, 1992; Spang and Sönser, 1995; Peila
ett al., 1998), but these measures are expensive and they deteriorate with time. In some cases
thee maintenance of forest stands designated an explicit protection function or protection forest
iss cost-effective and more sustainable (Kienholz and Mani, 1994; Motta and Haudemand,
2000).. However, in many mountainous regions it is not known whether active forest
managementt ensures effective protection against rockfall.
Onee way to investigate the efficacy of a protection forest against rockfall is to carry
outt field experiments by throwing rocks through different types of forests and monitoring the
amountt of rocks stopped by the forest. Unfortunately, this method is time and labour
consuming,, especially if it is required to assess the efficacy of all the protection forests
throughoutt large mountainous areas. An alternative is to simulate falling rocks through forests
usingg computer models. The large goal of using such modelling approaches is to predict
rockfalll activity and assess the function of forests for protecting human lives and
infrastructuree at a regional scale.
Onn the road toward this large goal the purpose of this literature study was to
summarizee the requirements for a model that predicts the risk posed by individual falling
rockss at a regional scale. To reach this objective, three questions have to be answered. Firstly,
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whatt are the main mechanics of rockfall? Secondly, which rockfall models were already
developedd and tested? Thirdly, what are the components of existing models that predict
rockfalll runout zones at a regional scale? The review presented in this chapter is structured on
thee basis of these three questions. Finally, the required components for a regional scale
rockfalll model will be discussed.
4.22 Rockfall mechanics
4.2.14.2.1 Causes of rockfall
Rockfalll starts with the detachment of rocks from bedrock slopes, which is mostly a cliff face
inn case of a rockfall source area. All bedrock slopes are subject to various degrees of
weathering,, which may lead to fracturing, opening of joints and therefore to promotion of
rockfall.. The degree of rockfall promotion depends on the environmental factors causing
physicall and chemical weathering and on the bedrock type (Schumm and Chorley, 1964; Day,
1997).. Apart from the weathering rates, trigger mechanisms also determine whether rockfall
occurss or not. In literature, a wide range of rockfall trigger mechanics and conditions have
beenn described. These rockfall trigger mechanics may be divided in rockfall promoters and
causess of the actual start of movement. However, in reality it is difficult to make a distinction
betweenn promoters and actual causes of rockfall, since often a certain process promotes
weatheringg and causes rockfall, such as frost shattering. The slope morphology and the direct
surroundingg of the potential falling rock are the most important factors determining whether a
rockk will fall.
AA well-known promoter and cause of rockfall is the frost-thaw activity (Grove, 1972;
Thorn,, 1979; Porter and Orombelli, 1980, 1981; Coutard and Francou, 1989; McCarrol et al.,
1998;; Matsuoka and Sakai, 1999). Gardner (1983) observed rockfall in the Canadian Rocky
Mountainss and concluded also that rockfall especially occurs on glacially oversteepened rock
slopess that are exposed to alternating freezing and thawing. These rockfalls were low
magnitude,, high frequency events, which is typical for rockfall in alpine areas (Hungr et al.,
1999;; Matsuoka and Sakai, 1999; Jomelli and Francou, 2000). Douglas (1980), who studied
loww magnitude, high frequency rockfalls in Ireland, found strong indications of frost-induced
rockfalll as well. This study shows, however, that geotechnical properties of the bedrock
materiall also played an important role. This is consistent with the results of Luckman (1976),
whoo showed that rockfall is controlled by both the morphological and geological character of
thee cliff and rock surface temperature fluctuations.
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Zellmerr (1987), Bull et al. (1994) and Vidrih et al. (2001) described another cause of rockfall.
Theyy investigated the relationship between rockfall and seismic activity and concluded that
rockfalll was activated by seismic activity. Wieczorek et al. (1995, 2000) reported that
rockfaliss in the Yosemite Valley were caused by different factors like earthquakes,
rainstorms,, rapid snow melt, freeze-thaw cycles of water in joints, root penetration and
wedging,, or stress relief following deglaciation. They documented about 400 slope
movements,, among which rockfalis and rockslides have been more numerous than other types
off slope movements. In about half the reports on slope movements, the triggering was either
unreportedd or unrecognised. The reported events show that large winter rainstorms, rapid
snowmeltt and earthquakes triggered more movements than freeze-thaw conditions or human
activitiess (Wieczorek and Jager, 1996).
Humann activities leading to decreased stability of hill slopes in hard rock are still a
minorr factor compared to geological factors, but locally it might be of great importance, for
examplee undercutting of slopes during quarrying or excavations for infrastructure (Selby,
1982).. In addition, animals could cause rockfall, for example chamois's climbing steep cliff
faces.. This overview shows that various factors were reported as causes of rockfall, but in
mostt cases a combination of topographical, geological as well as climatological factors and
timee determine whether rockfall occurs.
4.2.24.2.2 Modes of motion of falling rocks
Afterr the rock has been detached and starts to move, it descends the slope in different modes
off motion. These modes of motion strongly depend on the mean slope gradient (Fig. 4.1). The
threee most important modes of motion are: freefall through the air, bouncing on the slope
surfacee and rolling over the slope surface (Erismann and Abele, 2001). In the following
sectionss these modes of motion will be described in detail.
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Figuree 4.1. General modes of motion of rocks during their descent on slopes related to mean slope gradients
(modifiedd from Ritchie, 1963).

4.2.34.2.3 Freef all of rocks
Freefalll of rocks occurs on very steep slopes. According to Ritchie (1963) freefall occurs if
thee slope gradient below the potential falling rocks exceeds 76°, but in different field
situationss this value varies, therefore Figure 4.1 shows that around 70° the motion of the rock
graduallyy transforms from bouncing to falling.
Duringg freefall of rocks two different movements could occur. The first is translation
off the centre of rock and the second is rotation of the block around its centre (Azzoni et al.,
1995).. Translation and rotation are important, because falling rocks are hardly ever round.
Followingg rotation in the air a rock could jump into a different direction after impact
comparedd to preceding directions.
Airr friction influences the velocity of a freefalling rock, but according to Bozzolo and
Paminii (1986) the air friction has no significant effect on the motion of the rock. Another
influencingg factor on freefalling rocks and their fall tracks is the collision with other falling
rocks,, but these effects are hard to analyse during rockfall events or field investigations
(Azzonii et al., 1995).
4.2.44.2.4 Movement at or near the slope surface
Iff the mean slope gradient decreases in the down slope section, a rock collides on the slope
surfacee after freefalling, which is defined as bouncing. During the first bounce rocks tend to
break,, especially incompetent rocks (Bozzolo and Pamini, 1986). Whether a rock breaks or
not,, between 75% and 85% of the energy gained in the initial fall is lost in that first impact
(Broilli,, 1974; Evans and Hungr, 1993).
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Iff the mean slope gradient is less than approximately 45°, the motion of a bouncing rock
graduallyy transforms into rolling, because the rock gathered rotational momentum during the
precedingg motions. A rolling rock is nearly constant in contact with the slope surface (Hungr
andd Evans, 1988). During the transition between bouncing and rolling, the rock rotates very
fastt and only the edges with the largest radius maintain contact with the slope. Thereby the
centree of gravity moves along an almost straight path, which is an effective mode of motion
withh respect to energy loss. In fact, this combination of rolling and short bounces is one of the
mostt economic displacement mechanisms (Erismann, 1986). Sliding is another mode of
motionn over the slope surface, but this generally only occurs in the initial and final stage of a
rockfall.. If the mean slope gradient increases, a sliding rock starts falling, bouncing or rolling.
Iff the mean slope gradient does not change while sliding, the rock usually stops because of
energyy loss due to friction (Bozzolo and Pamini, 1986).

4.2.54.2.5 Retardation of moving rocks
Afterr different modes of motion a moving rock stops. The velocity and therefore stopping of a
fallingg rock mainly depends on the mean slope gradient, since falling rocks generally
acceleratee on steeper slopes and decelerate on flatter slopes. But apart from the mean slope
gradient,, the velocity of the falling rock also depends on the size of the rock and on the
materiall covering the slope such as soil, scree and vegetation.
Smalll rocks retard more easily than bigger rocks, firstly because during a rockfall the
totall kinetic energy of small rocks is lower than that of bigger rocks, secondly large obstacles
likee trees could more easily stop small rocks and thirdly, small rocks retard more easily in
depressionss between larger rocks on talus slopes. These are the main causes of the sorting
effectt on talus slopes (Kirkby and Statham, 1975; Statham, 1976; Statham and Francis, 1986).
Finee material is found near the base of the rock face and down slope the average rock size
increases.. Consequently, the biggest rocks are mostly found near the base of the talus slope
(Evanss and Hungr, 1993). On alpine talus slopes this sorting effect is neither linear nor fully
exponential.. Generally, the sorting effect only accounts for the upper part of the talus slope,
sincee avalanches deposit boulders with variable rock sizes mainly at the base of talus slopes
(Jomellii and Francou, 2000).
Stoppingg of rocks is an abrupt rather than a gradual process. Stopping occurs because
energyy is lost due to collisions and friction forces that act on the rock during transport over
slopee surfaces. The friction force of a moving rock is not only dependent on the rock shape,
butt also on the surface characteristics of the slope (Statham and Francis, 1986). Slope surface
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characteristicss might vary a lot within short distances. Therefore the friction force between a
rockk and the slope surface could best be characterized by a dynamic angle of friction (Kirkby
andd Statham, 1975). The dynamic angle of friction is related to the surface roughness (Chang,
1998),, which could be defined as the variation in height perpendicular to the slope within a
certainn slope distance (Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989). Kirkby and Statham (1975) defined the
dynamicc angle of friction for a falling rock as,
t a n ^ dd =tan(t>0+k*d/(2*R)

(4.1)

where, ,
4>ndd = dynamic angle of friction [°]
$o=$o= angle of internal friction [°] (between 20.3° and 33.8°)
kk = constant (between 0.17 and 0.26) [-]
dd = mean diameter of scree on the slope surface [m]
RR = radius of the rock [m]
Withh respect to scree transport on slopes, much research has been done to investigate
transportt mechanisms, scree slope development and deposition rates (Fisher, 1866; Lehmann,
1933;; Wood, 1942; Bakker and le Heux, 1952; Bakker and Strahler, 1956; Scheidegger, 1961;
Carsonn and Kirkby, 1972; Kirkby and Statham, 1975; Statham, 1976; Carson, 1977; Statham
andd Francis, 1986; Blijenberg, 1995; Hétu and Gray, 2000; Jomelli and Francou, 2000).
However,, there is little quantitative information available on the effect of forest cover on the
transportt of scree or large rocks.
Jahnn (1988) carried out one of the few quantitative studies on the effect of forest cover
onn rockfall and concluded that three to ten times as many falling rocks were stopped on
forestedd slopes compared to similar slopes without a forest cover. Zinggeler et al. (1991) also
investigatedd the importance of trees in stopping falling rocks and concluded that topography
iss just as important; falling rocks lose energy by colliding with tree stems, which eventually
resultss in stopping on flatter areas in the terrain. Hétu and Gray (2000) observed the effect of
forestt on scree transport on slopes. They related an increased rock concentration along forest
fringess on talus slopes to an increased forest density. According to them, there is a constantly
ongoingg battle between active talus slope development and forest colonization. The active
frontt zone of the talus slope displaces downslope if a forest is disturbed by a large-scale mass
movementt or fire. Their study indicated that forests cannot stop the devastating effect of large
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magnitudee rockfall events, but against low magnitude - high frequency rockfall events forest
couldd provide effective protection. Still, much is unknown about the effect of forest cover on
rockfalll and vice versa.

4.33 Comparison of rockfall models

Theree are many different models for calculating runout zones of rockfall events. All existing
rockfalll models may be categorized in three main groups: (1) empirical models, (2) processbasedd models and (3) GIS-based models. The basic principles of each group of models and
somee examples will be described in this section.
4.3.14.3.1 Empirical models
Empiricall rockfall models are generally based on relationships between topographical factors
andd the length of the runout zone of one or more rockfall events. Sometimes these models are
referredd to as statistical models (Keylock and Domaas, 1999). Tianchi (1983) established two
relationshipsrelationships on the basis of recorded data from 76 major rockfalls. One relationship is an
inversee logarithmic correlation between the volume of the rockfall and the ratio of the
maximumm vertical drop to the maximum horizontal distance travelled. The second
relationshipp is a positive logarithmic correlation between the volume of the rockfall and the
areaa covered by the fallen mass. On the basis of the two correlations, Tianchi (1983)
developedd a model which can be used for a preliminary estimate of the extent of the runout
zonee of a potential rockfall. Still, this model requires an estimate of the rockfall volume.
Moriwakii (1987) did a comparable study and found a relationship between the angle of a line
connectingg the toe with the crown of the rupture and the ratio of the maximum vertical drop to
thee maximum horizontal distance travelled and secondly between the previous mentioned line
andd the landslide volume.
Toppee (1987) and Evans and Hungr (1993) suggest the Fahrböschung principle (Heim,
1932)) to predict run out zones of rockfall events. The Fahrböschung is the angle between a
horizontall plane and a line from the top of a rockfall source scar to the stopping point for any
givenn rockfall (Fig. 4.2). Important is that this line follows the falltrack of the boulder. An
alternativee principle suggested by Evans and Hungr (1993) is the Minimum Shadow Angle
(MSA),, following Lied (1977). This is the angle of a straight line between the highest point of
thee talus slope and the stopping point of the longest runout boulder for any given rockfall
(Fig.. 4.2). Comparing the outcomes of several studies, the MSA lies between 22° and 30°
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(Rapp,, 1960; Govi, 1977; Lied, 1977; Hungr and Evans, 1988; Evans and Hungr, 1993).
Evanss and Hungr (1993) reported a MSA of 27.5° after investigating 16 talus slopes in British
Columbia.. According to them, the MSA is preferable to the Fahrböschung, but still both
shouldd only be used for a first approximation of the length of a rockfall runout zone.

Figuree 4.2. The Fahrböschung (F) and the Minimum Shadow Angle (MSA) of a talus slope (after MeiBl, 1998).

Keylockk and Domaas (1999) evaluated three empirical models on their ability to predict the
maximumm length of rockfall runout zones using simple topographic parameters. They used
rockfalll data presented by Domaas (1994) to evaluate the three models. The first model tested
wass the Height-function model. This model assumes that the runout distance beyond the foot
off the talus slope could be derived from the combined vertical height of the free rock face and
thee talus slope. The second model tested was the a-(3 model following Heim (1932), Hsü
(1975)) and Körner (1976, 1980). The a-(3 model is based on the correlation between the
averagee energy of an extreme rockfall event, where a boulder stopped beyond the foot of the
taluss slope and the energy of an average event, where the boulder stopped at the foot of the
taluss slope. The third model tested was the Runout-Ratio model, which is based on a model
forr estimating snow avalanche travel distance developed by McClung and Lied (1987). The
Runout-Ratioo model describes the ratio between the horizontal length of the runout zone to
thee combined horizontal length of the talus slope and the cliff face. Statistical analysis using
thee model results and field data presented by Domaas (1994) showed that the Runout-Ratio
modell is the most accurate model of the three empirical models tested by Keylock and
Domaass (1999).
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4.3.24.3.2 Process-based models
Process-basedd models describe or simulate the modes of motion of falling rocks over slope
surfaces.. Kirkby and Statham (1975) and Statham (1976) developed a process-based rockfall
modell for transport of rocks over talus slopes, assuming that rocks only slide over a talus
slopee surface. The model results were compared with results of laboratory experiments. The
modell first calculates the velocity of the falling rock at the base of the cliff, following,
vv = V2 * g * h

(4.2)

where, ,
vv = velocity [m/s]
gg = acceleration due to gravity (9.81) [m/s2]
hh = fall height [m]

Onn the basis of this velocity, the model calculates the component of the fall velocity parallel
orr tangential to the slope surface, assuming that this component of the velocity is being
conservedd during the first impact of the rock on the slope surface. Finally, the model
calculatess the stopping position by the ratio of the fall velocity and a frictional force, which is
determinedd by the dynamic angle of friction (see section 2.4).
Keylockk and Domaas (1999) developed the Simple Dynamics Rockfall Model, which
iss a process-based model based on the model of Kirkby and Statham (1975). The Simple
Dynamicss Rockfall Model was tested using rockfall data presented by Domaas (1994). This
modell calculates the travel distance over the slope surface on the basis of the acceleration due
too gravity and the friction force as described by Kirkby and Statham (1975). On the basis of
thee calculated exceedance probabilities of modelled rockfall travel distances, Keylock and
Domaass (1999) concluded that the Simple Dynamics Rockfall Model did not appear to hold a
significantt advantage over the empirical models tested in their study.
Inn addition to the models of Kirkby and Statham (1975) and Keylock and Domaas
(1999),, there is a large group of process-based models that are rather similar (Wu, 1985;
Bozzoloo and Pamini, 1986; Bozzolo et al., 1988; Hungr and Evans, 1988; Pfeiffer and Bowen,
1989;; Kobayashi et al., 1990; Evans and Hungr, 1993; Budetta and Santo, 1994; Chen et al.,
1994;; Azzoni et al., 1995, Azzoni and de Freitas, 1995; Chau et al., 1998). Three factors
correspondd in all these models. Firstly, these process-based models are two-dimensional slope
scalee models that restrict falling boulders to move in a vertical plane. Consequently, lateral
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movementss are not simulated. Secondly, the rockfall path is defined as a composite of
connectedd straight lines with a slope angle equal to the measured mean slope gradient on the
representedd segment of the rockfall path as visualized in Figure 4.3.

>>

Figuree 4.3. The upper figure (1) shows Ihe actual rockfall path (a) projected on an isoline map. The lower figure
(2)) shows the slope segments (b) used in two-dimensional rockfall models representing the actual slope of the
rockfalll path (c).

Finally,, rockfall is simulated as a succession of flying phases and contact phases. The flying
phasee is simulated with a parabola equation based on the initial velocity in x and y direction
andd the acceleration due to gravity. The collision point of the rock on the slope surface is
calculatedd with the intersection of the parabolic flying function and the straight slope
segments. .
Thesee two-dimensional process-based models differ in the sense that some of these
modelss consider a falling rock with its mass concentrated in one point (Wu, 1985; Hungr and
Evans,, 1988; Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989; Kobayashi et al., 1990; Evans and Hungr, 1993),
whilee other models consider the falling rock as an ellipsoidal body (Bozzolo and Pamini,
1986;; Bozzolo et al., 1988; Azzoni et al., 1995). Secondly, some models simulate the
movementt of a rock at or near the slope surface with detailed characterizations for bouncing,
slidingg and rolling (Bozzolo and Pamini, 1986; Kobayashi et al., 1990; Evans and Hungr,
1993;; Azzoni et al., 1995), while other models consider bouncing, rolling and sliding as
identicall movements, which are described by a succession of impacts and bounces (Bozzolo
ett al., 1988; Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989).
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Modelss applying specific algorithms for calculating rolling and sliding velocities mainly use
Coulomb'ss law of friction,
Fff =(if *m*g*cosp

(4,3)

where, ,
== friction force (tangential to the slope surface) [kg.m/s2]
(if== coefficient of friction [-]
mm = mass of the rock [kg]
gg = acceleration due to gravity (9.81) [m/s2]
PP = mean slope gradient [°]

Thee calculated friction force could then be used for calculating the sliding or rolling velocity
off a rock after displacement over a given distance over the slope surface (see e.g.
Scheidegger,, 1975; MeiBl, 1998). Here, the friction coefficient is the most determining factor
forr the velocity.
Forr calculating the velocity before and after a bounce, two principle approaches used
inn the mentioned two-dimensional process-based models could be identified. Both approaches
calculatee the velocity before and after a bounce on the basis of energy loss. However, one
approachh defined energy loss by a coefficient for the efficiency of collision, which is the ratio
off the total kinetic energy of the rock before and after the impact. The other approach
calculatess energy loss on the basis of a tangential coefficient of restitution, acting in a
directionn parallel to the slope surface and a normal coefficient of restitution, acting in a
directionn perpendicular to the slope surface.
Azzonii et al. (1995) developed a model based on the coefficient for the efficiency of
collision.. Their model was designed and calibrated with the experience and data gained from
severall field experiments in Italy. The model considers the falling rock as an ellipsoid (Fig.
4.4)) and simulates bouncing, sliding and rolling, based on the algorithms described by
Bozzoloo and Pamini (1986). Energy before and after the bounce is calculated on the basis of
thee angular velocity.
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Figuree 4.4. An ellipsoidal rock with initial angular velocity (<Bb) and initial velocity (v0) continues its fall with
angularr velocity (co) and velocity (v) after impact. The angle a is determined by the ratio of the tangential
distancee (dx) to the normal distance (dy) between the centre of the rock and impact point (p) (after: Bozzolo and
Pamini,, 1986; Azzoni etal., 1995).

Azzonii et al. (1995) concluded that their model is generally able to make correct predictions
off the fall velocities, bounce height and energy during the fall. They stated that the lengths of
thee runout zones predicted by their model were acceptable, but unfortunately no accuracy
valuess are available. Kobayashi et al. (1990) developed a model that simulated the contact
phasess with different characterizations for bouncing and rolling. Bouncing in this model is
basedd on the coefficient for the efficiency of collision. Their model results were all within the
30%% range of the measured rockfall runout zones and bounce marks. Errors were caused by
collisionn with trees, loss of mass during falling and the smooth topography that was assumed
inn the model. Their main conclusion was that the boulder shape plays a role in governing the
modess of motion, but variation in the topography is the main factor controlling the mode of
motion. .
Pfeifferr and Bowen (1989) developed a model using both a tangential and normal
coefficientt for the efficiency of collision, also known as a coefficient of restitution (see Chau
ett al., 2002). Their model considers a falling rock with its mass concentrated in one point. At
eachh impact, the model resolves the incoming velocity of the rock into tangential (parallel to
thee slope) and normal (perpendicular to the slope) velocities. Both velocities change because
off energy loss defined by the tangential and the normal coefficient of restitution. The
tangentiall coefficient of restitution is determined by the vegetation cover and the surface
roughness.. The normal coefficient of restitution is determined by elasticity of the surface
material.. The resultant of both outgoing velocity vectors is the velocity of the rock after
bouncingg on the slope surface. Rolling is simulated as a succession of impact and bouncing
events. .
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Evanss and Hungr (1993) described another example of a model that used the tangential and
thee normal coefficient of restitution. They applied a lumped mass model to three test cases in
Britishh Columbia. In this model the rolling and the bouncing mode of motion is simulated
separately.. For every position on the slope the energy loss is calculated. If, during three
consecutivee bounces, the ratio between the kinetic energy lost in an impact and the horizontal
lengthh of the corresponding bounce is larger than the rolling friction coefficient, the model
simulatess a transition into the rolling mode, otherwise the rock continues with bouncing. The
exactt formula for the calculation of the rolling velocity was not given in their articles (Hungr
andd Evans, 1988; Evans and Hungr, 1993). They concluded that, although some encouraging
resultss were already obtained, their model requires much wider and thorough calibration.
Three-dimensionall models for investigating rockfall at a slope scale have also been
developedd (Descoeudres and Zimmermann, 1987; Gascuel et al., 1998). The model of
Descoeudress and Zimmermann (1987) was developed and calibrated for analysing a rockfall
inn Wallis, Switzerland, where large blocks were involved ( 1 - 1 0 m3). The model requires a
veryy detailed Digital Elevation Model (DEM), friction coefficients and coefficients for the
plasticityy and elasticity of the soil. A combined algorithm calculates both the falltrack and the
velocityy and produces satisfactory results for the test slope. The model of Gascuel et al.
(1998)) applies a bilinear interpolation to the input data to obtain continuous data coverage. On
thee basis of those interpolated data the model calculates detailed falltracks and velocities
usingg friction coefficients and stress-deformation laws of rock and soil. Since model
parameterss values vary over the rockfall area and are therefore never perfectly known, the
valuesvalues for the parameters are stochastically changed during the simulation. Again this model
producedd satisfactory results for the test slope.
Alll the above described process-based slope scale models do not simulate multiple
fallingg rocks and the complex interactions between them. Over the past decade progress has
beenn made in the development of models that identify the coordinates, velocity and angular
velocityy for multiple particles in a three-dimensional space. These models simulate loss and
gainn of kinetic energy of particles as a result of inelastic and frictional collisions with each
otherr and with the slope surface. These models are based on Discrete Element Methods
(Donzéé et al., 1999; Okura et al., 2000a, 2000b) or on Discontinuous Deformation Analysis
(Kooo and Chern, 1998).
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4.3.34.3.3 GIS-based models
GIS-basedd models are running within a GIS environment or they are raster-based models for
whichh input data is provided by GIS analysis. GIS-based rockfall models generally apply
threee procedures. The first procedure identifies the rockfall source areas in the region of
interest,, the second procedure determines the falltrack and the third procedure calculates the
lengthh of the runout zone (Hegg and Kienholz, 1995).
MeiBll (1998, 2001) developed two GIS-based rockfall models using an empirical
modell for calculating the runout zone. The first model is Schattenwinkel. This model is based
onn the Minimum Shadow Angle principle (Evans and Hungr, 1993), described in Section 4.1. /
Thee second model of MeiBl (1998) is called Geometrische Gefalle. This model is based on the
anglee of the shortest line between the top of the rockfall source scar and the stopping point.
Apartt from these principles both models are identical, since both models use an identical
modulee for calculating the falltrack and the source areas.
Thee falltrack module performs a raster neighbourhood analysis using a 5 x 5 window.
Therefore,, this module is able to simulate 16 fall directions from a centre raster cell instead of
eightt directions (Fig. 4.5), like in the commonly used D-8 method developed by O'Callaghan
andd Mark (1984). The falltrack module calculates the maximum height difference between the
centrall raster cell and the 16 surrounding cells divided by the distance between the two cells.
Thiss analysis is referred to as the D-16 method (MeiBl, 1998, 2001).
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Figuree 4.5. (a) D-8 method: the fall direction from the central cell is towards the dark-grey cell if calculated with
aa 3 x 3 window, (b) Same example using a 5 x 5 window, which is used in D-16 method of MeiBl (1998).

Bothh the Schattenwinkel and the Geometrische Gefalle model were tested on individual
rockfalll slopes. Only the Schattenwinkel model was tested for predicting rockfall runout zone
att a regional scale. For this test, the rockfall source areas were derived from cliff faces on
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topographicall maps or areas defined as endangering on geomorphological and geological
maps.. Unfortunately, the Schattenwinkel model could not handle the amount of required data
(MeiBl,, 1998).
Otherr developed and tested models for rockfall hazard assessment at a regional scale
weree mainly GIS-based models using a process-based model for calculating the runout zone
(seee van Dijke and van Westen, 1990; MeiBl, 1998). These models could be defined as
distributedd models, since they are process-based and take into account the spatial variability
off input parameters within a certain region or catchment (Beven, 1985; Beven and Moore,
1993).. In a GIS-based distributed rockfall models the terrain is represented by multiple
rasters,, which are derived from GIS data layers. Each raster represents a certain property of
thee terrain, for example, the mean height above sea level, surface roughness, vegetation cover
orr geology.
Vann Dijke and van Westen (1990) developed a distributed model which performs a
neighbourhoodd analysis to a DEM. In their study this DEM was derived from an isoline map
withh an equidistance of 20 m, representing an area of 80 km2. The neighbourhood analysis
calculatess the fall direction for each raster cell. The fall direction of the rock is defined
towardss the neighbouring cell with the minimum height value. The velocity calculation of the
modell is based on an energy conservation principle as described by Scheidegger (1975),
following, ,
vv = ^/v 0 2 +2*g*(h- U f +x)

(4.4)

where, ,
vv = velocity of the falling rock [m/s]
vv o = initial velocity of the falling rock [m/s]
gg = acceleration due to gravity (9.81) [m/s2]
hh = fall height [m]
|if== coefficient of friction [-]
XX = distance travelled over the slope surface [m]

Thee velocity is calculated for each raster cell within the falltrack, starting at a potential
rockfalll source cell. Potential rockfall source cells are defined by the mean slope gradient (>
60°).. The value of the friction coefficient (nf) depends on the soil cover type, like bare rock,
scree,, residual soils, fluvial materials, dense forest and open forest. The model was tested for
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ann area in the Austrian Alps, by comparing the modelled results with detailed natural hazard
mapss of the area. The model results were compared with these maps. Van Dijke and van
Westenn (1990) concluded that their model was able to compute the general distributions of
rockfalll areas shown on their maps.
Thee GIS-based distributed model of MeiBl (1998) is called Sturzgeschwindigkeit. This
modell simulates freefalling and sliding. The formula for the calculation of the velocity after
freefallingg is given Eq. 4.2. To account for energy loss during the first collision or bounce on
thee slope surface, the model subtracts 75% of the velocity gained during the motion through
thee air, following observations of Broilli (1974). In the following cells the model calculates a
slidingg velocity using the formula described in Eq. 4,4.
Again,, MeiBl (1998) derived rockfall source areas from cliff faces on topographical
mapss or areas defined as endangering on geomorphological and geological maps. The model
calculatess the falltrack using the D-16 method. Sturzgeschwindigkeit was tested for an alpine
valleyy in Austria covering approximately 72 km2. The terrain was represented using a DEM
withh a support (for definition see chapter 7) of 50 m x 50 m. The outcomes of the model were
comparedd with mapped rockfall patterns. From those comparisons, MeiBl (1998) concluded
thatt the simulated rockfall patterns on high altitudinal zones generally correspond with the
mappedd patterns, but unfortunately no model accuracies were given.
4.44 Synthesis: a GIS-based distributed rockfall model
Ass shown by many authors, models are widely used to predict the risk posed by rockfall, both
att a slope scale and at a regional scale. In recent years rockfall models predominantly evolved
towardss three-dimensional and GIS-based models. A GIS-based model is most favourable for
predictingg rockfall runout zones at a regional scale. GIS-based models require three
procedures:: one for identifying the rockfall source areas, the second for determining the
falltrackk and the third for calculating the runout zone.
AA simple method for identifying rockfall source areas is defining thresholds for mean
slopee gradients (Toppe, 1987; van Dijke and van Westen, 1990). Another method is deriving
rockfalll source areas from cliff faces on topographical maps (Krummenacher, 1995; MeiBl,
1998)) or from areas defined as active rockfall slopes on geomorphological and geological
mapss (van Dijke and van Westen 1990). Another more realistic and automatic method is to
identifyy rockfall source areas on the basis of a combined dataset in a GIS. This dataset could
includee rock type, exposition, slope curvature, slope gradient and land cover.
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Thee most common method used for determining a falltrack in GIS-based rockfall
modelss is the D-8 method introduced by O'Callaghan and Mark (1984) or the D-16 method
(MeiBl,, 1998). The advantage of the D-8 method is that the falltrack could be calculated cell
byy cell. At the same time the velocity of the falling block in every cell is calculated. In
contrast,, the D-16 method calculates the next position beyond the eighth neighbouring cells.
Therefore,, extra calculations have to be carried out to fill in the gaps in the raster (MeiBl,
1998). .
Anotherr advantage of the D-8 method is the simplicity, which improves the speed of
thee computer simulation. A disadvantage of the D-8 method is the systematic error that occurs
duee to the restricted path calculation (Fig. 4.6), since rocks in their movement are restricted to
straightt or diagonal directions. When applying the D-16 method the systematic error caused
byy this restriction decreases (MeiBl, 1998). A point of concern for both methods is the fact
thatt for each source cell only one direction is calculated, i.e. a rock in a given raster cell
leavess by a single exit. Therefore a computer program using the D-8 or the D-16 method for
determiningg the falltrack could never simulate the development of talus cones. The latter
couldd be achieved by simulating lateral spreading of rocks from a single cell, using a multiple
floww direction algorithm (Quinn et al., 1991), or variations to this algorithm as summarized by
Tarbotonn (1997).

Figuree 4.6. The arrow presents the actual falltrack on the slope depicted by the isolines. The direction deviates
formm the raster-based falltrack determined with the D-8 method, illustrated by the grey cells (after Meifil, 1998).

Forr calculating rockfall runout zones, both empirical and process-based models could be used.
Ann empirical model results in a first approximation of rockfall runout zones. Process-based
modelss seem to result in more accurate predictions of runout zones and they also seem to be
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moree suitable for application in areas other than the areas the models were developed and
calibratedd for. Furthermore, an advantage of process-based models is that the interaction of
fallingg rocks with tree stems or other barriers could be simulated. The main problem of
rockfalll modelling is calculating the bouncing and rolling velocity. Depending on the level of
detaill of the input data, more or less complex algorithms could be used. One possibility is to
usee a single coefficient for the efficiency of collision; another is to use both a normal and a
tangentiall coefficient of restitution. In addition, an option is to use a separate algorithm for
calculatingg the rolling velocity or to simulate rolling by a succession of impacts and bounces.
Thee tangential coefficient of restitution is determined by obstacles on the slope surface
andd the normal coefficient of restitution is determined by the elasticity of the surface material.
Therefore,, the tangential and the normal coefficient of restitution are easier to estimate than a
singlee coefficient for the efficiency of collision for certain slope parts. As a result the use of
thee tangential and the normal coefficient of restitution is preferred. Since the use of a separate
algorithmm for calculating the rolling velocity introduces another parameter that has to be
estimatedd in the field (|if or the coefficient of friction), it is also preferred to simulate rolling
byy a succession of impacts and bounces. An alternative to the modelling approaches described
abovee is to use models that are based on Discrete Element Methods (Donzé et al., 1999;
Okuraa et al., 2000a, 2000b) or on Discontinuous Deformation Analysis (Koo and Chern,
1998).. However, these models require a larger amount of detailed data and are therefore not
feasiblee for GIS-based models predicting rockfall runout zones at a regional scale.
Ann important condition for the calculation of rockfall runout zones using a GIS-based
modell is a DEM of the whole region of interest. To account for fine-scale topographic
variabilityy in the slope profiles, the preferred support of such a DEM is between 5 m x 5 m
andd 10 m x 10 m. However, a DEM for larger regions (e.g. >500 km2) generally has a support
off 25 m x 25 m or larger. The question is whether it is feasible to simulate freef ailing,
bouncingg and rolling on the basis of input data with a support of 25 m x 25 m. With such a
supportt realistic landscape details are lost, which could imply that the process is simulated
accuratelyy but the resulting pattern is not. The study by MeiBl (1998) gave a preliminary
answerr to this question, since the GIS-based distributed model tested in this study produced
promisingg results. In contrast, the empirical GIS-based model was not suitable for a regional
assessmentt of rockfall hazard at all. Nevertheless, if input data with a support of 25 m x 25 m
iss used, some model inputs, such as the slope gradient should be varied stochastically to
accountt for terrain variability.
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Errorss observed in the outcomes of the process-based and GIS-based distributed rockfall
modelss were mainly caused by the variability in topography and by the variability in surface
characteristicss (Kobayashi et al., 1990; MeiBl, 1998). In addition, inadequate characterisation
off the vegetation cover explained some errors (Kobayashi et al., 1990). These observations
indicatee that more research effort is required for assessing input data parallel to the
developmentt of a GIS-based distributed model for predicting rockfall runout zones at a
regionall scale. Combining geomorphological and geological maps, forest inventories and
remotelyy sensed data within a GIS could provide the required data for the terrain
characterisationn at a regional scale.

4.55 Conclusions
Currently,, a large variety of empirical and process-based rockfall models exist. Empirical
modelss provide a quick and simple approximation of rockfall runout zones. Process-based
modelss produce more accurate predictions of runout zones. In addition, process-based models
seemm to be most suitable for application in areas other than the areas the models were
developedd and calibrated for. Until now many process-based models were developed for
specificc slopes where rockfall causes problems, but only few models were applied for
predictingg rockfall runout zones at a regional scale. For predicting rockfall runout zones at a
regionall scale, the integration of process-based models and a GIS seems promising. Three
proceduress are crucial for this approach: firstly, the identification of source areas, secondly,
thee determination of falltracks and thirdly, the calculation of the rockfall velocity which
determiness the length of the runout zones. Apart from developing and testing these three
procedures,, research should focus on the development of methods for an accurate
characterizationn of the terrain at a regional scale. This is required for estimating model
parameterr values and for incorporating the effect of protection forests on rockfall runout
zones.. The latter is still underdeveloped in rockfall modelling.
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ROCKFALLL ASSESSMENT ON A PROTECTION FOREST HILLSLOPE*

Abstract t
Adequatee management of a mountain forest that protects downslope areas against impacts of rockfall requires
insightt into the dynamics of the hillslope environment. Therefore, a combined approach, using field and
modellingg techniques, was applied to assess the determining factors for rockfall source areas, rockfall tracks and
rockfalll runout zones on a forested slope in mountainous terrain. The first objective of this chapter was to
understandd why rockfall occurs in the area studied. The second objective was to assess which hillslope
characteristicss primarily determine the distribution of active rockfall tracks. The third objective was to translate
thee knowledge obtained in the field into a model that realistically simulates rockfall dynamics on a forested
slope.. To achieve these objectives, the whole study area was mapped geomorphologically and the major
discontinuityy planes in the bedrock exposed in the rockfall source areas were measured. Furthermore, a test site
forr simulation modelling within the study area was defined, in which a forest and a hillslope inventory were
carriedd out. These inventories provided detailed forest characteristics and a map of the spatial distribution of
differentt hillslope characteristics that potentially affect rockfall tracks. These data served as input for the
developedd rockfall simulation model, which allowed assessing the slope characteristics that mainly determine the
distributionn of rockfall accumulation areas. By defining in the model that firstly, the amount lying tree stems,
secondly,, the surface roughness and thirdly, rockfall resistant shrubs determined the energy loss of falling rocks,
thee comparison of the mapped and modelled results showed the best similarities regarding present rockfall
accumulationn areas. Accumulation patterns of fossil rockfall events could be reconstructed by removing the
currentt forest cover in the developed model.

##

Based on: Dorren, L.K.A., Maier, B., Putters, U.S. and Seijmonsbergen, A.C. Combining field and modelling
techniquess to assess rockfall dynamics on a protectionn forest hillslope in the European Alps. In review with
Geomorphology. .
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5.1.. Introduction
Manyy mountain forests protect against rockfall, which might pose serious risks to local
inhabitants,, their houses as well as infrastructure (Jahn, 1988; Motta and Haudemand, 2000).
However,, it is often unknown whether the protective function of a forest covering an active
rockfalll slope is effective enough. The protective function of the forests could decrease as a
resultt of the continuous disturbance caused by impacts of falling rocks. Therefore, it is
difficultt to predict whether the protective function of a forest covering an active rockfall slope
remainss effective enough through time. This depends on the forest dynamics, which are
stronglyy affected by rockfall, since the distribution as well as the frequency and magnitude of
rockfalll events determine the development of a forest covering the accumulation area of an
activee rockfall source area. At the same time the distribution of tree stems on a forested
rockfalll slope affects the distribution, frequency and magnitude of rockfall events (Jahn,
1988).. In other words, there is an interaction between rockfall and forest cover. Therefore,
dynamicss of a forested rockfall slope could only be studied by focusing both at forest
characteristicss and rockfall dynamics.
Untill now, rockfall dynamics have mainly been investigated by geotechnical
measurementss in rockfall source areas (Wieczorek and Harp, 2000; Zvelebil and Moser,
2001),, talus slope inventories (Statham and Francis, 1986; Evans and Hungr, 1993; Bull et al.,
1994;; Wieczorek and Jager, 1996; Jomelli and Francou, 2000; Hétu and Gray, 2000),
experimentall tests in laboratories or on non-forested hillslopes (Kirkby and Statham, 1975,
Chauu et al., 1998; Okura et al., 2000b) and simulation modelling studies (Statham, 1976,
Bozzoloo and Pamini, 1986; Azzoni et al., 1995; Budetta and Santo, 1994, Okura et al.,
2000a).. Little work was done on the interaction between rockfall and protection forests.
Withinn this study a combined approach, using both field and modelling techniques, were
appliedd to assess the determining factors for rockfall source areas, their tracks and runout
zoness on a forested slope in mountainous terrain where rockfall is highly active. As a basis for
thiss study the following research questions were formulated:
1.. Why do the rockfall source areas occur in the study area?
2.. Which environmental characteristics primarily determine the distribution of active
rockfalll tracks?
3.. Could the knowledge obtained in the field be translated into a model that simulates
realisticc rockfall dynamics on a forested slope?
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5.22 Study area
Thee area investigated in this study was the "AuBerbacher" forest, which is located near the
villagee of Gaschurn in the Montafon region in the western part of Austria, between 47°8'and
46°50'' latitude and 9°41'and 10°9' longitude. The altitude of the study area ranges from 930
mm a.s.1 in the valley floor up to 1500 m a.s.1. The forest in the area covers a south-southwest
exposedd slope, which may be divided in a source area and an accumulation area. The
underlyingg geology, which is metamorphic bedrock, consists of amphibolites, mica schist's
andd white/grayish ortho- (granite bearing) gneisses. The resistant amphibolites and gneisses
weree subject to strong glacial abrasion and therefore developed steep cliff faces. These faces
aree currently active rockfall source areas. In between the steep cliff faces three major
denudationn niches are present, which are connected with distinct open tracks in the forest
(Fig.. 5.1).

Figuree 5.1. Orthorectified pan-chromatic aerial photograph from 1987 showing the study area. The white outline
demarcatess the test site used for simulation modelling within this study. The numbers indicate the three
denudationn niches and the associated transport channels.

Thee forest covering the study area is a typical mixed mountain forest, which is found on many
vegetatedd talus/debris cones in the montane zone in the European Alps. The dominating
speciess in the study area are primarily Norway Spruce (Picea abies) and to a lesser extent
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Sycamoree (Acer pseudoplatanus), Beech (Fagus silvatica) and Hazel (Corylus avellana). The
lowerr pan of the study area is well accessible by two forest roads, which have been
constructedd for forest management practices (see Fig. 5.1).

5.33 Field techniques and used materials

Fieldworkk started with a reconnaissance and detailed geomorphological mapping on the basis
off the mapping system described by De Graaff et al. (1987) and Seijmonsbergen (1992), after
identifyingg the main landform units in the study area by interpreting false colour stereographic
aeriall photographs. Printed colour-infrared (CIR) orthophotos from 1996 with a resolution of
0.255 m x 0.25 m, produced by the National Austrian Mapping Agency (BEV), served as a
basiss for mapping. The slope gradient and the exposition of the slope face as well as the dip
andd dip direction of the bedding planes and the most prominent joint sets were measured at 33
differentt locations in the rockfall source areas. These measurements were plotted in an equal
areaa projection (Hoek and Bray, 1981) to carry out a Markland test (Markland, 1972;
Hocking,, 1976). This test was done to identify potential sliding surfaces resulting from
discontinuitiess in the bedrock in relation to the orientation of the local topography.
Inn addition, a field inventory was carried out to obtain a map of the spatial distribution
off different hillslope characteristics that potentially affect rockfall tracks. Polygons
representingg terrain units with similar properties were mapped. For all these polygons the
followingg parameters were measured or estimated:
The mean slope gradient (measured with an Abney level).
The percentage of the surface area covered by bedrock (estimated).
The granular composition of the material covering the surface, estimated for the
topp 25 cm. Percentages of contents were estimated for the following fractional
classes:: < 5 cm, 5 cm - 20 cm and > 20 cm (estimated).
The surface roughness, classified for three transects with a length of 1, 5 and 20 m,
whichh were representative for the polygon. For each transect the surface roughness
wass defined as type a, b or c on the basis of Figure 5.2. This resulted in three
roughnesss values for each polygon (measured).
The number of barriers created by cut tree stems. For this, the number of tree
stemss lying diagonally on the slope over straight line of 10 m, which was
representativee for the polygon, were counted.
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The percentage of surface area covered with rockfall resistant shrubs with a height
upp to 5 m, such as Corylus avellana, was estimated.

Figuree 5.2. Surface roughness over a transect length 'm' expressed as type a, b, or c.

Finally,, a detailed forest inventory using the Winkelzcihlprobe (Bitterlich, 1948), which is also
knownn as prism plot sampling or probability proportional to size sampling, was carried out.
Withinn this method, the probability of a tree being selected within a sampling plot is
proportionall to the basal area of a tree (Shiver and Borders, 1995). For this inventory, a grid
withh cells of 30 m x 50 m was used. This grid covered the most important part of the
accumulationn area of the test site used for the simulation modelling study (see Fig. 5.1). It is
assumedd that data obtained in the sampled areas in the centres of the grid cells is valid for the
wholee grid cell, which is justified if the Winkelzcihlprobe is used and if data values are
expressedd per hectare (Shiver and Borders, 1995). The inventory provided standard forest
parameterss such as the number of trees per hectare, the diameter at breast height (DBH), the
basall area and the height of the trees, but also the number of scars on tree stems caused by
heavyy impacts of falling rocks and the height of the damages on the tree stems.

5.44 Main fieldwork results
Firstly,, the fieldwork results regarding the source area and secondly the accumulation area
willl be presented. The slope gradient within the source area varies between 50 and 90 degrees.
Thee mean values of all the slope gradients and expositions as well as the dip and dip direction
measurementss of the bedding planes and the most prominent joint sets are given in Table 5.1.
Thee great circles of the planes defined by the mean values given in Table 5.1 are shown in
Figuree 5.3. The interior dashed circle in Figure 5.3 represents the friction angle along
discontinuitiess representative for the study area. The friction angle value of 37 degrees was
calculatedd using the uniaxial compressive strength (see Carson and Kirkby, 1972), which was
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obtainedd from a uniaxial compression test applied on three amphibolite samples and on one
gneisss sample, in combination with the Hoek-Brown criterion (Hoek and Brown, 1997).
Thee point of intersection of the two circles for joint set 1 (Jl) and joint set 2 (J2),
whichh lies between the friction angle circle and the great circle of the slope face indicates that
thesee two joint planes creating potential wedge failures. Especially in combination with the
beddingg plane that dips in opposing direction, which creates the 'roof of potential falling
rocks,, wedge shaped blocks are easily produced (Fig. 5.3).

Tablee 5.1. Geological dip and dip direction measurements of the most important measured planes in the rockfall
sourcee area.
Planee type
Slopee face
Beddingg planes
Jl l
J2 2

Dipp (*slope gradient)
*72°° 14°
31°
12°
62°++ 16°
58°
18°

Dipp direction (**exposition)
°°
°°
118°°
°
139°°
°

Ass shown in Table 5.1, the dip and dip direction values of the two major joint sets and the
slopee face vary considerably. This results in planar sliding at some locations, because the dip
andd dip direction of the slope and the major joints are identical.

Figuree 5.3. a) The lower hemisphere projection of an equal area net showing the great circles of the slope face,
thee bedding planes and the two most prominent joint sets (Jl and J2). b) Two-dimensional visualisation of the
effectt of the intersection of the bedding planes and the joint sets in the rockfall source areas in the study area.
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Itt was observed that the orientation of both joint sets (Jl and J2) and the orientation of the
beddingg planes resulted in rocks breaking out at the bottom parts of the steep cliff face. This
leadss to undercutting of the slope face and subsequent migration of rockfall activity upslope.
Fortunately,, the joint spacing is generally small and therefore mainly small rocks are
producedd (largest rock diameter between 0.25 m and 0.5 m).
Anotherr factor, which also contributes to rockfall activity in the study area, is the
presencee of large tensional fissures in the area above the steep cliff face (Fig. 5.4), which
indicatee large-scale rock creep. Parallel tensional rebound of the valley slope after glaciation
duringg Late Glacial and Early Holocene conditions was probably the main cause of this, but
thee effect is increased by the presence of mica schist layers underneath the amphibolite and
gneisss bedrock layers. The mica schist layers act as weak zones, which cause additional
bulgingg forward and toppling of the creeping bedrock into the valley. As a consequence, the
steepp cliff face maintains its steepness despite active mass wasting and therefore facilitates
slopee failures.

Figuree 5.4. Cross section showing internal rock deformation due to active large-scale tensional fissuring in the
areaa above the steep cliff faces. The inset shows a part of the geomorphological map of the source area and the
locationn of the cross section.
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Locall inhabitants declared that rockfall generally occurs in spring and after heavy rain, which
wass also observed during fieldwork. Unfortunately, the inhabitants were not able to tell which
sourcee areas particularly produce falling rocks. The transport channels visible in Figure 5.1
suggestt that the main rockfall activity occurs within the denudation niches upslope of the
transportt channels. It was observed however that the production of potential falling rocks in
thee study area was not merely concentrated within the niches, but the production was
comparablee on all the steep cliff faces throughout the area. After completing the
geomorphologicall map an interesting observation was that the largest tensional fissures were
alignedd with the longitudinal direction of the denudation niches, which suggests that the
weakerr zones that are responsible for the development of the denudation niches were
predeterminedd by tensional fissuring.
Thee accumulation area is a steep talus cone with a mean slope gradient of 38° - 40°.
Distinctt patterns of recent accumulation, indicated by fresh scree, were mainly found in
depressionss between the largest talus cones and upslope of cut tree stems, which were
positionedd diagonally on the slope to act as barriers. The size of the recent accumulated rocks,
mainlyy consisting of amphibolites and some gneisses, generally varied between 20 and 50 cm
(diameterr of largest rock axis). Smaller rocks and fine material was only found in the
transportt channels. Other than the areas with recent accumulation a rather uniform distribution
off rocks was found throughout the accumulation area, both with respect to size and inferred
depositionn period, which was assessed on the basis of moss cover and vegetation cover.

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, occasionally groups of huge rocks (> 2 m3) and lobe-like accumulation form
consistingg of non-sorted material were found. All this accumulated material was covered with
mosss and vegetation. These deposits indicate that both debris flows and rock avalanches did
occur,, but nowadays the accumulation slope is mainly build up by rockfall. It is expected that
thee main sediment contributions to the initial build up of the talus cone after deglaciation were
deliveredd by rock avalanches and debris flows in a non or scarcely vegetated environment.
Thee forest inventory was limited to an area which covered the main part of the test site
thatt was used for simulation modelling. The composition of the forest in the test site is shown
inn Table 5.2. Although Sycamores occur less frequent than Norway Spruces, they are more
resistantt against rock impacts, because they have a very good wound healing capacity.
However,, the number of Sycamores in the area remains low, because Norway Spruce is the
dominatingg tree species in study area.
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Tablee 5.2. Forest composition in the study area.
Treee name
Norwayy Spruce
Sycamore e
Beech h
Hazel l

Species s
PiceaPicea abies
AcerAcer pseuoplatanus
FagusFagus silvatica
CorylusCorylus aveilana

Generall information
Numberr of trees / hectare
DBHH [cm]

Mean n
201 1
54 4

Std. .Dev. .
137 7
18 8

Coveragee inforest t
96% %
3% %
<1% %
<1% %
Minimum m
00
20 0

Maximum m
660 0
139 9

AA large part of the trees in the test site are in an ageing or even a breakdown phase, which
meanss that most frequently quite large trees were found, but they were often old and heavily
woundedd by rock impacts, especially the trees in the upper part of the accumulation area.
Generally,, trunk damage leads to heart rot, which reduces individual tree stability. As
expected,, the number of heavily damaged trees is the largest close to the rockfall source areas
andd generally this number decreases downslope.
Inn relation to the ageing and breakdown phase of the forest in the test site, the lack of
regeneration,, indicated by the absence of seedlings, is problematic for the future protective
functionn of the forest. This is mainly the result of hunting management. For quite a long
periodd hunters used the forest in the study area as a winter-feeding station for ungulates,
whichh increased the browsing pressure considerably. Several studies carried out in other
mountainn forest in Europe showed that ungulate browsing decreases regeneration (Ammer,
1996;; Motta, 1996). In the study area, ungulate browsing resulted in a situation where
regenerationn was lacking completely.

5.55 GIS model development
5.5.77 Digital Elevation Model
Ass observed in the field, the topography determines the occurrence, the direction as well as
thee velocity of a rockfall. Therefore a digital elevation model (DEM) is the most relevant
datasett for simulating rockfall. A DEM with a support of 2.5 m x 2.5 m was derived from a
TINN (Triangular Irregular Network), which was produced from contourlines with an
equidistancee of 5 m using the TOPOGRID module in Arclnfo 7.0 (ESRI, 2002). These
contourliness were created on the basis of a combined dataset consisting of slope transects
measuredd in the field, a detailed geomorphological field map (1:2000) and existing
contourliness with an interval of 20 m. Since the study area was fully covered with forest, this
methodd was more time-efficient than using a tachymeter. In addition, the forest cover caused
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problemss for photogrammetric height measurements using the available set of stereographic
aeriall photographs.
5.5.25.5.2 Tree distribution map
Too obtain a tree distribution map, firstly the regions of all the individual tree crowns in the
studyy area were detected on the basis the colour-infrared (CIR) orthophotos from 1996. In
general,, three different methods are described in literature for detecting or delineating
individuall tree crowns in high spatial resolution aerial images (see Hill and Leckie, 1999):
detectionn of local intensity maximum (Blazquez, 1989; Dralle and Rudemo, 1996, 1997;
Brandtbergg and Walter, 1998; Uuttera et al., 1998; Wulder et al., 2000), contour-based
methodss (Gougeon, 1995) and template-based matching (Larsen and Rudemo, 1998). The
orthophotoss were firstly smoothed using a low pass filter. Segmenting the image
automaticallyy delineated subsequently individual and clustered tree crowns. Also non-tree
crownss and even non-forested areas were segmented into homogenous areas. Segmentation
wass done in the software eCognition (Definiens-Imaging, 2002). Then, an object-based
classificationn on the basis of membership functions related to local intensity maxima was used
too classify all the segments in three classes, namely tree crowns, clustered tree crowns and
non-treee crowns. This classification produced a tree crown map with an overall accuracy of
89.8%% when compared with visually delineated tree crowns. The obtained tree crown map
wass combined with the forest inventory data to produce a tree distribution map, which
representedd the locations of tree stems and the DBH of the tree stems. The forest inventory
providedd data for fifty plots with a size of 30 m x 50 m. These plots did not cover the whole
testt site that was used for the simulation modelling study and therefore the forest inventory
dataa had to be extrapolated to obtain data for the remaining parts of the test site. For that,
linearr regression between the amount of raster cells classified as tree crowns in the tree crown
mapp and the number of trees per hectare obtained from the forest inventory was used (R2 =
0.25).. The DBH of the trees covering the whole test site was uniform randomly chosen
betweenn the minimum and maximum DBH that were measured during the forest inventory.

5.5.35.5.3 Rockfall simulation model
Too simulate rocks that collide with tree stems requires a computer model that is able to
simulatee the motions of a falling rock realistically. Furthermore, such a simulation model
shouldd take different spatially distributed environmental characteristics that influence the
velocityy and the direction of falling rocks into account. Therefore, a model that combined a
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process-basedd and GIS-based model was developed. The two main components of the model
aree the calculation of the falltrack of the rock and the calculation of the velocity of the falling
rock.. These calculations all started from predefined rockfall source areas.
Rockfalll source areas were derived from the geomorphological field map. From each
celll defined as a rockfall source area a single falling rock was simulated. The radius of this
rockk was 0.25 m, its initial velocity in horizontal direction (Vx) was 1 m/s and its initial
velocityy in vertical direction (Vy) was -1 m/s. The initial height above the surface at the start
off the simulation was set to 2 m.
Thee mean slope gradient within each cell was derived from the DEM using the method
describedd by Zevenbergen and Thome (1987). Furthermore, the DEM was used for
calculatingg the fall directions from each raster cell in the test site. For the latter a modified
multiple-floww algorithm (e.g. Quinn et al., 1991; Wolock and McGabe, 1995; Tarboton, 1997)
wass used, which is illustrated in Figure 5.5. This method calculated the fall directions for the
wholee raster repeatedly for each simulation run, by sampling the fall direction for each cell
fromm a probability distribution, which was determined by the summed downslope gradient
(SDG)) from a central cell and the fraction of the SDG of the cells downslope of the central
cell.. As a result, for each simulation run falling rocks could be directed in different directions,
whichh enabled the simulation of diverging fall patterns instead of only converging fall
patterns. .

Figuree 5.5. a) Example of a central cell (*) and its neighbouring cells and b) the result of the calculation of the
probabilitiess of the possible fall directions for the example shown in (a).

Thee velocity of the falling rock was calculated with standard algorithms for a uniform
acceleratedd parabolic movement through the air and with algorithms modified from Pfeiffer
andd Bowen (1989) that calculated the energy balance before and after a collision or bounce on
thee slope surface. The modifications were in a sense that the factor compensating for the
effectt of the rockfall velocity on the elasticity of the collision was left out, since the empirical
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constantss required for calculating this factor were not available for the study site. The model
recalculatedd the velocity in x and y direction before a bounce into a tangential velocity (Vtin),
parallell to the slope surface following,
Vt

mm = v y *sin(p)+ Vx *cos((3)

(5.1)

andd a normal velocity (Vnin, perpendicular to the slope surface) following,
Vnn in - Vy * cost (3) - Vx * sin( p)

(5.2)

where, ,
Vyy = velocity in y direction [m/s]
J3=J3= slope angle at the location of the bounce [°]
Vxx = velocity in x direction [m/s]
Thee tangential velocity after a bounce was then calculated with,

av^a!ii

„„,==
VV

(5.3)

(I + M * R 2 )

where, ,
Vtoutt = tangential velocity after the bounce [m/s]
RR = radius of the falling rock [m]
II = moment of inertia = 2/5*M*R2 [kg.m2]
too = rotational velocity [rad/s] = (Vtout of the previous bounce)/ R
MM = mass of the falling rock [kg]
Vtinn = tangential velocity before the bounce [m/s]
rtt = tangential restitution coefficient determining energy loss [-], which is mainly determined
byy the vegetation cover and the roughness of the slope surface.
Thee normal velocity after a bounce was calculated with,
Vn

out= V n in%%

(5-4)

where, ,
Vnoutt = normal velocity after the bounce [m/s]
Vninn = normal velocity before the bounce [m/s]
rnn = normal restitution coefficient determining energy loss [-], which is mainly determined by
thee elasticity of the surface material covering the slope.
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Duringg each bounce the slope angle at the exact location of the bounce was randomly
decreasedd with an angle that varied between 0 and 4 degrees. This was done to account for
small-scalee variability in the mean slope gradient, as shown in Figure 5.6, which was
'smoothed-out'' in the slope maps. This procedure was similar to the varying impact angle
basedd on the surface roughness as described by Pfeiffer and Bowen (1989).

Figuree 5.6. Photograph of the surface of a scree slope in the accumulation area of the test site, showing the smallscalee variability in the mean slope gradient.

Iff the horizontal travelled distance of the rock between two simulated bounces was less then
thee diameter of the falling rock, the rock was considered to be rolling. In that case the rock
wass given a new displacement over the slope surface equal to the diameter of the rock. This
wass done to prevent an infinite amount of simulate bounces per raster cell (after Pfeiffer and
Bowen,, 1989). Sequences of motion through the air followed by a bounce were repeated until
thee velocity of the moving rock was equal to or less then 0.5 m/s.

5.5.45.5.4 Coefficients of restitution
Thee slope characteristics that determine the elasticity of the surface material and thus the
normall coefficient of restitution (r„) are the composition of the material covering the surface
andd the vegetation cover. The slope characteristics that together determine the tangential
coefficientt of restitution (rt) are the surface roughness, the vegetation cover (mainly trees and
largee shrubs) and the number of barriers created by cut tree stems that are lying on the slope
parallell to the contour lines. Another factor determining the tangential coefficient of
restitutionn is the radius of the falling rock itself, since for larger rocks the influence of the
surfacee roughness is less than for smaller rocks.
Treess also affect the velocity of a falling rock, because they could act as a barrier.
Therefore,, the model is allowed to simulate collisions between falling rocks and tree stems,
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which,, in case a collision occurred, resulted in decrease of the kinetic energy and
consequentlyy a decrease of the velocity of the falling rock. The model is able to calculate
whetherr collisions with tree stems occur, since the tree distribution map defines the positions
off the trees. Furthermore, the position of the falling rock is known, because the model
simulatedd rocks as falling through the centre of the 2.5 m x 2.5 m cells. If a collision between
aa rock and a tree occurs, the fraction of energy loss due to the collision is calculated on basis
off the position of the rock relative to the centre of the tree stem following,

A E = J i - f — - — yy
VV

(5.5)

IO.5*DBH + R ;

where, ,
AEE = fraction of energy loss due to an impact against a tree stem [-]
dd = distance between the centre of the rock and the centre of the tree stem [m]
DBHH = diameter of the tree stem at breast height [m]
RR = radius of the falling rock [m]

Thiss formula is developed assuming that a tree stem absorbs a maximum amount of kinetic
energyy if a central collision between a rock and a tree stem occurs. In reality, falling rocks
couldd collide with trees at a certain height above the surface. Subsequently, a rock falls on the
groundd and gains new kinetic energy. This process is incorporated in the model by limiting
thee maximum energy loss to 99%. After the energy loss is calculated, the translation and
rotationn energy is multiplied by the calculated fraction of energy loss. Subsequently the
resultingg energies are transformed into a resultant velocity. If a falling rock does not collide
withh a tree stem, energy is lost because of a bounce on the slope surface. The amount of
energyy loss is defined by rn and rt. To analyse the effect of these parameters on the velocity
beforee and after a bounce, a single bounce was repeatedly simulated. During these
simulations,, one single parameter was varied while the other parameters involved were given
aa constant value. This was done for the rn, the r,, the radius of the rock and the mass of the
rock. .
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Figuree 5.7. The effect of the r„ the r„, the mass and the radius of the rock on the change of the velocity before
andd after a single bounce.

Thee outcomes of this test showed mainly the r, and the radius of the rock affect the energy
losss during a bounce (Fig. 5.7). Since the bounce is the most important part of the model that
determiness the energy loss the r, and the radius of the rock are the main parameters
determiningg energy loss in the model. The radius of the simulated falling rocks was constant
forr all the model simulations (R = 0.25 m), therefore the r, is the most important parameter
determiningg the deceleration of the simulated falling rocks. The slope gradient is the most
importantt parameter determining the acceleration. The findings mentioned above justified the
choicee to estimate the r„ on the basis of the mapped slope characteristics in combination with
literaturee data (Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989; van Dijke and van Westen, 1990; Kobayashi et al.,
1990;; Giani, 1992; Azzoni et al., 1995; Chau et al, 1998; MeiBl, 1998; Chau et al., 2002).
Thee rt varied between estimated minimum and maximum values, which were consistent with
literaturee data. The actual values of rt, however, were determined by the slope characteristics
thatt were measured and estimated in the field.
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Too determine the tangential coefficient of restitution (rt) the following formula was
developed, ,
T((

=

Tt-max — (ft-range

r

t-norm)

(5.6)

where, ,
ft-maxx

=

Tt-rangee

0.95
=

ft-max " Tt-min

(5.7)

rt-minn = 0.01

ft-normm = the fraction of the r, that is attributed to the mapped slope characteristics. This was
calculatedd with the following formula:
rt-normm = (SC| * wSC, + SC2 * wSC2 + ... + SC; * wSCi)/(wSCl + wSC2 + ... + wSQ)

(5.8)

where, ,
SCjj = slope characteristic i
wSCjj = weight of the slope characteristic i
Tablee 5.3. Slope characteristics determining the tangential coefficient of restitution (rt) and the range of the
testedd settings.
Slopee characteristics
Surfacee roughness 1 m
Surfacee roughness 5m
Surfacee roughness 20m
Woodenn barriers / lying tree stems
Rockfalll resistant shrubs

Weightt range
11 - 1 0
11 - 1 0
11 - 1 0
11 - 10
11 - 10

Ass shown in Table 5.3, different weights were addressed to each different slope characteristic.
Onlyy the extreme weight settings were tested to evaluate the effect of changing proportions of
thee mapped slope characteristics. One hundred simulation runs were carried out for evaluating
aa weight setting according to the Monte Carlo method (Lewis and Orav, 1989). For each
simulationn run a new fall direction map was calculated using the previously mentioned
modifiedd multiple-flow algorithm. The mass and the radius of the rock and the locations of
thee rockfall source cells were similar for all the executed simulations. A generalised diagram
off all the described model steps is presented in Figure 5.8.
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Figuree 5.8. Flow diagram showing the simulation of a single rock falling from a start in the developed rockfall
model. .

5.5.55.5.5 Validation
Dataa for validating the model results was both provided by the detailed forest inventory data
andd the geomorphological field map. Within the area covered by the forest inventory 18
squaress of 25 m x 25 m were randomly selected, which were all situated within a single forest
inventoryy grid cell. For these 18 squares the tree volume per hectare and the number of scars
perr hectare caused by rock impacts were measured. These data were compared with the
numberr of rock impacts on trees as simulated by the model. For standardisation purposes,
bothh the validation data (observed values) and the simulated data (predicted values) within the
188 squares were expressed as percentages of the summed values within all the randomly
selectedd squares. In other words, the observed value represents the number of scars per tree
volumee unit in a square expressed as percentage of the total number of number of scars per
treee volume unit in all squares. Here, the number of scars per tree volume unit is the number
off scars per hectare caused by rock impacts divided by the tree volume within the square. The
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predictedd value represented the number of impacts in a square expressed as percentage of the
summedd number of impacts in all squares. For all the model outcomes the mean error (ME)
andd the mean squared error (MSE) were calculated following,

MEE = if(P 1 -O i )
n

(5.9)

>=ii
22

MSEE = iy(P,-O i )

(5.10)

" ii = l

Where,, n is the number of observations, P, is the modelled or predicted value in raster cell /
andd Oj is the observed value in raster cell /, which is obtained from the validation data.
Inn addition to the size distribution of rocks throughout the test site, the
geomorphologicall map also included data about the locations of recent scree and rock
accumulationn areas throughout the test site. This could firstly be determined by the absence of
mossess and vegetation covering the accumulated material and secondly by relative age of the
depositss as inferred from the slope morphology. Within all the validation squares described in
thee previous paragraph it is evaluated whether a cell modelled as an end location of a falling
rockk was also mapped as a recent accumulation area. This provides a Boolean dataset with a
modelledd and a mapped value (rockfall accumulation: value=l, if not: value=0) for every cell
withinn all validation squares. On the basis of this dataset the R-squared is calculated.

5.66 Simulation model results

Thee developed model produced rockfall runout zones that ranged from the source areas to the
upperr half of the accumulation area using each tested weight setting for the slope
characteristicss determining rt. During fieldwork it was also observed that most falling rocks
stoppedd within the upper part of the accumulation area. Only some rocks fell down the
transportt channel and reached the upper forest road. The developed model also confirmed
this.. The number of rocks reaching the upper forest road was less than 5% of the total number
off falling rocks in all the simulations. In that sense all the simulations produced comparable
results.. Changing the weight setting for the slope characteristics determining the r, did
howeverr result in significant variation in the extent and location of local accumulation areas
throughoutt the upper half of the accumulation area. Validation of the model results with the
dataa on damaged trees and mapped recent rock accumulations showed that the most accurate
resultss were produced if the settings shown in Table 5.4 were used. This resulted in a R2 of
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0.744 for the correlation between the mapped and modelled accumulation areas and this setting
producedd the lowest mean square error (MSE = 0.24) between the spatial distribution of
modelledd impacts and the spatial distribution of the number of scars on tree stems (Table 5.5).
Tablee 5.4. Weight settings for the slope characteristics determining the tangential coefficient of restitution (rt),
whichh provided the best results
Slopee characteristic
Woodenn barriers / lying tree stems
Surfacee roughness 1 m
Surfacee roughness 5 m
Surfacee roughness 20m
Rockfalll resistant shrubs

Weight t
10 0
33
33
33
11

Weightt range
-- 10
-- 10

-- 10
-- 10
-10 0

Tablee 5.5. Results produced by the model with optimal weight settings for the r„ shown in Table 5.4.
Validationn data
Damagedd trees
Mappedd recent rock accumulations

ME
0.0
:

___„

MSE
0.24
:

R'
0-^

Thee optimal weight settings shown in Table 5.4 assign a high importance to the number of
woodenn barriers in a homogeneous terrain unit. Within this setting, wooden barriers are more
thann three times more important than the surface roughness measured on the 1, 5 and 20 m
transects.. Different weights for the three latter characteristics were also tested, but the results
showedd that optimal results are produced if their weights are equivalent. These results also
indicatee that rockfall resistant vegetation is least important for the deceleration of falling
rocks. .
Figuree 5.9 shows the field mapped geomorphological map of the test site (Fig. 5.9a),
thee derived recent scree accumulation map (Fig. 5.9b) and the result of the simulation during
whichh the optimal weight settings were used (Fig. 5.9c). A black coloured cell shown in the
Figuree 5.9c indicates that, at least during one simulation, a rock stopped within that cell. Thus
itt is also possible that a larger number of rocks stopped in that cell. This map only visualises
thee accumulation patterns, whereas the frequency map (not presented here) showed that most
rockss stopped in the upper part of the accumulation area, where the dense black cloud is
visiblee in Figure 5.9c. Thus only a few simulated rocks reached the upper forest road, which is
shownn in the geomorphological map (Fig. 5.9a).
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Figuree 5.9. a) The geomorphological map of the test site, b) Map showing the active or recent accumulation
areas,, as derived from the geomorphological map and field observations, c) Map showing the simulated end
locationss or accumulation areas after 100 simulation runs using the optimal settings and a rock radius of 0.25m.
Thee white outlined squares are the validation squares.

Too analyse the change of the rockfall hazard if the protection forest continues to deteriorate,
thee simulation model, which seemed to predict current accumulation patterns satisfactory, was
usedd to test scenarios with a random tree distribution with 50% less trees (case B) and with no
treess covering the site at all (case C). The results of these simulations show that the amount of
rockss reaching the valley is still zero in case B (Fig. 5.10b). A distinct difference is that more
rockss reach he upper forest road. In case C, however, many rocks reached the lower boundary
off the test site (Fig. 5.10c). There, the velocities of the rocks were still approximately 20 m/s.
Inn the lower zone, below the upper forest road, many fossil rock accumulations were
foundd in reality. This suggests that these accumulations were largely build up during a nonforestedd period. In the Alps, the Late glacial, or even the Early Holocene is known for its
intensee frost shattering, lack of forests and unstable (rock) slopes (Flint, 1971; De Graaff et
al.,, 1989).
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Figuree 5.10. a) map showing the simulated end locations or accumulation areas using the optimal settings, a rock
radiuss of 0.25 m and the current forest cover, b) idem., with 50% less trees, c) same simulation without a forest
cover.. All the graphs are the result of 100 simulation runs.

5.77 Discussion
Thee protection forest that covers the study area is continuously under attack by rockfall, but
especiallyy in the spring and after heavy rain. Therefore, it is assumed that the main trigger for
rockfalll in the study area is mainly related to water infiltrating in joints and frost shattering.
Thee primary cause, however, that rockfall source areas occur in the study area is because of
thee effect of glaciation during the Pleistocene glacial periods. Glacial erosion of competent
geologicall formations resulted in oversteepened slopes. Postglacial relaxation of these slopes
ledd to the development of tensional fissures and rock creep, which causes additional
destabilisationn of the original slopes. The steep slope gradient in combination with the
unfavourablee dips and dip directions of the major joint sets and the bedding planes in the
studyy area leads to breaking out of mainly relatively small rocks (largest diameter between
0.255 m and 0.5 m). Rocks in the bottom parts of the cliff face break out firstly, subsequently
thiss process slowly migrates up along the cliff face. This preferentially occurs in relation to
thee tensional fissures along the steep valley slopes.
Att the intersection of the cliff face and the largest fissures three major denudation niches
developed,, from which large amounts of detached material sled down the slope as rock
avalanchess and debris flows. These mass wasting processes initially built up the accumulation
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areaa below the denudation niches, which consists of large identifiable talus cones that
graduallyy transform into one another down the accumulation slope. At present, the rockfall
activityy within the denudation niches is comparable to all the other steep cliff faces in the
studyy area. The cliff faces between the denudation niches currently produce rocks that fall
downn and fill up local depressions between the larger talus cones in the upper part of the study
area.. Rocks originating from the niches fall down the slope into the forest and stop in local
accumulationn areas where the surface roughness is high because of large rocks that were
previouslyy deposited there. Another observed feature is that rocks accumulate behind standing
treess or tree stems lying diagonally on the slope, which act as barriers. Small rocks are
depositedd in the upper part of the accumulation area or even in the transport channel of the
niches.. Occasionally, rocks originating from the niches fall all the way down the existing
treelesss open transport channels underneath the denudation niches.
Thee developed simulation model confirmed the above mentioned observations for the
modellingg test site and showed that firstly standing and lying trees, secondly the surface
roughnesss and thirdly the rockfall resistant shrubs are decelerating factors for falling rocks in
thee test site. These factors immediately explain the existence of the unstocked transport
channell in the test site. As mentioned before, only a relatively small number of rocks fall
throughh the transport channel, but rocks that do so gain a high velocity because the surface
roughnesss in the channel is low and trees or shrubs are hardly present. The latter is due to the
factt that falling rocks destroy seedlings. In addition, snow creep and snow avalanches starting
inn the denudation niches also contribute to restriction of growth or even removal of seedlings.
Ann increased tree density, both in the transport channel and in the source area, could reduce
thee impact of all these disturbing processes. In short, the degradation of the protection forest
inn the area underneath the denudation niches is a self-reinforcing process, which needs to be
reversed. .
Bothh the simulation results and the field observations showed that falling rocks stop
withinn the upper-forested part of the accumulation area. Though, a point of attention is the
insufficientt regeneration, which could provide backup and ensure protection in the future. If
thiss situation does not improve and the forest continues to break down, a similar selfreinforcingg process is to be expected in the whole study area as in the treeless transport
channell underneath the denudation niches. The possible effects of such situations were
simulatedd by using firstly 50% less trees than the current forest cover and secondly, no forest
coverr at all. The results showed that a reduction of the tree density with 50% increases the
rockfalll hazard to some extent, but an absence of the forest cover resulted in rocks that
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reachedd the valley and thus significantly increased the rockfall hazard. To prevent this
situation,, the primary forest management goals in the area should be to increase the
regenerationn and to create opportunities for trees to cover the transport channel. To achieve
thee latter, temporary protective measures against rockfall have to be taken in the denudation
nichee such as the construction of wooden barriers by placing tree stems slightly diagonal on
thee slope. In this way the velocity of falling rocks will only be reduced, but transport will
continuee in a more controlled manner. This could be compared with the obstacles normally
foundd within a pinball machine. Another advantage is that the decaying tree stems provide
excellentt seedbeds for seedlings.
Thee model developed in this study only simulated rockfall for a static situation.
Progresss could be made by coupling rockfall simulation and forest growth in a dynamic
model.. Such a model would be more suitable to test forest management interventions and its
effectt on the future protective function. The dynamic rockfall model should incorporate
changess of surface characteristics due to deposition of material, like an increase in the surface
roughness.. Furthermore, the same model could calculate damages to tree stems, which could
bee taken into account in the dynamic forest growth model in which regeneration, growth and
breakdownn are simulated. This would change the initial tree distribution and therefore
indirectlyy the distribution of active rockfall tracks. To simulate tree damages caused by
rockfalll impacts more accurately, a better characterisation of the mechanical behaviour of a
treee after a rock impact is needed in the developed model. The experimental data required for
thiss characterisation is currently lacking and needs to be investigated.
Regardingg the coefficients of restitution in such a model, stochastic simulation would
providee a solution to model realistic value ranges, such as the use of a Monte Carlo
simulation,, where minimum and maximum values are determined by the outcome of the
dynamicc coupled model, in which the spatial covariance between the surface roughness and
thee distribution of both standing and lying trees is represented.

5.88 Conclusions
Thee slope gradient, the various geological formations and their geotechnical properties of the
bedrockk are the main controlling factor for rockfall in the study area. The potential rockfall
sourcee areas were mapped at 1:2000 and used in the developed rockfall simulation model. The
resultss showed that the current accumulation patterns throughout the study area could be
modelledd accurately. On the basis of a developed formula for estimating the tangential
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coefficientt of restitution and the model tests it is concluded that, in decreasing order of
importance,, standing or lying trees, surface roughness and rockfall resistant shrubs primarily
determinee the distribution of active rockfall tracks in the test site used for simulation
modellingg within the study area. Deposits of older events such as rock avalanches, debris
flowss as well as rockfall were identified and mapped in the lowest parts of the accumulation
area.. The model which simulated the current field situation produced considerable shorter
rockfalll runout zones due to the protective function of the forest. The simulation test without a
forestt cover produced rockfall runout zones with a length similar to the older rockfall events.
Thesee runs showed that these events occurred under different conditions than the current ones.
Itt is concluded that the lowest deposits in the accumulation area are related to events that
occurredd in the Late Glacial or Early Holocene. Finally, it is concluded that a combined field
researchh and modelling approach as applied in this study is a prerequisite for better
understandingg the dynamics of rockfall on a forested slope. For a better understanding of the
feedback'ss between rockfall and forest growth, for example to predict the long-term effects of
forestt management interventions, the development of a dynamic rockfall - forest growth
modell is recommended.
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GIS-BASEDD ROCKFALL MODELLING AT A REGIONAL SCALE*

Abstract t
Site-specificc information about the level of protection that mountain forests provide is often not available for
largee regions. Information regarding rockfalls is especially scarce. The most efficient way to obtain information
aboutt rockfall activity and the efficacy of protection forests at a regional scale is to use a simulation model. At
present,present, it is still unknown which forest parameters could be incorporated best in such models. Therefore, the
purposee of this study was to test and evaluate a model for rockfall assessment at a regional scale in which simple
forestt stand parameters, such as the number of trees per hectare and the diameter at breast height, are
incorporated.. Therefore, a newly developed GIS-based distributed model is compared with two existing rockfall
models.. The developed model is the only model that calculates the rockfall velocity on the basis of energy loss
duee to collisions with trees and on the soil surface. The two existing models calculate energy loss over the
distancee between two cell centres. The patterns of rockfall runout zones produced by the three models are
comparedd with rockfall patterns derived from geomorphological field maps. Furthermore, the rockfall velocities
modelledd by the three models are compared. It is found that the models produced rockfall runout zone maps with
ratherr similar accuracies. However, the developed model performs best on forested hillslopes and it also
producess velocities that match best with field estimates on both forested and non-forested hillslopes irrespective
off the slope gradient.

##
Based on: Dorren, L.K.A. and Seijmonsbergen, A.C. Comparison of three GIS-based models for predicting
rockfalll runout zones at a catchment scale. Accepted in Geomorphology.
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6.11 Introduction
Mountainn forests provide multiple functions, of which protection against rockfall, snow
avalanchess and soil erosion is increasingly considered to be the most important one (Krauchi
ett al., 2000; Motta and Haudemand, 2000). However, site-specific information about the level
off the protection that forests provide is often not available for large regions. Information
aboutt the level of protection that mountain forests provide against rockfall is especially scarce
(MeiBl,, 1998). Although for some known active rockfall slopes within a forest management
areaa some qualitative information about the efficacy of the protection forest stand might be
available,, forest departments indicate that there is a need for information on both rockfall
activityy and the efficacy of protection forests for whole management areas. This is because
protectionn forest management plans and strategies aiming at the maintenance of stable forest
structuress are developed for large management area and not for individual slopes (Keller,
1994;; Bebietal., 2001).
Thee most efficient way to obtain information about rockfall activity and the efficacy
off protection forests at a regional scale is to use a simulation model. With respect to rockfall
modelling,, it is known how to simulate rockfall runout zones (in this study defined as the
zonee between the start and the end location of a falling rock) at a slope scale (Kirkby and
Stathamm 1975; Bozzolo and Pamini 1986; Pfeiffer and Bowen 1989; Azzoni et al. 1995;
Okuraa et al., 2000b). Some authors modelled patterns of rockfall runout zones at a catchment
orr regional scale (van Dijke and van Westen, 1990; MeiBl, 1998, 2001). All these models did
not,, however, incorporate specific protection forests parameters. Moreover, both existing
regionall rockfall models use a relatively simple modelling approach. Therefore, the objective
off this study was to determine if the newly developed rockfall model, which incorporates
protectionprotection forest parameters and the interaction between falling rocks and forest structure,
improvess the accuracy of simulated patterns of rockfall runout zones at a regional scale. To
achievee this objective, this study compared the results of the newly developed model with the
outcomess of the two existing GIS-based models. To evaluate the performance of the three
models,, firstly the modelled patterns of rockfall runout zones were compared with mapped
patterns.. Secondly, the velocities produced by the three models were analysed. For both the
patternn and the velocity analysis a distinction was made between model performance on
forestedd and non-forested hillslopes.
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6.22 Study area
6.2.16.2.1 General description
Thee research area covers the Montafon region, located in the southern part of Vorarlberg, the
westernmostt province of Austria. The Montafon region comprises the headwaters of the river
1111 and covers an area of 533 km2 mountainous terrain. Altitudes in the Montafon region vary
fromm 580 m a.s.1. near Loriins up to 3312 m a.s.1. at the top of the Piz Buin, which is the
highestt peak in the Montafon region (Fig. 6.1). Within the Montafon region, 50% of the area
iss covered by alpine meadows, 23% are forests, 20% are alpine tundra and 7% are agricultural
andd urban land. In general, the forest types in the Montafon region are determined by altitude
(seee chapter 3). Mixed forests predominate in the montane zone (500 m - 1200 m a.s.1.) and
coniferouss forests (mainly Picea abies) in the sub-alpine zone (1200 m - 1900 m a.s.1.).

Figuree 6.1. Map showing the rockfall susceptibility map on the basis of parent material or bedrock type
throughoutt the Montafon region. The black areas indicate mapped active rockfall areas.

Thee climate in the Montafon region is of the central European type with seasonal rainfall
regimee producing a winter minimum and a summer maximum. Since the mountainous
topographyy determines the local climate, it may be classified as Df according to the Koppen
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climatee system (Koppen, 1918). The average winter temperature lies between 0 and -5
degreess Celsius and the average summer temperature between 7 and 17 degrees Celsius.
Annuall precipitation varies between 1200 mm and 1700 mm (source: Vorarlberger Illwerke,
Schruns).. Both temperature and precipitation vary strongly with altitude and aspect. Föhn
windss are important in the lower part of the Montafon region. The total yearly evaporation
variess between 250 mm and 400 mm, i.e. approximately 25 % of the precipitation.
6.2.26.2.2 Geology and geomorpholog\
Thee geological structure of the Montafon region is dominated by the Alpine orogeny, during
whichh several large overturned folds or nappes were thrust from a south-eastern direction over
otherr ones. The two largest and most important nappes are the Silvretta nappe in the southeasternn and the Lechtal nappe in the north-western part of the study area, which are both
Upperr East Alpine nappes (GBA, 1998). The Silvretta nappe consists of crystalline
formationss and the Lechtal nappe consists of resistant limestones and dolomites. The
crystallinee formations mainly consist of metamorphic rocks, especially paragneisses, but in
thee most south-eastern part of the Silvretta nappe orthogneisses and granites dominate. The
transitionn zone between the crystalline and the sedimentary formations is known as the
'' Phyllitgneis-zone'.
Thee Pleistocene glacial and interglacial periods have had a profound impact on the
landscape.. Firstly in terms of the production and redistribution of loose materials and
secondlyy because of pronounced glacial erosion, which resulted in oversteepened slopes.
Postglaciall relaxation of these slopes led to the development of tensional fissures and related
deep-seatedd mass movements, bedrock toppling as well as landsliding (van Noord, 1996).
Thiss Quaternary development in combination with the geological structure sets the initial
conditionss for the development of rockfall source areas throughout the region (Fig. 6.2).
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Figuree 6.2. Cross-section giving a general characterization of a typical cross section through the 111 valley in the
Montafonn region with deposits and rockfall source areas, showing an exaggerated vertical scale for the trees and
thee thickness of non-lithified materials. Question marks indicate uncertainty about the depth of boundaries or
processes.. The structural layering of the bedrock is variable throughout the region and is therefore not indicated
(partlyy after Van Noord, 1996).

Inn general, present rockfall source areas are found in two zones. Firstly, they are found above
thee steep transport slope below the valley shoulder and secondly in the alpine zone above the
timberlinee (Fig. 6.2). Obstacles like dead wood, tree stems, shrubs and boulders act as barriers
againstt falling rocks on the steep transport slope. In the alpine zone, falling rocks decelerate
duee to the decreasing slope gradient at the bottom part of talus slopes, but also due to the
increasingg surface roughness produced by larger rocks, as described in section 4.2.5 (Statham
andd Francis, 1986).

6.33 Materials
AA digital elevation model (DEM) produced by the National Austrian Mapping Agency was
availablee for this study (BEV, 2002). This DEM was arranged as a regular grid of surface
heightt measurements with a spacing of 25 m. From this DEM, a map with mean slope
gradientss was derived using the method of Zevenbergen and Thome (1987). Also available
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weree a geological map and a digital land cover map. The 1:200.000 geological map of the
Provincee of Vorarlberg (GBA, 1998) provided information on the main formations and
tectonicc units. This map was digitised, labelled and converted to a raster with a cell size of 25
mm x 25 m (1421 rows and 1437 columns, similar to the DEM). Subsequently, the prevailing
rockk types and the estimated rockfall susceptibility as well as the mean rock density (GSC,
2002)) were added to the geological GIS map for each formation as well (Table 6.1).
Thiss digital land cover map was derived from a September 1998 Landsat TM image
usingg a maximum likelihood classification for the land cover classes: bare, lakes, snow/ice,
alpinee meadows and shrubs, valley meadows, and forest. Subsequently the forested areas have
beenn reclassified in the classes: broadleaved forest, mixed forest, dense coniferous forest and
openn coniferous forest. This was done with an object-based classification technique (see
chapterr 3). Reclassification of the land cover classes on the basis of slope classes provided the
finall land cover classes: cliff face (6O°-90°), steep bare slope (40°-60°), scree slope (30°-40°),
baree slope (0°-30°), meadow, alpine shrubs, bushes, broadleaved forest, mixed forest, dense
coniferouss forest and open coniferous forest. In addition, the attributes DBH (stem diameter at
breastt height, normally measured at -1.3 m at the upslope side) and the average number of
treess per hectare were added to the forest classes in the land cover map. These attributes were
derivedd from the most recent regional forest inventory, which treated existing forest
compartmentss as homogeneous (Maier. 1993). A forest compartment is an area that is
managedd as a unit because of geoecological or ownership boundaries; a forest compartment
mayy include multiple forest stands.

Tablee 6.1. Data on the different rock types and materials used in the model (based on GSC, 2002).
Rockk types

Formationn / tectonic unit

Rockk density
[kg/m3] ]
Slate,, marl and sandstone
'Praetigau'flyschh - 'Gempi' slice 2400 0
Limestone,, sandstone and schist
'Falknis'' nappe
2600 0
Limestone e
'Sulzfluh'' nappe
2500 0
Chertt and marl
'Arosa'' zone
2400 0
Limestonee (Muschelkalk) and dolomite
Sedimentt of the 'Geisberg' area 2600 0
Gneiss,, amphibolite, limestone
'Madrisa'' zone
2900 0
Dolomitee and limestone
'Lechtal'' nappe
2400 0
Amphibolite,, ophiolite and gneiss
'Silvretta'' nappe
2950 0
Quartzitee bearing gneiss and granite gneiss 'Silvretta'' nappe
2750 0
Micaa schist
'Silvretta'' nappe
2750 0
Biotitee bearing gneiss
'Silvretta'' nappe
2650 0
Serpentine,, calcite and amphibolite
Ophiolitess in the Penninic zone 3000 0
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Thee dataset was completed by geomorphological raster maps, which were derived from
digitisedd 1:10.000 geomorphological field maps (Fig. 6.3). The field mapping was based on a
systemm described by De Graaff et al. (1987) and Seijmonsbergen (1992). These maps were
colouredd line-symbol maps and incorporated information on drainage, morphography/-metry,
non-lithifiedd materials, genesis of landforms and current geomorphological processes
(Seijmonsbergen,, 1992). The information on the distribution and activity of rockfall areas in
thee study area derived from these maps served as a control. Approximately 20% of the study
areaa was mapped using this mapping system. Some of these maps were completed recently,
whereass the older ones were checked in the field on the on their accuracy regarding the
informationn on distribution and activity of rockfall areas.

Figuree 6.3. Transformation of a geomorphological field map into vector maps by digitising and labelling
identicall geomorphological units.

6.44 Models and methods
Threee rockfall models were programmed in Matlab 5.3 (Mathworks, 2002). Input data for the
modelss were provided by raster analyses in the GIS ArcView 3.2 (ESRI, 2002). The first
rockfalll model (ROCKY 1) is based on the algorithms described by Scheidegger (1975) and
vann Dijke and van Westen (1990). The second rockfall model (ROCKY2) forms an extended
versionn of ROCKY 1 and is based on the Sturzgeschwindigkeit model developed by MeiBl
(1998).. The third rockfall model (ROCKY3) is based on algorithms modified from Pfeiffer
andd Bowen (1989). The following paragraphs describe how each model calculates the source
areas,, the fall direction and the runout zones of simulated falling rocks.
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6.4.16.4.1 Source area and falltrack calculation
Potentiall rockfall source areas were determined on the basis of the mean slope gradient map
andd the geological map. Areas such as morainic and scree slopes, lake, rivers, glaciers and
floodplainss were disqualified as potential rockfall source areas. Those areas or cells with both
aa mean slope gradient equal to or greater than 40° and which were classified as bedrock
accordingg to the geological map were considered as potential rockfall source areas or source
cells.. From these source cells, rocks were simulated as falling from vertical cliff faces with a
heightt of 10 m. The initial vertical velocity of the rock was -1 m/s (negative direction is
downslope)) and the initial horizontal velocity was 1 m/s (positive is normal to the slope
surface). .
Thee fall direction from each raster cell is defined as the direction of the steepest
descentt towards a neighbouring cell. The steepest descent is calculated as the change in height
betweenn two cells divided by the distance between the cell centres. This method is based on
derivingg flow direction from a DEM presented in Jenson and Domingue (1988). The three
modelss tested all applied the above-described procedures.
6.4.26.4.2 Runout zone calculation
Thee length of each rockfall runout zone is calculated on the basis of the velocity of a falling
rock.. In general, a falling rock accelerates on the steeper slope gradients and decelerates on
lowerr slope gradients, until it stops in a certain position, depending on the vegetation cover
andd slope surface properties.
ROCKYY 1 calculates the velocity on the basis of energy conservation of a mass that is
consideredd to slide over a slope surface (Fig. 6.4) as defined by Scheidegger (1975).

11

ROCKY1\\

ROCKY2 ïï

ROCKY3

Figuree 6.4. Simple 2D representations of the different approaches of the three models tested: ROCKY1 only
simulatess sliding; ROCKY2 simulates initial freefall and then sliding; ROCKY3 simulates sequences of
bouncingg and motion through the air.
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Inn this energy conservation approach a friction coefficient is responsible for energy loss. For
eachh cell in the falltrack the velocity of the falling rock is calculated with equation 4.4. This
velocityy is calculated for each cell within the falltrack, starting at the rockfall source cell. The
valuee of the friction coefficient depends on the surface cover characteristics, including the
plasticityy of the material covering the slope and the obstacles on the slope surface like
vegetation,, rocks and dead wood.
ROCKY22 is quite similar to ROCKY 1, except for the initial velocity calculation. In
thiss model, the falling rock is considered to fall through the air, before it slides over the slope
surfacee (Fig. 6.4). ROCKY2 calculates motion through the air with an idealized model,
representingg the rock as a single particle with a certain radius accelerates due to gravity,
withoutt incorporating the effect of air resistance. To account for energy loss during the first
collisionn or bounce on the slope surface, 75% of the velocity gained during the motion
throughh the air is subtracted. In the following cells the velocity is calculated using equation
4.4. .
ROCKY33 simulates a falling rock by sequences of bouncing and motions through the
airr (Fig. 6.4). The calculation of the motion through the air is similar to ROCKY2, using
standardd algorithms for describing a parabolic flight of a uniform accelerating particle. To
calculatee the velocity after the bounce, the velocity before a bounce is resolved into a
tangentiall velocity (Vtjn, parallel to the slope surface) and a normal velocity (Vnin,
perpendicularr to the slope surface). The new tangential velocity is calculated with equation
5.33 and the new normal velocity is calculated with equation 5.4.
Forr every bounce the model reduces the slope angle with a random value between 0
andd 4 degrees as shown in Figure 6.5. This procedure was programmed to account for the
slopee variability in the field, since slopes with perfectly straight surfaces over a horizontal
distancee of 25 m occur scarcely. This procedure was similar to the varying impact angle based
onn the surface roughness as described by Pfeiffer and Bowen (1989).

Figuree 6.5. Variation of the impact angle (i) by the reduction of the slope angle (8) with a random angle (v)
(depictedd angle is exaggerated)) (Modified from Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989).
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Iff the horizontal distance travelled by a rock between two bounces modelled in ROCKY3 is
lesss then its diameter, the rock is considered to be rolling. Then the rock will be given a new
displacementt over the slope surface equal to the diameter of the rock. This prevents an infinite
amountt of simulated bounces per raster cell (after Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989). Sequences of
motionn through the air followed by a bounce are repeated until the velocity of the falling rock
iss equal to or less then 0.5 m/s. This limit is also used for calculating the end location of the
rockfalll runout zones in ROCKY 1 and R0CKY2. The flow diagrams presented in Figure 6.6
visualizee the different simulation steps for the tested models.

Figuree 6.6. Simplified flow diagrams of the three regional rockfall models.

6.4.36.4.3 Estimating input parameter values
Inn addition to the mean slope gradient, the determining parameter for the length of rockfall
runoutt zones in ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 is the friction coefficient. In ROCKY3, this is the
tangentiall and the normal restitution coefficient. These parameters represent surface cover and
soill characteristics, which determine the amount of energy loss during each bounce. The
frictionn coefficient, the tangential restitution coefficient and the normal restitution coefficient
weree not calibrated on the basis of data that was measured throughout the study area. Instead,
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thesee model parameters were estimated on the basis of the land cover map in combination
withh published data (Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989; van Dijke and van Westen, 1990; Kobayashi
ett al., 1990; Giani, 1992; Azzoni et al., 1995; Chau et al., 1998; MeiBl, 1998; Chau et al.,
2002).. The parameter values used in this study are shown in Table 6.2.
Estimatingg the tangential restitution coefficient on forested slopes was a special case.
Inn every raster cell classified as forested, ROCKY3 simulated a forest structure based on the
numberr of trees per hectare and the DBH given for that particular cell. Within ROCKY3 a
modulee was programmed which distributes trees randomly in a 25 m x 25 m cell and
calculatess the energy loss as a result of different collisions with tree stems, as explained in
sectionn 5.5.4. The rock is being modelled as falling through the centreline or the diagonal of
thee raster cell, depending on the fall direction. In addition, the positions of the tree stems in
thee cell are known. This allows the model to calculate the position of the rock with respect to
thee tree stem during each simulation step.
Tablee 6.2. Tangential and normal coefficients of restitution (respectively rt and r j and the coefficient of friction
(\i)(\i) used for the different land cover types defined in this study.
rn n
Landd cover
rt t
0.45 5
0.95 5
Clifff face (60° - 90°)
0.40 0
0.90 0
Steepp bare slope (40° - 60°)
0.32 2
0.88 8
Screee slope (30° - 40°)
0.35 5
0.87 7
Baree slope (0°-30°)
0.30 0
0.87 7
Meadow w
0.30 0
0.85 5
Alpinee shrubs
0.30 0
0.83 3
Bushes s
0.28 8
0.01---0.87* *(mean n0.67) )
Forestt (200 trees/hectare average)
0.01---0.87* *(mean n0.57) )
0.28 8
Forestt (300 trees/hectare average)
0.011 -0.87*
0.28 8
*(mean n0.38) )
Forestt (500 trees/hectare average)
0.011 -0.87*
0.28 8
*(mean n0.27) )
Forestt (700 trees/hectare average)
** Distribution is dependent on the number of trees/ha. (see text for explanation).

HH
0.25 5
0.45 5
0.60 0
0.50 0
0.55 5
0.60 0
0.65 5
1.00 0
1.50 0
2.00 0
2.20 0

Sincee data on energy loss of falling rocks due to impacts on tree stems were not available,
equationn 5.5 is used to estimate energy losses. If a rock does not collide against a tree stem, a
bouncee is simulated with a tangential coefficient of restitution of 0.87. Apart from the model
testss carried out with ROCKY3 for the whole study area, simulations of rocks falling through
aa single pixel were carried out using 1500 different tree distributions with 200, 300 and 500
treess per hectare as well as the extreme value of 700 trees per hectare. The preliminary
outcomess of these simulations provided histograms of energy loss per class of number of trees
perr hectare (Fig. 6.7).
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Figuree 6.7. Histograms of energy loss within a pixel for 200, 300, 500 and 700 trees per hectare.

6.3.46.3.4 Model comparison
Thee radius of the simulated rocks in all the models tested was 0.25 m. This radius was used to
calculatee the weights of the falling rocks on the basis of the densities presented in Table 6.1.
Thee modelled patterns of rockfall runout zones produced by the three models will be
comparedd with the patterns derived from the geomorphological field maps. For this
comparisonn contingency tables are used. From these tables the overall accuracies normalized
forr the number of mapped rockfall cells are calculated. In addition, the number of matches
betweenn mapped and modelled patterns both on forested and non-forested slopes are
determined.. To test for the significance of the association between the mapped and modelled
patternss of rockfall runout zones, (|) coefficients are also calculated (Burt and Barber, 1996).
Furthermore,, the rockfall velocities modelled by the three models are compared. For
thiss comparison, different forested and non-forested slope classes are distinguished on the
basiss of the mean slope gradient.
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6.44 Results
Figuree 6.8 shows the rockfall patterns produced by the three models. They show similar
resultss for ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2, with both models producing rockfall areas in the high
alpinee zones, but none on the forested valley slopes. Results of ROCKY3 contrast sharply
withh ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 and show rockfall areas on both forested and non-forested
slopess throughout the study area.

55 km

gg
Modelledd rockfall cells
Forestedd cells

Figuree 6.8. Modelled patterns of rockfall runout zones within the study area produced by the three models.

Ass shown in Table 6.3, the percentage of correctly modelled rockfall cells according to the
controll data varied on forested slopes and non-forested slopes for each model. Moreover, as
expectedd after examining the modelled patterns in Figure 6.8, there is a large difference
betweenn the results of the three models. On forested hillslopes ROCKY3 performed best,
correctlyy identifying 54,4% of the mapped rockfall cells, while ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 only
modelledd respectively 9,5% and 6,3% of the mapped rockfall cells. When taking into account
bothh mapped rockfall and non-rockfall cells the amount of matches increased for ROCKY 1
andd ROCKY2 to respectively 53,7% and 52,5%. Again, ROCKY3 performed best in this
case,, since 66,9% of the modelled cells matched mapped cells.

Tablee 6.3. Summarized results of the tested models.
Correctlyy modelled rockfall cells on forested slopes
Correctlyy modelled rockfall cells on non-forested slopes
Matchess on forested slopes (non-rockfall and rockfall)
Matchess on non-forested slopes (non-rockfall and rockfall)
Normalizedd overall accuracy
d)) coefficient

ROCKY1 1
9,5% %
67,4% %
53,7% %
75,5% %
72,1% %
0,44 4

ROCKY2 2
6,3% %
67,4% %
52,5% %
75,4% %
71,5% %
0,43 3

ROCKY3 3
54,4% %
66,8% %
66,9% %
75,4% %
73,5% %
0,43 3
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Onn non-forested slopes both ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 performed slightly better than
ROCKY3.. The amount of correctly modelled rockfall cells was 67,4% for ROCKY 1 and
ROCKY2.. For ROCKY3 this amount was 66,8%. Taking into account both mapped rockfall
andd non-rockfall cells the produced accuracies are rather equivalent. Table 6.3 shows that this
iss also the case for the normalized overall accuracies (normalized for the number of mapped
cells)) produced by the three models. The highest normalized overall accuracy was however
producedd by ROCKY3 (73,5%). The association between the mapped and modelled patterns
off rockfall runout zones, given by the $ coefficient in Table 6.3, is not very strong for all the
threee models tested (<|)=0.44 or t()=0.43).
Comparisonn of the modelled velocities puts forward that the velocity distributions on
fourr mean slope gradient classes, as produced by ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2, are rather
unrealistic,, especially on the forested hillslopes (Fig. 6.9). On these hillslopes the average
velocityvelocity produced by ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 decreased respectively from 27.0 m/s to 17.0
m/ss and from 27.4 m/s to 23.6 m/s while the mean gradient increased (Fig. 6.9). ROCKY3
wass the only model that produced lower and more realistic velocities (14.9 m/s) on gentle
forestedd hillslopes as well as higher velocities (28.6 m/s) on steep forested hillslopes. On nonforestedd hillslopes all the three models produced an increase of velocity with increasing mean
slopee gradient. However, the velocities produced by ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 were generally
100 m/s higher than those produced by ROCKY3.
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Figuree 6.9. Summary of the average velocities simulated by ROCKY 1, ROCKY2 and ROCKY3 on different
forestedd and non-forested slopes.
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Despitee the low amount of matches on forested hillslopes ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 produced
highh normalized overall accuracies. As shown in the contingency tables (Table 6.4 - 6.6),
ROCKYY 1 and ROCKY2 produced fewer rockfall cells (respectively n=40705 and n=39757)
comparedd to ROCKY3 (n=52052). As a result ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 produced more nonrockfalll cells (respectively n=148588 and n=149536) compared to ROCKY3 (n=l37241).
Therefore,, ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 produced accuracies of 0.879 and 0.882 in the nonrockfalll class.
Tablee 6.4. Contingency tables of ROCKY 1 presenting the number of cells and the accuracies normalized for the
numberr of mapped cells.
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall Mappedd as non-rockfall
40705 5
17968 8
Modelledd as rockfall
22737 7
148588 8
130868 8
Modelledd as non-rockfall 17720 0
189293 3
148836 6
40457 7
Total l
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall
Mappedd as non-rockfall
Modelledd as rockfall
0.562 2
Modelledd as non-rockfall 0.438 8
Total l
1.000 0

0.121 1
0.879 9
1.000 0

0.683 3
1.317 7
2.000 0

Tablee 6.5. Contingency tables of ROCKY2 presenting the number of cells and theaccuraciess normalized for the
numberr of mapped cells.
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall
Mappedd as non-rockfall
39757 7
17578
8
22179 9
Modelledd as rockfall
149536 6
131258 8
Modelledd as non-rockfall 18278 8
40457 7
Total l
189293 3
148836 6
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall Mappedd as non-rockfall
0.548 8
Modelledd as rockfall
Modelledd as non-rockfall 0.452 2
1.000 0
Total l

0.118 8
0.882 2
1.000 0

0.666 6
1.334 4
2.000 0

Tablee 6.6. Contingency tables of ROCKY3 presenting the number of cells and theaccuraciess normalized for the
numberr of mapped cells.
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall Mappedd as non-rockfall
52052 2
26072 2
25980 0
Modelledd as rockfall
137241 1
122856 6
Modelledd as non-rockfall 14385 5
40457
7
148836
6
189293 3
Total l
Mappedd as rockfall
0.644 4
Modelledd as rockfall
Modelledd as non-rockfall 0.356 6
1.000 0
Total l

Mappedd as non-rockfall
0.175 5
0.825 5
1.000 0

Total l
0.819 9
1.181 1
2.000 0

Thee comparison of the amount of both correctly (n=26072) and incorrectly (n=25980)
modelledd rockfall cells produced by ROCKY3 also provides an interesting result (Table 6.6).
Onlyy 17.5% of all cells mapped as non-rockfall were modelled as rockfall cells. On the other
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handd this amount was equal to 49.9% of all the modelled rockfall cells. For ROCKY 1 and
ROCKY22 this amount was respectively 44.1 % and 44.2%.
6.55 Discussion

Thee GIS-based distributed model developed for this study (ROCKY3) simulates motions of
fallingg rocks in detail. This model also incorporates simple forest parameters (number of trees
perr hectare and DBH) as well as a module that accounts both for the tree distribution and for
thee calculation of collisions of rocks against trees. Comparison of the modelled patterns of
rockfalll runout zones produced by the three models tested (ROCKY 1, ROCKY2 and
ROCKY3)) with mapped rockfall patterns showed that ROCKY3 performed best in simulating
rockfalll patterns in the study area. In addition, comparison of the velocities produced by the
threee models showed that ROCKY3 simulates rockfall velocities more accurately on both
forestedd and non-forested hillslopes. Unfortunately no data is currently available on rockfall
velocitiesvelocities within the study area. However, during real-time rockfall experiments in the French
Alps,, on a non-forested hillslope with a mean slope gradient of approximately 40 degrees,
fallingg rocks reached velocities of 25 m/s (F. Berger - Cemagref Grenoble, personal
communication).. ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2 generally produced higher velocities on less steep
forestedd and non-forested hillslopes. In contrast, the velocities produced by ROCKY3 on
similarr hillslopes corresponded with this observation.
Althoughh ROCKY3 provided better overall results than ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2, all
threee models produced similar normalized overall accuracies. Since ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2
simulatedd fewer rockfall cells than R0CKY3, the probability of cells being modelled
incorrectlyy (mismatch with cells mapped as non-rockfall) decreased. In addition, 80% of the
mappedd cells are non-rockfall areas. Therefore, the amount of non-rockfall matches was very
highh for ROCKY 1 and ROCKY2. As a consequence, the normalized overall accuracy was
alsoo high.
Thee three models tested encountered similar problems regarding mismatches between
modelledd rockfall cells and mapped non-rockfall cells (ROCKY3: 49.9%, ROCKY1: 44.1%
andd ROCKY2: 44.2%). These mismatches were mainly caused by the input data, being GIS
rasterss with a support of 25 m x 25 m. Within such rasters fine-scale variation in the mean
slopee gradient and surface cover characteristics as observed in the field is lost. In addition, the
topographyy as shown by a DEM with a support of 25 m x 25 m is much smoother than the
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reall topography (Hodgson, 1995; Yin and Wang, 1999; Zhang et al., 1999; Schoorl et al.,
2000). .
Too account for this smoothing effect, starting locations in rockfall source cells are set
att 10 m above the surface, since it was observed in the study area that small cliff faces with a
heightt of 10 - 50 m do occur on hill slopes which are represented by raster cells with a slope
gradientt of 40 degrees. Due to the use of the simple threshold value for identifying the
rockfalll source cells, the model produced some rockfall areas in locations where this is not the
casee in reality. Therefore, the model results probably improve considerably if these small cliff
facess could be identified for the whole study area, which is a GIS research challenge.
Thee use of a mean slope gradient threshold of 40 degrees for rockfall source areas had
alsoo a distinct effect on the modelled velocities. The velocity graph (Fig. 6.9) shows that the
averagee velocities produced by the three models only increase slightly or even decrease
betweenn the slope classes 20° - 40° and 40° - 60°. This may be explained by two reasons.
Firstly,, since the threshold value for rockfall source areas was defined as 40 degrees, the
modell started to simulate rockfall in cells with a mean slope gradient equal to or steeper than
400 degrees. Depending on the friction or the restitution coefficients the simulated rock
stoppedd within the source cell or accelerated and consequently shifted to the next cell in the
falltrack.. The latter generally occurred in cells with a mean slope angle much steeper than 40
degrees.. Acceleration also occurred on slopes with a mean slope gradient of 40 degrees, but
thee resulting velocity in those source cells was not as high as in source cells with steeper slope
gradients.. Secondly, the low velocities in cells with a mean slope gradient around 40 degrees
couldd be the result of falling rocks that were simulated from source cells upslope with slope
gradientss slightly steeper than 40 degrees. Downs lope the velocity and the mean gradient of
thee slope decreased and consequently the rock could stop in one of the downslope cells, which
couldd have a slope gradient of approximately 40 degrees. High velocities on slopes with mean
gradientss much lower than 40 degrees may be explained by the fact that these cells were
mainlyy runout zones of falling rocks simulated from steep to very steep (>60°) source cells.
Thesee observations show that the threshold of 40 degrees is a safe value to account for the
smoothingg effect of the 25 m x 25 m DEM, but it might also lead to incorrectly modelled
patternss of rockfall runout zones.
Thee use of a falltrack calculation based on a multiple flow algorithm (Quinn et al.,
1991;; Wolock and McCabe, 1995), as described in section 5.5.3, would improve the model as
well.. The currently used falltrack calculation resulted in converging rockfall runout zones
insteadd of diverging zones as observed on talus cones in the field. The multiple flow
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algorithmm enables modelling of more realistic rockfall accumulation areas, which might
improvee the number of matches between model and map. Within this study was chosen to test
thee models with a simple falltrack procedure, because this facilitated the comparison of the
modell results. Incorporation of the multiple-flow algorithm in the three models tested would
introducee a stochastic factor and therefore more difficulties for comparing the results.
Thee friction coefficient, the tangential restitution coefficient and the normal restitution
coefficientt for different land cover classes were estimated from literature data on the basis of
thee land cover map. Firstly, this was done because field data was not available and secondly
becausee simulation errors were interpreted as model errors rather than parameter estimation
errors.. The latter enabled us to compare the three models on their ability to predict rockfall
runoutt zones on slopes with different characteristics throughout the study area.
Ass shown by the accuracy of the modelled patterns of rockfall runout zones on nonforestedd hillslopes as produced by the three models (Fig. 6.8), the estimation of parameter
valuess worked satisfactory. However, a more objective method for estimating these
parameterss at a regional scale would be preferred. Regarding the effect of forests on patterns
off rockfall runout zones, different forest structures could be described reasonably well by
usingg the number of trees per hectare and the DBH, but incorporating gaps within forest
standss was not possible. Gaps are important elements of the forest structure, since they are
alsoo determining the level of protection a mountain forest provides against rockfall (Bebi et
al.,, 2001). For rockfall modelling at a regional scale, there is thus a need for both an
automatedd assessment and a model representation of gaps in mountain forests at a regional
scale.. Gaps within forests could for example be represented in a model by using a fractal
dimensionn (Xu et al., 1993). In this case mountain forests are considered as porous systems in
whichh the fractal dimension of the pore space represents the gap distribution. For example,
suchh an approach has been used for describing pore structures of Swiss cheese models
(Klemmetal.,, 1999).

6.66 Conclusions

Fromm all the three models tested in this study, the combination of a GIS-based model and a
process-basedd model, which simulates the motion of falling rocks in detail and incorporated
simplee forest stand parameters, was most accurate in predicting patterns of rockfall runout
zoness at a regional scale. Like all the models tested, this model combines three main
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procedures:: the identification of source areas, the determination of falltracks and the
calculationn of the rockfall runout zones.
Regardingg the identification of source areas, the model probably improves
considerablyy if rockfall source areas, such as small cliff faces, could be identified in detail,
insteadd of using a mean slope gradient threshold value. With respect to determining the
falltrack,, the use of a multiple flow algorithm could also improve the model. The calculation
off the rockfall runout zones was satisfactory. However, gaps within forest stands were not
takenn into account in the input data. Incorporating gaps in the forest input data might result in
aa better representation of the velocity development on forested slopes. Therefore, a better
representationn of gaps within forest stands at a regional scale is also needed.
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ACCURACYY OF A DISTRIBUTED ROCKFALL MODEL*

Abstract t
Thiss chapter investigates whether a GIS-based distributed mode! developed for rockfall assessment at slope
scale,, which uses input data with a support of 2.5 m x 2.5 m, could be used for rockfall assessment at the
regionall scale, using input data with a support of 25 m x 25 m and with poorer quality. It was anticipated that in
thee latter case the model error would increase. The hypothesis was that poorer data quality is the main cause of a
largerr model error rather than the fact that the model simulates a similar process at a larger support. Three
simulationn schemes were applied to the same model and the outcomes were validated with field data. The first
simulationn scheme used input data with 2.5 m x 2.5 m support and aggregated the output to 25 m x 25 m
support.. The second simulation scheme used the same input data as in the first simulation scheme, but these data
weree aggregated to a support of 25 m x 25 m before running the model. The third simulation scheme used input
dataa with poorer quality directly obtained at a support of 25 m x 25 m. The results show that simulating the
maximummaximum rockfall runout zones with a distributed model using input data with 25 m x 25 m support is realistic
andd feasible. This also accounts for data with poorer quality as the third simulation scheme produced only a
slightlyy larger mean squared error than the first scheme, but it surprisingly produced a lower error than the
secondd scheme. Therefore the cause of the large error produced by scheme 2 is investigated. It is concluded that
thee combination of a high quality digital elevation model and the loss of important spatial structure in the tree
distributionn map due to aggregation mainly caused this.

** Based on: Dorren, L.K.A. and Heuvelink, G.B.M. Effect of support size on the accuracy of a distributed
rockfalll model. To be submitted to International Journal of Geographical Information Science.
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7.11 Introduction

Geomorphologicall research focuses on understanding processes, patterns and landforms in
geoecosystems.. Therefore, this type of research contributes to a sound basis needed for
identifying,, assessing and perhaps solving or preventing environmental problems such as soil
erosion,, flooding and mass wasting. Increasingly popular tools within geomorphological
researchh are distributed models (Willgoose et al., 1991; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994;
Tuckerr et al., 2001), since these models provide excellent frameworks for conceptualisation of
developedd theories and for simulating current or future processes and patterns in
geoecosystems.. Nowadays, increased computing capacity has strongly increased opportunities
too apply such models.
Modelss are simplified representations of reality and therefore model outcomes always
deviatee from 'the truth' to some extent. In other words, model outcomes contain errors or
uncertainties.. These are firstly caused by the introduced simplifications of the real world in
thee model itself. Secondly, model input data are hardly ever exactly known and therefore
likelyy contain errors (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). An important factor that determines
thee degree of model simplification is the availability of input data, which is often determined
byy the feasibility of measuring the model inputs with sufficient detail. Clearly, it is more
difficultt to obtain detailed input data for a large catchment than for a small monitoring plot.
Therefore,, models and their input and output data are mostly less detailed when moving up
fromm a smaller to a larger spatial scale (Heuvelink, 1998). Uncertainties or errors of model
outcomess are thus related to spatial scale, which is mainly prescribed by the support of the
modell input data. Here, support is defined as the largest area treated as homogenous in a sense
thatt an average value of the property of interest within the area is known and not the variation
withinn (Bierkens et al., 2000). Errors of model outcomes do not necessarily increase at larger
spatiall scales. For example, the averaging-out effect caused by aggregating data to large
supportss could decrease uncertainties about the average value in a large raster cell compared
too a small cell (van Rompaey et al., 1999). On the other hand, if the model input data is
obtainedd at a large support, errors of model outcomes might increase due to the loss of terrain
variability.. The input data for a model should be of sufficient detail to capture the spatial
variationss that are essential for the process or pattern being modelled (Goodchild, 2001). In
mostt cases a simpler or at least another model structure is required for larger areas, since
processess controlling changes in spatial patterns are different at different spatial scales
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(Bergkamp,, 1995, 1996; Kirkby et al., 1996). Only in some cases the same model may be
usedd for both a small and a large spatial scale.
Thiss chapter focuses on a GIS-based distributed model developed for rockfall
assessmentt at a slope scale, which was designed to use input data with a support of 2.5 m x
2.55 m. The main objective was to analyse whether such a model may also be used for an
accuratee assessment at a regional scale, using input data obtained at a support of 25 m x 25 m
withh poorer quality due to lesser detail and reduced sampling or mapping effort. It was
anticipatedd that the model that uses data with a support of 25 m x 25 m produces a larger error
thann the model that uses data with a support of 2.5 m x 2.5 m. The hypothesis was that poorer
dataa quality is the main cause of a larger model error rather than the fact that the model
simulatess a similar process at a larger support. To investigate this, the distributed rockfall
modell using three different modelling schemes was applied. The main question of this study
wass whether rockfall simulation is realistic and / or feasible when using input data with 25 m
xx 25 m support.

7.22 Method and model overview
Threee simulation schemes were defined to analyse the effect of input data with different
aggregationn levels on the accuracy of the used model. These schemes are shown in Figure 7.1.

SCHEMEE

INPUT

MODEL

OUTPUT

VALIDATION

<<
««Iff

= comparison
= aggregation

Figuree 7.1. Three simulation schemes tested in this study. For explanation see text.

Inn simulation scheme 1, input data with a support of 2.5 m x 2.5 m was used. The output was
aggregatedd to a support of 25 m x 25 m by averaging the values of the aggregated output
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obtainedd at 2.5 m x 2.5 m support. Finally, the output data was compared with validation data
withh a same support of 25 m x 25 m. In simulation scheme 2 the same input data as in
simulationn scheme 1 was used, however, these data were aggregated to a support of 25 m x 25
mm before running the model. In simulation scheme 3 the support of the used input data was
identicall to scheme 2, but the input data for simulation scheme 3 was obtained at a support of
255 m x 25 m from other data sources than the input data from simulation scheme 1 and 2
(detailss will be explained in section 7.3). Since the data used in simulation scheme 3 were
obtainedd at the regional scale and thus less detailed than the data used in simulation scheme 1
andd 2, it may be stated that the quality of this data was considerably poorer.
Withinn the three simulation schemes the same rockfall simulation model was used,
whichh simulates a falling rock by calculating the kinetic energy balance during sequences of
motionn though the air and collisions on the slope surface or against trees. Start locations for
thee rockfall simulations were derived from field mapped rockfall source areas. From each
startt location one single falling rock was simulated. The simulation was repeated one hundred
timess according to the Monte Carlo method (Lewis and Orav, 1989). This was done for all the
appliedd simulation schemes.
Standardd algorithms for a uniform accelerated parabolic movement through the air
calculatedd the motion through the air. Algorithms modified from Pfeiffer and Bowen (1989)
calculatedd the energy balance before and after collisions with the slope surface and tree stems.
Thee modifications were such that the factor compensating for the effect of the rockfall
velocityy on the elasticity of the collision was left out, since the empirical constants required
forr calculating this factor were not available for the study site. The algorithms for bouncing
andd motion through the air were combined with a procedure that calculated the fall direction
onn the basis of a digital elevation model (DEM) as described in chapter 5. A flow diagram of
thee model is given in Figure 5.8.
Thee model inputs that are affected by a change of support, which were also the model
inputss focused at in this study, are the DEM, the rasters containing values for the tangential
andd normal coefficient of restitution and the tree distribution raster, which includes both the
numberr of trees per raster cell and the range of tree stem diameters. The DEM determined the
meann slope gradient and therefore the acceleration and deceleration of a falling block.
Furthermoree the DEM determined the fall direction. The coefficients of restitution determined
thee amount of energy lost during a bounce, where the tangential coefficient of restitution
determiness energy loss parallel to the slope surface (due to surface roughness or vegetation).
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Thee normal coefficient of restitution determines energy loss perpendicular to the slope surface
(duee to elasticity of the material covering the slope surface). The tree distribution determined
thee probability of a falling rock hitting a tree.
Thee outcomes produced by the three simulation schemes were all compared with a
validationn dataset on the basis of the mean error (ME) and the mean squared error (MSE)
followingg equations 5.9 and 5.10.
7.33 Test site and available data
AA forested rockfall slope in the most western part of the Austrian Alps, located at 47°00'
latitudee and 10°01' longitude, was chosen as a test site for this study. The test site may be
dividedd in two areas. Firstly, the rockfall source area, which is a steep cliff face dissected by
largee denudation niches and secondly, an accumulation area, which is a large post-glacial
developedd talus cone mainly consisting of rockfall scree, but also some debris flow material.
Thee slope length of the talus cone is approximately 900 meters. An overview of the site is
shownn in Figure 7.2.
Twoo DEMs were available for this test site, both arranged as rasters with a support of
respectivelyy 25 m x 25 m (LRDEM) and 2.5 m x 2.5 m (HRDEM). The LRDEM was created
byy interpolation of photogrammetric height measurements at a ground distance of 50 m,
enhancedd and supplemented with prominent terrain structures. The given maximum error in
thiss DEM was 20 m (BEV, 2002).
Thee HRDEM was derived from a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network), which was
createdd from contour lines with an equidistance of 5 m. The contour lines were derived from a
combinedd dataset consisting of slope transects measured in the field, a detailed
geomorphologicall field map (1:2000) and existing contour lines with an equidistance of 20 m.
Thee maximum error of the HRDEM was 6 m. The main difference between the HRDEM and
thee LRDEM was that important terrain structures, which determine the variation in the slope
gradientt of the test site, were well represented in the HRDEM, whereas in the LRDEM such
structuress were not present at all (see Fig. 7.3). Since the study area was fully covered with
forest,, a tachymeter or photogrammetric height measurements on the basis of stereographic
aeriall photographs for creating the HRDEM were not used.
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Figuree 7.2. Photograph of a part of the 'Ausserbacher' forest in the Montafon region (Austria), which served as
aa test site for this study. The white outline represents the test site.

Bothh from the HRDEM and the LRDEM mean slope gradients maps were derived using the
methodd described by Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987). In addition, fall directions were
calculatedd using a modified multiple-flow algorithm (e.g. Quine et al., 1991; Wolock and
McGabe,, 1995; Tarboton, 1997). To randomise the fall direction from a central cell for each
simulationn run, this method calculates a fall direction raster repeatedly for each simulation run
byy sampling the fall direction for each cell randomly from a probability distribution, which
wass determined by the steepness of the mean slope gradients between the central cell and all
itss downslope neighbouring cells. In this procedure, the probability of a rock falling to a
downslopee cell increases with the gradient between the two cells.
Furthermore,, the tangential coefficient of restitution (rt), the normal coefficient of
restitutionn (rn) and the tree distribution were both represented as a raster with 25 m x 25 m
supportt (hereafter respectively LRrt, LRrn and LRtree) and as a raster with 2.5 m x 2.5 m
supportt (hereafter HRr1; HRrn and HRtree). LRr, and LRrn were created by combining
literaturee data and a land cover map, which was obtained by classifying a September 1998
LandsatLandsat TM image (see section 6.3). LRtree was also derived from this land cover map in
combinationn with data provided by a regional forest inventory (Maier, 1993). HRrt and HRrn
weree based on a detailed slope surface cover map (scale 1:2000) from which r, and rn could be
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estimatedd on the basis of literature data (Pfeiffer and Bowen, 1989; Van Dijke and van
Westen,, 1990; Kobayashi et al., 1990; Giani, 1992; Azzoni et al., 1995; Chau et al., 1998;
MeiBl,, 1998). HRtree was created using a combination of a tree crown map and forest
inventoryy data. The tree crown map was derived from an object-based classification of highresolutionn digital colour-infrared (CIR) orthophotos (0.25 m x 0.25 m) on which each
individuall tree crown was visible. The forest inventory, which was done with the
WinkelzahlprobeWinkelzahlprobe (Bitterlich, 1948), provided amongst others data on the distribution of
stemm diameters throughout the study site. This inventory method is also known as prism plot
samplingg or probability proportional to size sampling. Within this method the probability of a
treee being selected within a sampling plot is proportional to the basal area of a tree (Shiver
andd Borders, 1995). For this detailed inventory, a grid covering the study area was defined in
whichh tree stem diameters and the number of trees as well as the number of damages per tree
stemm were measured. On the basis of these the tree volume per hectare, the number of trees
perr hectare as well as the number of damages per hectare were calculated for each inventory
gridd cell.
Thee HRDEM, HRrt, HRrn and HRtree provided input data for simulation scheme 1. As
describedd in section 7.2, aggregation of these data provided input data for simulation scheme
22 and LRDEM, LRrb LRrn and LRtree provided input data for simulation scheme 3. The data
inputt for the three simulation schemes is visualised in Figure 7.3. In simulation scheme 2 the
inputt data suffer from a considerable loss of detail compared to the input data used in
simulationn scheme 1. As expected this is even worse in simulation scheme 3.
Validationn data were extracted from the detailed forest inventory data. In the upper
partt of the accumulation area 18 squares of 25 m x 25 m were randomly selected. The
availablee forest inventory data in the lower areas of the accumulation area are discarded
becausee in these areas rockfall activity originating from source areas outside the area used for
thiss modelling study also occurred. The relatively small number of validation squares (n=18)
onlyy provides a small data set. Therefore results have to be interpreted carefully on the one
hand,, but on the other hand the data for each individual validation square are derived from a
largee number of detailed measurements on trees. For these 18 squares the number of scars per
treee volume unit were compared with the number of impacts as simulated by the model (the
calculationn of the validation data is described in detail in section 5.5.5).
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Figuree 7.3. Mean slope gradient, tangential coefficient of restitution and number of trees per cell used in the
simulationn schemes 1, 2 and 3.
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7.44 Results
Figuree 7.4 shows the raster maps representing the relative amount of impacts within each
rasterr as produced by the three simulation schemes. The three raster maps show a similar
patternn in the number of impacts per cell. Most impacts occur in the upper right part of the
rasterr in the transition zone between the source area and the accumulation area. Generally the
numberr of impacts decreases towards the lower left, which is the accumulation area or
rockfalll runout zone. A notable difference between the three raster maps in Figure 7.4 is the
locationn with the maximum number of impacts. For simulation scheme 1 this is located in the
lowerr parts of the rockfall source areas, but for simulation schemes 2 and 3 this is located on
thee upper part of the accumulation area, although for simulation scheme 3 the location of the
maximumm number of impacts is more evenly distributed over the accumulation area.

SCHEMEE 1

SCHEMEE 2

SCHEMEE 3

1

—'' 0

Figuree 7.4. The produced relative numbers of impacts in a cell in percentages, produced by the simulation
schemess 1, 2 and 3.

Comparisonn of the simulated impacts with the number of observed scars per tree volume unit
providedd the results shown in Figure 7.5. The histograms in this figure show that simulation
schemee 2 produced the largest errors and simulation scheme 1 produced the smallest errors. In
general,, all errors are quite high. The scatter plots in Figure 7.5 show the difference between
eachh predicted and observed value for the three simulation schemes in detail. The plots show
thatt the degree of scatter between observed and predicted values is generally smaller for
simulationn scheme 1 than for schemes 2 and 3. This is especially caused by a better estimation
forr the cells with a high number of scars per tree volume unit. Nevertheless, simulation
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schemee 1 also produced some considerable mismatches for cells with low observed values.
Thee latter considerably affects the mean squared error produced by simulation scheme 1
(MSE1)) as shown in Table 7.1 (MSE1 =24.9).

Tablee 7.1. Mean error (ME), mean squared error (MSE) and correlation coefficient (r) of the output of the Ihree
simulationn schemes.
Simulationn scheme

ME E

MSE E
24.9 9
44.4 4
31.3 3

0.47 7
0.08 8
0.09 9

Simulationn scheme 2 produced the largest error (MSE3 = 44.4) and simulation scheme 3
producedd an intermediate error (MSE2 = 31.3). To some extent this is also indicated by the
correlationn coefficient (Table 7.1). Here it should be noted that the correlation coefficient
representss the degree of any existing correlation between the observed and predicted data.
Thiss coefficient is not necessarily indicative for the strength of the 1:1 relationship between
observedd and predicted values. The correlation coefficient is given here because it might
indicatee a systematic error in the model in case both the correlation coefficient and the MSE
aree high.
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Figuree 7.5. Histograms of the errors and scatterplots with observed versus predicted number of scars per tree
volumee unit, as produced by simulation schemes 1, 2 and 3.
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7.55 Additional tests and discussion
7.5.17.5.1 'Intermediate' simulation schemes
Itt was not expected that simulation scheme 3 would produce a smaller MSE than scheme 2.
Rather,, it was anticipated that scheme 3 would perform the worst, because it uses input data
withh the poorest quality. It is therefore appropriate to investigate why simulation scheme 2
producedd larger errors, although the input data quality was higher. The differences between
simulationn schemes 2 and 3 are the values for four model inputs (tree density, normal
coefficientt of restitution, tangential coefficient of restitution and the DEM), which all have
beenn changed simultaneously. Therefore, 'intermediate' simulation schemes were analysed to
assesss which input data, related to one of the four parameters, caused the lower MSE as
producedd by simulation scheme 3. Table 7.2 shows the data used in the 'intermediate'
simulationn schemes and it shows the produced mean squared errors.
Tablee 7.2. The MSE of model output produced with the original schemes 2 and 3 and with the 'intermediate'
simulationn schemes 4 to 7.
Usedd data
Simulationn scheme
HRtree*,, HRrn*, HRrt*, HRDEM*
22
LRtree,, LRrn, LRr„ LRDEM
33
LRtree,, LRrn, LRrt, HRDEM*
44
LRtree,, LRrn, HRrt*, LRDEM
55
LRtree,, HRrn*, LRr„ LRDEM
66
HRtree*,, LRrn, LRr„ LRDEM
77
** Data aggregated to 25 m x25 m support

MSE E
44.4 4
31.3 3
47.8 8
35.7 7
31.4 4
29.3 3

Thee results in Table 7.2 show that replacing LRtree by the aggregated HRtree (scheme 7)
resultedd in a MSE of 29.3, which is lower than the initially produced MSE by scheme 3 (see
alsoo Fig. 7.6a). Substitution of LRrt by the aggregated HRrt (scheme 5) increased the MSE
fromm 31.3 to 35.7. Table 7.2 furthermore shows that substituting LRrn by the aggregated HRrn
(schemee 6) resulted in a negligible change in the MSE, which indicates that the net effect of
thee rn on the simulation results is small.
AA remarkable result is that the substitution of the LRDEM by the aggregated HRDEM
(schemee 4) did not decrease the MSE. On the contrary, this substitution produced a strong
increasee of the MSE from 31.3 to 47.8. The scatter plot of the result of simulation scheme 4 is
shownn in Figure 7.6b. This plot shows that this simulation scheme strongly overestimated the
lowerr observed values and strongly underestimated the higher observed values.
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Figuree 7.6. Scatter plots of a) simulation scheme 7 and b) simulation scheme 4.

7.5.27.5.2 Causes of simulation errors
Thee 'intermediate' simulation scheme 4 indicated that the aggregated HRDEM was mainly
responsiblee for the increase in error (Table 7.2). An explanation for this is that the transport
channel,, which is shown in Figure 7.2 and in the HRDEM and HRtree in Figure 7.3, is
averaged-outt to a certain extent in the aggregated HRDEM, but still present. As a result, the
falll directions calculated on the basis of the aggregated HRDEM were generally towards this
channel.. This led to a concentration of falling rocks in the right side of the raster. As a
consequence,, the number of impacts is higher at that side, which is shown in Figure 7.7
(schemee 4). This effect is reinforced by the fact that the transport channel is almost free of
trees.. Therefore, hardly any rock impacts against trees occur in the channel in reality.
However,, when using the aggregated HRtree, the forest structure in the channel as observed
inn the field and in HRtree, which is directly derived from orthophotos, is completely lost (i.e.
comparee Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3). As a result, the number of trees in the fall track of the
simulatedd rocks as represented by the aggregated HRtree is greatly overestimated, although
thee number of trees in the channel is still smaller than in the surrounding areas. Therefore, the
numberr of impacts in the channel is also overestimated when compared to the other
simulationn schemes, as shown in Figure 7.7 (schemes 1, 2 and 3). In simulation scheme 3, this
errorr occurred to a lesser extent, since in the LRDEM the channel was completely 'smoothedout'.. Accordingly, a more uniform distribution of rock impacts was produced.
Thee squares with an overestimation of 10.7% and an underestimation of 7.9% in
Figuree 7.7 (scheme 1) indicate a potential spatial mismatch between model results and field
observations.. Schemes 2 and 3 underestimated the observed value in this area with
approximatelyy 12% (Fig. 7.7). The errors in the validation squares on the lowest part of the
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hillslopee show that simulation schemes 1, 2 and 3 modelled the maximal extent of rockfall
runoutt zones quite well (see also Fig. 7.4), as the error values in those parts are smaller than
5%.. For all simulation schemes no rocks reached the bottom part of the hillslope, which was
alsoo observed in reality. As mentioned before, the modelled rockfall impacts on tree stems
weree not very accurate, as the MSE produced by all schemes was quite high.

7.5.3.7.5.3. Rockfall simulation at different scales
Overall,, the results indicate that the GIS-based distributed model used in this study, which
wass developed for rockfall assessment at a slope scale, could be used for rockfall assessment
att a regional scale. As expected, the simulation schemes analysed in this study indicated that
thee use of input data with 25 m x 25 m support increased the mean squared error (MSE)
comparedd to the use of input data with 2.5 m x 2.5 m support. However, the simulated
maximumm extents of rockfall runout zones were quite similar for simulation schemes 1, 2 and
3.. In addition, these runout zones corresponded with those observed in reality. This shows
thatt rockfall modelling at regional scale is feasible and realistic. The simulated rockfall
impactss on tree stems using input data with 25 m x 25 m support were not accurate, however,
ass the MSE produced by simulation schemes 2 and 3 were significantly higher than the MSE
producedd by scheme 1. Using tree distribution data with higher quality could reduce the MSE
producedd by scheme 3 with approximately 18% as shown by the 'intermediate' simulation
schemee 7. The accuracy of the results produced by scheme 2 and 3 indicates that simulating
damagee on tree stems caused by rockfall using input data with 25 m x 25 m support is not
realistic.. For such a modelling objective, high quality data with small support is required.
Moree specifically, this requires at least a quality and support similar to the ones used in
simulationn scheme 1.
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SCHEMEE 1

SCHEMEE 2

SCHEMEE 3

SCHEMEE 4

Figuree 7.7. Visualisation of the validation squares where |f, - 0,| > 5 for simulation schemes 1, 2, 3 and
'intermediate'' scheme 4; black filled squares indicate underestimation by the model and white filled squares
indicatee overestimation by the model. The white outlined squares indicate an absolute error smaller than 5.
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Ass anticipated, the model using data with a support of 25 m x 25 m produces a larger error
thann the model using data with a support of 2.5 m x 2.5 m. The hypothesis was that poorer
dataa quality is a more important cause of a larger model error rather than the fact that the
modell simulates a similar process at a larger support. This turned out not to be true, as
simulationn scheme 2, which used data with higher quality, produced a larger error than
simulationn scheme 3. Here it was interesting to observe that due to aggregation the loss of
importantt spatial structure in the input data (i.e. the rockfall channel represented in the slope
mapp and in the tree distribution map) resulted in a larger model error than with the use of a
moree general landscape representation. The results of this study also indicate that the use of a
regionall DEM with high quality requires data on forest structure with higher quality than the
usee of a regional DEM with poorer quality, but this is not necessarily true in every case.

7.66 Conclusions
Inn this chapter the relationship between the aggregation level of the input data and the
accuracyy of the model output was investigated. The results showed that rockfall simulation
withh a GIS-based distributed model using input data with 25 m x 25 m support is feasible and
realisticc for simulation of rockfall runout zones, but not for simulation of tree damage caused
byy rockfall. The latter was mainly caused by the fact that collisions of rocks against tree stems
cannott be simulated accurately in the case data with a relatively poor quality and a large
supportt is being used.
Goodchildd (2001) stated that the input data for a model should be of sufficient detail to
capturee the spatial variations that are essential for the process or pattern being modelled. The
resultss of this study confirm this statement, because it shows that for modelling tree damage
causedd by rockfall, a detailed tree distribution is essential.
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8.11 GIS modelling of rockfall and protection forest structure
Thee main objective of this study is to develop an efficient and scientific method for assessing
thee level of protection that mountain forests provide against rockfall at a regional scale, in
orderr to improve the management of those forests. The two silvicultural examples, presented
inn chapter two, showed that forest authorities are perfectly able to carry out forest
rehabilitationn projects. But forest management on the whole may be improved if rehabilitation
projectss would not be necessary at all and attention could be focused on sustaining the
functionss provided by forest ecosystems, rather than restoring them. Regarding mountain
forestss that protect against rockfall, this could be achieved by applying the techniques used
andd developed within this study. Combining these techniques, as illustrated in Figure 8.1,
firstlyy enables the identification of impaired protection forests in larger management areas and
secondly,, it can be assessed where and which silvicultural interventions have to be carried out
soo as to safeguard protection against rockfall.
Thee first step required is to obtain data on the forest structure and coverage at a
regionall scale. This thesis demonstrated that a Landsat TM image is able to provide forest
standd type maps for steep mountainous terrain, but additional stand details like DBH, tree
distribution,, structure and stability still have to be provided by forest inventories. The
combinationn of forest inventory data and forest stand type maps in a Geographic Information
Systemm (GIS) provides a good database for forest management both at a regional scale and at
aa local scale. The accuracy of information derived from a Landsat TM image depends very
muchh on the used classification technique as well as on the applied statistic for accuracy
assessment.. The advantage of object-based classification is that the derived map is composed
off objects which correspond with forest stands. Such a map with delineated forest stands is a
usefull basis for setting up a regional forest inventory.
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Figuree 8.1. Flow diagram showing how the combination of the techniques used and developed within this thesis
couldd contribute to an improvement of the management of mountain forests that protect against rockfall. The
stepp described in the grey ellipse is not covered in this thesis and will be a future research challenge. The dotted
arroww refers to monitoring, which focuses at a larger temporal scale.

Apartt from the Digital Elevation Model, the obtained forest data combined with forest
inventoryy data is the most important input in the developed GIS-based distributed rockfall
model.. The literature review included in this thesis concluded that such a model is most
appropriatee for modelling patterns of rockfall runout zones at a regional scale. Moreover, this
thesiss demonstrates that the developed model is the most accurate regional rockfall model
tested.. Furthermore, it is shown that modelling tree damage on the basis of simulated rockfall
impactss does not generate accurate results when using the developed rockfall model with
inputt data with a large support. Dynamic modelling of forest development under continuous
rockfalll disturbance at a regional scale by using a combined rockfall - forest growth model is
consequentlyy neither feasible nor realistic. Such a model requires detailed forest
characteristicss for a large area as well as high quality digital elevation data. Methods to obtain
thesee data other than labour-intensive forest inventories or expensive DEM retrieval
techniquess are lacking at the moment. As a result, dynamic modelling of the development of
forestss which protect against rockfall at a regional scale is not possible at this moment.
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Fortunately,, it is not necessary to model forest development at a regional scale, since at such
scales,, foresters only need to locate where in the management area protection forests are
deterioratingg or even impaired. For those forests, detailed silvicultural strategies have to be
developed.. A combined field and modelling study, as carried out in chapter five, increases
insightt into a geoecosystem in which rockfall and forest dynamics are interacting and is
thereforee a prerequisite for developing such a silvicultural strategy. A dynamic combined
rockfall-forestt growth model could perfectly fulfil the modelling part, since forest authorities
indicatee that they know how to improve the integrity of a deteriorated protection forest. They
doo not know, however, the exact effect of their silvicultural measures in combination with the
naturall disturbances, despite their increasing awareness of forest ecosystem dynamics.
Scenarioo modelling could help foresters not only to evaluate the effect of the measures taken,
butt also to pinpoint optimal felling or thinning locations in forests. Modelling the effect of
bothh silvicultural measures and rockfall on forest dynamics at stand scale is thus the next step
forwardd to improve management of forests that protect against rockfall. In other words, a start
hass to be made with modelling the panarchy of such protection forests in mountain
geoecosystems.. This thesis reveals that the developed rockfall model should be implemented
intoo dynamic forest growth models. This thesis also shows that the slope scale is the most
appropriatee spatial scale for this, both regarding the support at which rockfall and forest
structuree are to be modelled, as well as the required data quality.

8.22 Final remarks
Onn the whole, the method developed within this thesis could contribute to an improvement of
thee management of mountain forests that protect against rockfall. This can be justified by two
arguments.. Firstly, the developed method results in a better priority of the implementation of
silviculturall measures at regional scale. Subsequently, silvicultural strategies within specific
protectionn forests could be improved on the basis of the increased insight into the interaction
betweenn forest structure and rockfall as obtained by combined field and modelling studies.
Thee developed method could be optimised if the following improvements could be
realized.. Regarding the regional rockfall model, the rockfall source areas, such as small cliff
faces,, should be identified better. Furthermore, a better representation of gaps within forest
standss at a regional scale is needed. Regarding the slope scale rockfall model, more
knowledgee of tree-mechanical behaviour as well as knowledge of the resilience of individual
treess after rockfall impacts is required. Especially if this model is to be implemented in a
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dynamicc forest growth model. It would also be interesting to carry out simulation tests with
highh quality forest cover data and digital elevation data obtained with an airborne laser
scanner. .
AA point which is not addressed in this study is that the developed method could
contributee to defining forest functions at a regional scale. Mountain forests provide multiple
functions,, but they cannot fulfil all the potential functions simultaneously in an optimal way.
Traditionally,, the main functions of mountain forests were timber production and protection
againstt natural hazards. But depending on the risk posed by natural hazards, forests on steep
valleyy slopes might also be assigned a hydrological regulation function, a biodiversity
function,, a cultural function or a recreation function. The developed method could assist in
identifyingg suitable forest functions, in the first place regarding the assignment of the
protectivee function against rockfall. As forest functions form the basis of forest management,
thiss is the second justification for the fact that the developed method could improve mountain
forestt management.
Processess in mountain geoecosystems which affect forest ecosystems are indicative
forr the function that should be assigned to a certain forest. Processes governing our socioeconomicc and institutional systems, however, direct the final decision about the assignment of
forestt functions. This is not a problem as long as functions provided by mountain
geoecosystemss are used in a sustainable way, so as to maintain ecosystem integrity. To
strengthenn this process and the underlying line of thinking, scientists have to continue
workingg on understanding geoecosystem functioning. This implies that the interactions
betweenn abiotic and biotic factors in our surrounding landscapes, as well as the possible
humann influence on these, are investigated in integrated research projects. An essential first
stepp in such projects is to improve the communication between scientists by using clear
theoreticall frameworks and by using plain and simple language. This will eventually improve
thee communication between 'the scientific world' and society.
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Manyy livelihoods in the European Alps rely heavily on mountain forests for protection against rockfall and snow
avalanches.. Mountain forests provide this protection in the long term only if they are managed adequately.
Forestt management, also known as silviculture, requires information about the state, the dynamics and the future
developmentt of the forest ecosystem. The main objective of this study is to develop an efficient method which
givess information on the level of protection mountain forests provide against rockfall at a regional scale (-500
km2)) to improve management of those forests.
Managementt of protection forests aims at maintaining forests in a stage during which effective
protectionn is secured in the long term. As the natural evolution of a forest ecosystem is a dynamic process,
'close-to-nature'' silvicultural interventions have to be pinpointed and executed well to maintain or improve the
stabilityy and the protective function of the forest ecosystem. Currently, forest authorities are aware of techniques
too improve the stand stability of protection forests, but the problem is that forest management is often still a kind
off trial and error, because the exact consequences of interventions for forest ecosystem dynamics are not known.
Beforee developing management plans for specific forests stands, regional scale information on the
forestt cover is needed. Remote sensing is often considered a useful basis for preparing regional forest cover
maps.. In general, a forest stand type map of a homogeneous forest covering flat terrain derived from a Landsat
Thematicc Mapper (TM) image is fairly accurate. However, in case of a heterogeneous forest covering rugged
terrainn the accuracy decreases. The accuracy of the derived information can be increased by correcting the DN
valuesvalues of a Landsat TM image for the topography and by using the digital elevation model (DEM) as an
additionall band during the classification. Local foresters consider the results of an object-based classification
betterr than those of a traditional classification technique. The advantage of object-based classification is that the
derivedd digital map is composed of objects which correspond with forest stands. Such a map with delineated
forestt stands is a useful basis for setting up a regional forest inventory.
Inn addition to forest cover data, knowledge of rockfall mechanics is required for modelling the
interactionn between rockfall and protection forests. A review of the most important rockfall modelling
approachess indicates that a Geographical Information System (GlS)-based distributed model, which combines a
detailedd process-based model and a GIS, would be most suitable for predicting rockfall runout zones at a
regionall scale.
Forr developing such a model, more insight into the relationship between protection forests and rockfall
impactss is needed. Therefore, a detailed investigation at a slope scale is carried out, which combines field and
modellingg techniques. In this study the determining factors for rockfall source areas, rockfall tracks and rockfall
runoutt zones on a forested slope in mountainous terrain are assessed. The area under investigation was mapped
geomorphologicallyy and the major planes in the bedrock exposed in the rockfall source areas were measured. At
aa test site, which is defined for validating the developed rockfall model, both a forest and a slope inventory were
carriedd out to obtain detailed forest and slope surface characteristics. These data serve as input for the developed
rockfalll simulation model, which allows assessing the slope characteristics that mainly determine the distribution
off rockfall accumulation areas. The geotechnical measurements show that all the mapped steep cliff faces are
potentiall rockfall source areas. Therefore, all these cliff faces are defined as start areas in the developed
simulationn model. By defining in the developed model that firstly, the amount of lying tree stems, secondly, the
surfacee roughness and thirdly, rockfall resistant shrubs determine the energy loss of falling rocks, if they do not
collidee with standing trees, the model shows the best similarities with reality regarding present rockfall
accumulationn areas. Older rockfall accumulation patterns could be reconstructed by removing the current forest
coverr in the developed model. It is concluded that a combined approach as applied in this study is a prerequisite
forr obtaining insight into the dynamics of rockfall on a forested slope.
Thee previous study provides sufficient basis for developing a regional scale rockfall simulation model
inn which protection forest structure is incorporated. This developed simulation model is used to predict patterns
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off rockfall runout zones at a catchment scale. In addition, the developed model is compared with two existing
regionall scale rockfall models. The developed model is the only model thai calculates the rockfall velocity on the
basiss of energy loss due to impacts on trees and the soil surface. The two existing models calculate energy loss
overr the distance between two cells centres on the basis of a friction coefficient. The patterns of rockfall runout
zoness produced by the three models are compared with rockfall patterns derived from geomorphological field
maps.. Furthermore, the rockfall velocities modelled by the three models are compared. It is found that the three
modelss produce rockfall runout zone maps with rather similar accuracies. The developed model however
performss best on forested slopes and it also produces velocities that match best with field estimates on both
forestedd and non-forested slopes irrespective of slope gradient.
Thee subsequent accuracy assessment indicates that rockfall simulation at a regional scale using a GISbasedd distributed model is feasible and realistic regarding simulation of rockfall runout zones, but not regarding
simulationn of tree damage caused by rockfall. The latter is mainly caused by the fact that tree damaged by
rockfalll cannot be simulated accurately at a large support. This study also shows that the use of a regional DEM
withh high quality requires data on forest structure with a much higher quality than the use of a regional DEM
withh poorer quality.
Finally,, it is concluded and discussed that the developed method genuinely helps improving
managementt of mountain forests that protect against rockfall. Summarising, the techniques used and developed
withinn this study could improve management by applying the following approach:
••

Forest could be characterised at a regional scale as detailed as possible by combining remotely sensed
dataa and forest inventories.
••
Then the protective function against rockfall at regional scale could be assessed with the developed
regionall rockfall model.
••
On this basis, areas could be defined for high priority silvicultural interventions.
••
For those areas, a slope scale assessment, using combined field and modelling techniques has to be
carriedd out.
Inn the future this will include combined forest growth - rockfall modelling, which allows the evaluation of the
effectss of different silvicultural interventions. On the basis of modelled scenarios the optimal silvicultural
measuress could be defined.
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Velee leefgemeenschappen in de Europese Alpen zijn sterk afhankelijk van bergbossen, die bescherming bieden
tegenn vallende stenen (in het Engels: rockfall) en sneeuwlawines. Op de lange termijn kunnen bergbossen deze
beschermingg alleen bieden indien ze adequaat beheerd worden. Bosbeheer vergt onder andere informatie over de
toestand,, de dynamiek en de toekomstige ontwikkeling van bosecosysternen. Het belangrijkste doel van dit
proefschriftt is een methode te ontwikkelen waarmee informatie op regionale schaal (-500 km") verkregen kan
wordenn over de mate van bescherming die bergbossen bieden tegen vallende stenen om daarmee het beheer van
dezee bossen te verbeteren.
Hett doel van het beheer van bossen met een beschermfunctie, ook wel 'beschermbossen' genoemd, is
omm deze bossen in een staat te houden waarin effectieve bescherming op de lange termijn verzekerd is. Maar
omdatt wij de natuurlijke ontwikkeling van bosecosystemen niet kunnen tegengehouden, moeten natuurgetrouwe
bosbouwtechniekenn op de juiste plaats uitgevoerd worden, om de stabiliteit van het bosecosysteem en daarmee
dee beschermende functie te waarborgen. Momenteel zijn bosbeheerders in staat om de stabiliteit van
beschermbossenn te verbeteren, maar vaak is beheer van bergbossen nog experimenteel, omdat de consequenties
vann menselijk beheer voor bosecosystemen niet goed bekend zijn.
Voordatt beheersplannen voor specifieke bosopstanden ontwikkeld kunnen worden is informatie over de
bossenn op regionale schaal nodig. Aardobservatie met behulp van satellietbeelden wordt vaak gezien als een
bruikbaree bron voor regionale bosbedekkingskaarten. Met behulp van een Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) beeld
kann voor vlakke gebieden meestal een nauwkeurige bosbedekkingkaart verkregen worden, maar in bergachtige
gebiedenn neemt de nauwkeurigheid sterk af. Dit kan verbeterd worden door een topografische correctie op de
DNN waarden van het Landsat TM beeld uit te voeren en een digitaal terrein model (DTM) aan het satellietbeeld
toee te voegen voor de classificatie ervan. De resultaten van een objectgebaseerde classificatie werden door lokale
bosbouwerss beter beoordeeld dan die van een traditionele classificatie methode. Het voordeel van een
objectgebaseerdee claskeficatie is dat de verkregen digitale kaart bestaat uit objecten die overeen komen met
bosopstanden.. Een dergelijke kaart is een waardevolle basis om een regionale bosinventarisatie op te zetten.
Naastt informatie over het bos is kennis over rockfall mechanismen nodig om het effect ervan op
beschermbossen,, of omgekeerd, te kunnen modelleren. Een overzicht van de bestaande rockfall modelleringtechniekenn geeft aan dat een gecombineerd Geografisch Informatie Systeem (GIS)- en procesmodel het meest
geschiktt is voor het voorspellen van actieve rockfall zones op regionale schaal.
Hett ontwikkelen van zo een model kan alleen op basis van inzicht in de relatie tussen bescherming
biedendee bossen en rockfall. Om dat te bereiken is een gedetailleerd onderzoek op helling schaal uitgevoerd,
waarbinnenn veld- en modelleringtechnieken gecombineerd worden. De factoren die op een beboste berghelling
bepalendd zijn voor de brongebieden, de valbanen en accumulatie zones van rockfall zijn bestudeerd. Het
onderzoeksgebiedd is geomorfologisch in kaart gebracht en de belangrijkste gesteente oriëntaties in de
brongebiedenn zijn ingemeten. Binnen een gebied dat speciaal uitgekozen was voor het valideren van het
ontwikkeldee rockfall model, is een bos- en een hellinginventarisatie uitgevoerd. Deze data zijn gebruikt in een binnenn deze studie - ontwikkeld rockfall simulatie model. Hiermee zijn de meest bepalende karakteristieken voor
dee verspreiding van rockfall activiteit binnen het onderzoeksgebied bepaald. De geotechnische metingen lieten
zienn dat alle in kaart gebrachte steilwanden potentiële rockfall brongebieden zijn en daarom zijn al deze
steilwandenn als startlocaties in het model opgenomen. Op volgorde van belangrijkheid zijn het aantal liggende
boomstammen,, de oppervlakteruwheid en het aantal rockfall resistente struiken bepalend voor de mate van
energiee verlies van een vallende steen, mits deze geen staande boom raakt. Met deze instellingen simuleert het
ontwikkeldee model de beste gelijkenis met de werkelijkheid. Oudere accumulatie patronen van gevallen stenen
kondenn gereconstrueerd worden door een scenario waarin het huidige bos afwezig is te simuleren. De conclusie
wordtt getrokken dat een gecombineerde benadering zoals toegepast binnen dit onderzoek een eerste vereiste is
voorr het verkrijgen van inzicht in de dynamiek van of rockfall op een beboste helling.
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Dee vorige studie verschaft een degelijke basis om een regionaal rockfall simulatie model te ontwikkelen waarin
dee structuur van beschermbossen is opgenomen. Dit ontwikkelende model is gebruikt om patronen van actieve
rockfalll zones te voorspellen op regionale schaal. Daarnaast wordt dit model vergeleken met twee bestaande
regionalee rockfall modellen. Het ontwikkelde model is het enige model dat energieverlies van vallende stenen
simuleertt door contact met bomen en de ondergrond. De twee bestaande modellen berekenen het energieverlies
overr de afstand tussen twee rastercellen op basis van een wrijvingscoëfficiënt. Alle gemodelleerde patronen van
actievee rockfall zones worden vergeleken met gekarteerde patronen. Daarnaast worden de door de drie modellen
gesimuleerdee snelheden vergeleken. Hieruit blijkt dat de drie modellen ongeveer even nauwkeurige patronen
produceren.. Het ontwikkelde model levert het beste resultaat op beboste hellingen en tevens komen de
gesimuleerdee snelheden het best overeen met reële waarden, zowel op beboste als niet beboste hellingen en
onafhankelijkk van de hellingshoek.
Dee daaropvolgende nauwkeurigheidsanalyse geeft aan dat simulatie van patronen van actieve rockfall
zoness op regionale schaal met het ontwikkelde model zowel haalbaar als realistisch geacht kan worden. Dit is
echterr niet het geval voor het simuleren van schade aan bomen door rockfall op die schaal. Dit komt doordat het
detailverliess in de invoer data een te grote model fout veroorzaakt. De analyse toont tevens aan, dat het gebruik
vann een regionaal DTM met hoge datakwaliteit, bosstructuurdata met een veel betere kwaliteit vereist dan
wanneerr een regionaal DTM met een lage datakwaliteit gebruikt wordt.
Tenslottee wordt geconcludeerd en besproken dat de ontwikkelde methode een bijdrage levert aan de
verbeteringg van het beheer van bergbossen die bescherming bieden tegen rockfall. In het kort kunnen de
gebruiktee en ontwikkelde technieken het bosbeheer verbeteren door de volgende aanpak:
••
Bergbossen kunnen op regionale schaal zo gedetailleerd mogelijk gekarakteriseerd worden door
aardobservatiee data en bosinventarisatie data te combineren.
••
Daarna kan de beschermfunctie tegen rockfall op regionale schaal met het ontwikkelde regionale model
geëvalueerdd worden.
••
Op basis hiervan wordt een prioriteit voor bossen opgesteld alwaar bosbouw uitgevoerd moet worden.
••
Als ondersteuning hiervoor wordt een inschatting voor de te nemen maatregelen op hellingschaal
gemaaktt op basis van model en veldtechnieken.
Inn de toekomst kunnen bosbouwtechnieken nog beter gepland worden, omdat gecombineerde rockfall - bosgroei
modellenn de effecten van verschillend menselijk ingrijpen op de ontwikkeling van beschermbossen beter kunnen
voorspellen. .
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Danss les Alpes européennes, la forêt de montagne offre a beaucoup d'infrastructures et activités humaines une
protectionn efficace vis-a-vis des chutes de pierres et avalanches de neige. Cette protection appartient au domaine
duu long terme a condition que ces peuplements forestiers soient gérés de facon adequate. La gestion forestière,
aussii dénommée sylviculture, nécessite de disposer d'informations relatives a la description des peuplements et a
1'appréciationn de la dynamique avec et sans interventions humaines. L'objectif principal de cette these est de
développer,, dans Ie contexte des chutes de pierres, une methode efficace a 1'échelle régionale (-500 km") de
caractérisationn de la protection offerte par les peuplements forestiers afin d'optimiser leur gestion.
Lee but de la gestion forestière est de preserver les peuplements dans un état tel qu'ils puissent assurer
leurr fonction de protection sur le long terme. Le développement nature! des écosystèmes forestiers étant un
processuss dynamique, la mise en oeuvre d'une sylviculture proche de la nature nécessite de localiser les secteurs
ouu les peuplements sont susceptibtes de devenir instables puis de proposer des interventions sylvicoles afin de
pérenniserr leur fonction de protection. Actuellement les gestionnaires forestiers ont connaissance des techniques
nécessairess pour accroltre la stabilité des peuplements forestiers, mais le problème est que la gestion forestière
restee bien souvent du domaine « essai-erreur » car les consequences exactes des interventions sylvicoles sur la
dynamiquee forestière ne sont pas connues.
Avantt de réaliser des plans d'aménagement forestier, il est nécessaire de disposer a une echel le
régionalee des informations adéquates a la localisation et la caractérisation de la couverture forestière. La
télédétectionn est bien souvent considérée comme un moyen adapté pour réaliser les cartes régionales d'inventaire
dess surfaces forestières. La fiabiiité des données obtenues dépend du niveau d'homogénéité des peuplements
forestierss et de rorographie. Ainsi, pour une surface horizontale (i.e. zone de plainej et une forêt homogene, les
donnéess provenant de 1'analyse d'une image Landsat Thematic Mapper sont en générale exactes. A 1'inverse, en
zoness a forte pente (i.e. zone de montagne) et pour une forêt heterogene, la fiabiiité des données diminue
fortement.. Dans de tels cas il est possible d'accroitre la fiabiiité des données en procédant a une rectification
topographiquee des valeurs DN d'une image Landsat TM en combinaison avec le modèle numérique de terrain
(MNT)) puis a 1'utilisation de ces valeurs rectifiées en tant que canaux additionnels lors de la classification de
l'image.. Les forestiers locaux considèrent que les résultats d'une classification objet sont meilleurs que ceux
issuss des classifications classiques. L'avantage d'une classification objet reside dans le fait que la carte
numériquee obtenue est composée d'objets qui correspondent aux peuplements forestiers presents. Une telle carte
dee localisation des peuplements forestiers est une source de données utile a 1'établissement d'un inventaire
forestierr regional.
Enn plus des données relatives a la couverture forestière, la connaissance de la mécanique des chutes de
pierress est nécessaire pour modéliser 1'interaction de ce phénomène avec la forêt. De 1'analyse des principaux
modèless de trajectographie il apparaït que le couplage d'un modèle basé sur les processus avec un système
d'informationn Géographique (SIG) serait 1'outil le plus approprié pour prédire les zones de propagation des bloes
enn mouvement.
Lee développement d'un tel modèle nécessite de mieux comprendre les interactions régissant 1'impact
d'unee chute de pierres dans des peuplements forestiers. C'est pourquoi une recherche détaillée a 1'échelle d'un
versantt a été accomplie, associant une investigation de terrain avec des travaux de modélisation. Lors de cette
étude,, les paramètres caractérisant les zones de depart, de transit et d'arrêt ont fait 1'objet d'une expertise. La
zonee d'étude a fait 1'objet d'une cartographie géomorphologique et les principales strates de la roche mère dans
less zones de production des bloes ont été mesurées. Sur le site test, qui a été sélectionné pour tester le modèle de
trajectographiee développé, on a procédé a la caractérisation des peuplements forestiers et des pentes par un
inventairee forestier et un relevé topographique. Ces données ont été utilisées comme intrants pour élaborer le
modèlee de trajectographie, lequet permet de caractériser les paramètres du versant qui influencent la distribution
dess points d'arrêt des bloes. Les mesures géotechniques montrent que toutes les parois rocheuses escarpées
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cartographiéess sont des zones source potentielle de chutes de blocs. C'est pourquoi tous ces escarpements sont
utilisess comme zone de departs dans Ie modèle. La dissipation d'énergie d'un bloc en mouvement est
conditionnéee dans Ie modèle par Ie nombre des arbres couches au sol, puis par la topographie et finalement par la
vegetationn arbustive. En excluant le cas d'un impact direct sur un arbre en place, la comparaison entre les zones
dee depot calculées et observées montre que le modèle simule la réalité de facon satisfaisante. De plus, Ie modèle
permett en utilisant le scenario sylvicole adéquat (en supprimant la couverture forestière actuelle) de reproduire
less zones de depot des phénomènes passés. 11 ressort des ces travaux de recherches qu'une approche combinée
commee celle utilisée est un pré requis nécessaire pour comprendre la propagation d'une chute de bloes sur un
versantt boisé
L'étudee précédente fournie une base solide pour élaborer un modèle de chute de blocs a une échelle
régionalee dans lequel la structure des forêts de protection est prise en compte. Ce modèle est utilise pour simuler
ett prévoir les zones de propagation des chutes de pierres a 1'échelle d'un bassin versant. De plus, les résultats
obtenuss ont été compares a ceux issus de deux autres modèles de propagation a la même échelle. Seul le modèle
élaboréé lors de ces travaux permet de calculer la dissipation d'énergie lors des impacts avec le sol et avec les
arbres.. Les deux autres modèles utilisent le principe du coefficient de friction pour calculer la perte d'énergie
entree deux cellules du MNT. L'analyse comparative des trois modèles a portee sur les zones de propagation et
less vitesses et ce aussi bien pour les secteurs boisées que pour ceux qui ne le sont pas. Les zones de propagation
obtenuess avec ces trois modèles ont été comparées a celles inventoriées dans la carte géomorphologique. Les
vitessess simulées ont été quant a elles compares aux estimations réalisées sur le terrain. Il ressort des ces travaux
dee comparaison que les trois modèles donnent approximativement les mêmes zones de propagation simulées. Par
contree le modèle propose s'avere le plus proche de la réalité en ce qui concerne les zones de propagation en
secteurr boisé, le calcul des vitesses et ce indépendamment de la valeur de la pente.
L'analysee de robustesse, réalisée par la suite, montre que la simulation de la repartition des zones de
chutee de blocs actives a Péchelle régionale est faisable et réaliste. Toutefois, il n'est pas possible a cette échelle
dee simuler les dégats occasionnés aux arbres par les chutes de blocs. La cause principale est imputable a la
degradationn de 1'information a cette échelle. De plus, il apparaït que 1'usage d'un Modèle Numérique de Terrain
(MNT)) regional de haute resolution nécessite une plus grande précision des données caractérisant les structures
forestièress que celles utilisées avec un MNT de faible resolution.
Enn conclusion, la methode développé lors de ces travaux apporte une contribution réelle a 1'optimisation
dee la gestion des forêts de montagne ayant une fonction de protection vis-a-vis des chutes de pierres. Les
techniquess utilisées et développées interviennent dans cette recherche d'optimisation de la maniere suivante:
••
Les forêts de montagne peuvent être caractérisées le plus précisément possible a 1'échelle régionale en
combinantt les données issues de la télédétection avec celles des inventaires forestiers.
••
Le modèle propose peut être utilise pour évaluer, a 1'échelle régionale, la protection offerte par la forêt
vis-a-viss des chutes de pierres.
••
Les résultats obtenus doivent servir de base a la definition de zone d'intervention forestière.
••
Pour ces zones, un changement d'échelle d'analyse est alors nécessaire pour élaborer les interventions
sylvicoless proprement dites. Pour ce faire, il faut alors procéder a un changement d'échelle d'analyse et
couplerr les inventaires de terrain avec les travaux de modélisation.
Laa prise en compte de la dynamique des écosystèmes forestiers nécessitera dans le futur de réaliser un couplage
entree les modèles de trajectographies et les modèles de croissances des peuplements forestiers. Ce n'est qu'une
foiss ce couplage realise que le chercheur et le gestionnaire pourront s'affranchir de la dimension temporelle pour
prévoirr et tester les effets des interventions sylvicoles. Un tel outil intégré de gestion pourra alors être utilise
pourr définir les peuplements optimaux en terme de protection et les itinéraires sylvicoles nécessaires a leur
obtention. .
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Vielee Lebensgemeinschaften in den europaischen Alpen sind stark abhangig von Bergwaldern, da sie gegen
Felsstürzenn und Lawinen schützen. Langfristig können Bergwalder nur dann Schutz bieten, wenn diese adaquat
bewirtschaftett werden. Forstwirtschaft, besser bekannt als Waldbau, erfordert Informationen über den Zustand,
diee Dynamik und die zukünftige Entwicklung des Waldökosystems. Die Zielsetzung dieser Studie ist, eine
effizientee Methode zu entwickeln, welche Informationen über die Schutzfunktion des Waldes gegen Felssturz
auff regionalem MaBstab (-500 km2) liefert, damit die Bewirtschaftung der Schutzwalder verbessert werden
kann. .
Waldbauu in Schutzwalder verfolgt das Ziet, die Walder in einen solchen Zustand zu bringen, so dass
effektiverr Schutz langfristig gewahrleistet ist. Weil die natürliche Entwicklung des Waldökosystems ein
dynamischerr Prozess ist, muss naturnaher Waldbau richtig lokalisiert und ausgeführt werden, um die Stabilitat
undd die Schutzfunktion des Waldökosystems entweder zu erhalten oder noch zu opti mieren. Heutzutage kennen
diee Forstverwaltungen viele Techniken womit die Stabilitat der Schutzwaldbestande verbessert werden kann.
Aberr das Problem ist, dass der Waldbau oft noch experimenten ist, weil die Konsequenzen der menschlichen
Eingriffee für das Waldökosystem nicht genau bekannt sind.
Bevorr Plane für bestimmte Waldbestande entwickelt werden können, sind Informationen auf
regionalemm MaCstab über die Waldbedeckung nötig. Fernerkundung wird oft betrachte! als ware es eine
wertvollee Grundlage, um Waldbedeckungskarten auf regionalem MaBstab abzuleiten. lm allgemeinen ist eine
Bestandestypenkartee eines homogenen Waldes, abgeleitet von einem Landsat Thematic Mapper (Landsat TM)
Bild,, ziemlich genau, wenn es flaches Gelande betrifft. Falls aber ein heterogener Wald in bergigem Gelande
betroffenn ist, nimmt diese Genauigkeit ab. Die Genauigkeit der abgeleiteten Informationen kann zum einen
durchh die topografische Korrektur der DN Werte des Landsat TM Bildes und zum anderen durch ein digitales
Gelandemodelll (DGM), das als zusatzlicher Kanal wahrend der Klassifikation verwendet wird, verbessert
werden.. Lokale Förster beurteilen die Resultate der objektbasierten Klassifikation besser als die Resultate einer
konventionellenn Klassifikationsmethode. Der Vorteil einer objektbasierten Klassifikation ist, dass die abgeleitete
Kartee aus Objekten besteht, die mit den Waldbestanden übereinstimmen. Eine solche Karte ist eine wertvolle
Grundlagee für den Aufbau einer regionalen Forstinventur.
AuBerr den Waldbedeckungsdaten, wird auch mehr Fachkenntnis der Mechanik von felssturzauslösendenn Prozessen benötigt, um die Interaktion zwischen Felssturz und Schutzwald zu modellieren. Eine
Übersichtt der meist wichtigen Felssturz-Computersimulationsmodelle zeigt, dass eine Kombination von auf
einemm Geographischen Informationssystem (GIS) basierenden Modell und einem detaillierten Prozessmodell am
geeignetstenn ist, um Reichweiten von Felsstürzen auf regionalem MaBstab voraus zu sagen.
Umm ein solches Modell zu entwickeln, ist Einsicht in die Beziehung zwischen Felsstürzen und
Schutzwaldd notwendig. Darum ist eine detaillierte Studie auf MaBstab eines Hanges ausgeführt worden, welche
Gelande-- und Modellierungstechniken kombiniert. Innerhalb dieser Studie werden die wichtigsten Faktoren, die
Felssturzabbruchkanten,, Sturzbahnen und Reichweiten von Felsstürzen bestimmen, evaluiert. Das Studiengebiet
istt geomorfologisch kartiert worden, und die wichtigsten Schichten im Grundgestein des Abbruchgebietes sind
geotechnischh vermessen worden. In einem Teststudiengebiet, das für die Simulationsmodellstudie bestimmt
wurde,, ist eine Forst- und Hanginventur durchgeführt worden, um Wald und Hangcharakteristika im Detail zu
erfassen.. Diese Daten dienen als Input für das entwickelte Simulationsmodell, welche die Evaluierung der
Hangcharakteristika,, die die raumliche Verteilung der Felssturzablagerungsgebiete bestimmen, erlaubt. Die
geotechnischenn Vermessungen zeigen, dass alle kartierten Felswande potentielle Felssturzabbruchgebiete sind.
Darumm sind alle Felswande als Startpunkte im Simulationsmodell definiert worden. Der Energieverlust eines
fallendenn Steines wird, in der Reihenfolge der Wichtigkeit, durch querliegende, gefallte Baume, OberflachenRauhigkeitt und felssturzresistente Straucher bestimmt, vorausgesetzt, dass der Stein nicht auf einen stehenden
Baumm prallt. Wenn dieser Reihenfolge in den Parameterwerten übernommen wurde, konnte das Simulations-
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Modelll die Realitat am besten rekonstruieren. Durch ein Szenario, ohne die heutige Waldbedeckung zu
simulieren.. konnten Ablagerungsgebiete von alteren Felsstiirzen rekonstruiert werden. Es wird gefolgert, dass
einee kombinierte Methode, wie in dieser Studie angewendet, eine Grundvoraussetzung ist, um Einsicht in die
Dynamikk von Felsstiirzen in Schutzwalder zu bekommen.
Diee vorherige Studie verschafft eine ausreichende Basis, um ein Felssturzsimulationsmodell, in dem
Waldstrukturr inkorporiert ist, auf regionalem MaBstab zu entwickeln. Ein solches entwickeltes SimulationsModelll wird angewendet, um die Muster der Reichweiten von Felsstiirzen auf regionalem MaBstab vorauszusagen.. AuBerdem wird das entwickelte Modell mit zwei bestenenden regionalen Felssturzmodellen verglichen.
Dass entwickelte Modell ist das einzige Modell, das die Geschwindigkeit der stürzenden Blöcke, aufgrund des
Energieverlustss infolge des Aufpralls auf Baumstamme und die Bodenoberflache, berechnet. Die zwei
bestehendenn Feissturzmodelle berechnen den Energieverlust zwischen zwei Rasterzellen aufgrund eines einzigen
Reibungskoeffizienten.. Die Felssturzmuster werden verglichen mit Mustern, die abgeleitet sind von geomorfologischenn Gelandekarten. Zusatzlich werden die Stürzgeschwindigkeiten. die durch die drei Modelle
simuliertt werden, verglichen. Daraus resultiert, dass die Genauigkeit der Reichweiten von Felsstiirzen, simuliert
durchh die drei Modelle, ahnlich ist. Das entwickelte Modell simuliert aber die genausten Reichweiten auf
bewaldetenn Hangen. Daneben simulierte es Geschwindigkeiten, die am besten übereinstimmen mit im Gelande
geschatztenn Werten. Dies gilt sowohl fur bewaldete als auch nicht bewaldete Hange und ist unabhangig von
Neigungswinkel. .
Diee darauffolgende Bewertung der Genauigkeit zeigt, dass die Felssturzmodellierung auf regionalem
MaBstab,, bezüglich Reichweiten von Felsstiirzen, mit einem GIS-basierten Modell als durchfiihrbar und
realistischh betrachtet werden kann. Jedoch ist die Modellierung von Baumschaden durch Felsstürze auf diesem
MaBstabb nicht realistisch. Die Ursache hierfür ist, dass der groBe Detailverlust im Modellinput einen zu groBem
Modellfehlerr verursacht. Diese Bewertung zeigt auch, dass die Verwendung eines DGMs mit hoher
Datenqualitatt eine höhere Qualitat der Waldstrukturdaten erfordert als ein DGM mit geringerer Datenqualitat.
Zumm Schluss wird gefolgert und diskutiert, dass die entwickelte Methode einen Beitrag an die
Verbesserungg der Bewirtschaftung von Waldern, die Schutz gegen Felsstürze bieten, liefern kann. In aller Kiirze
könnenn die verwendeten und entwickelten Techniken diesen Beitrag durch die folgende Vorgehensweise liefern:
••
Bergwalder können auf regionalem MaBstab so detailliert wie möglich durch kombinierte
Fernerkundungs-- und Forstinventurdaten charakterisiert werden.
••
lm nachsten Schritt kann mit dem entwickelten Modell die Schutzfunktion des Waldes gegen Felsstürze
auff regionalem MaBstab evaluiert werden.
••
Hierauf basierend kann bestimmt werden, welche Walder Prioritat für die Waldbewirtschaftung haben.
••
Als Unterstützung kann aufgrund von Modell- und Gelandetechniken eine Bewertung der geplanten
MaBnahmenn auf der HangmaBstabsebene durchgeführt werden.
Inn der Zukunft können WaldbaummaBnahmen noch besser geplant werden, weil kombinierte FelssturzWaldwachstumsmodellee die Effekte verschiedener Art menschlicher Eingriffe auf die Entwicklung von
Schutzwaldernn besser voraussagen können.
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PROPOSITIONS S
accompanyingaccompanying the PhD thesis 'Mountain geoecosystems — GIS modelling
rockfallrockfall and protection forest structure' by Luuk Dorren

1.. Dying of trees caused by rockfall promotes the protective
functionn of mountain forests against rockfall.
2.. User-friendly methods of automated image understanding would
considerablyy increase the added value of remote sensing for
forestry. .
3.. Conflict management is a primary prerequisite for sustainable
developmentt of mountain forests.
4.. Playing with models provides insight into the functioning of the
modelledd system, but does not necessarily provide true
understandingg of the real system.
5.. It is easier to wrap landscapes up in concrete and asphalt than to
understandd how they are functioning.
6.. Physical geographers working with simulation models should do
fieldworkfieldwork to keep in touch with reality.
7.. A geographic information system increases the power of
mapping. .
8.. Rockfall is not lethal as long as the rocks fall.
9.. Relief creates room for creativity.
10.. The wider the valley, the broader your view.

